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PREI<'ACE 

Degradation of the marine environment can result from a wide range of sources. 
Land-based sources contribute 70% of marine pollution, while marine transport and dumping 
at sea contribute 10% each, Degradation of the marine environment can also result from a 
wide range of activitie.~ on land. Human seulcmcnts, land use, construction of coastal infra
-ltructure, agrieultuiT, forestry, urban development, tourism and industry e1m affect the marine 
environment. Coastal erosion and siltation are also of particular concern. Furthermore, coastal 
erosion is one of the main iswes for many developmg states, including small islands, in the 
context of long term sea-level rise. All kinds of marine and coastal degradation require spe
cific actions to control or rednce their social impacts. These actions are costly, and the mea~
urement of costs and social benefits i.~ a very important component of the decision process to 
prepare nmional environmental policies for su;tainable development and to fonnulate financial 
projects to be submillOO to rek•ant development banks and financial institutions concerned 
wtth the welfare of human beings. 

• The United Conference nn Em·ironment and DeveJopment (UNCED, 3-14 June 
1992) calls UfXln countries to undertake activities to meet three fundamental objective.~, re
flected in Agenda 21, Chapter 8: a) to incorpor<lte environmental costs in the decisions of 
producers and consumers, to reverse the tendency to treat the envirornnent as a "free good", 
and to pass these costs on to other parts of society, other countries, or future generations; b) to 
move more fully towards integr;llion of social cost~ and environmental costs in!O economic 
activitieo, "' lhnt price~ will appropriately reflect the relative scan;ity and total value of re
sources and contribute l<Jward' the prevention of environmental degradation; and c) to include, 
whenever appropriate, the use of market pnnciples in the framing of economic in.,truments and 
poiicie,.; to pursue sustainable development. 

UNCED recognized also the specifics of the marine environment in Chaper 17 ol 
Agenda 21, and tht: n.,OO LO prumote the Integrated :Mana~m~nt for the Sustainable Devel
opment of Coastal Areas, and the Sustainable Use and Conservation of Marine Uvlng 
Resources. In particular, the necessity to provt<lc for an integrated policy and decision-making 
process, to promote the development and application of methods that reflect changes in value 
resulting from uses of coastal Md marine areas, including pollution, marine cros10n, loss of 
resources and habitat destruction and the development ofhioeconomic models for the sustain
able use and protection of marine livmg re:;ources_ In addition, to ;trengthen the protection of 
the marine environment, UNCED recognized the necessity to develop economic incentives, 
where appropriate, to apply dean technologies and other means consistent with the intemaliza
tion of environmental costs, such as the ''polluter pays" principle, so as to avoid degradation of 
the marine environment. 

The UNEP Governing Cowtcil in its decision 17133 of 21 May 1993 authorized 
the Executive Director to implement inter alia, the following sub-programmes: Envi.tunmental 
Mllllagcmcnt of ull Kind of Seas and Coa.'tal Area Management (Sub-programme 4), and 
Environmental Economics, Ac~mmting and Management Tools (Sub-progmmme 6). 

The present docwnent, "Environmental Economics for Integrated Com.·tal Ana 
Management: Valuation Method< and Policy Instrumenili", fitN in the overall strategies 
designed to implement both above-mentioned sub-programmes, lllld particularly their follow
ing components on: F..ct,Jnomic Policy Instruments, to examine the statu> of current research . .. . -. 
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Resource Valuation, to indentify gaps in existing knowledge, by providing developping 
coumrie:; with guidance for decision-making based on economic rationale and principles for 
environmentally sound and sustainable development; and, to explore how the application of 
valuation techniques will help a:;ccrtain environmental costs and in tum enable developed and 
developing countries to fulfil their global environmental rcsponsahilities, and to estimate the 
cosl'; of making the transition to environmentally sound and sustainable development; Inte
grated Coastal Area Planning and Management ((CAM), to formulate a technical framc
"'ork <;trategy for integrated coastal area planning and management with special emphasis on 
it< economic and environmental benefits; Land-Ba•erl Sources of Pollution, to develop a 
common methoUulogy to determine the range of co~t-effectiveoc.ss of protection measures and 
their overall economic benefits for coastal areas; and Marine Living Rcsouree:s, to formulate 
integrated management plans for the protection und cou:;ervation of co>L'Stal and rnarillC eco.~ys
tcms, critical habitats ~nd/or their living resources, based on ecological, social and economic 
criteria. 

The Oceans and Coastal Areas Programme Activity Centre of UNEP (OCA/PAC) 
in cooperation with Environment and Economic Uoit (UNEP/EEU) initiated in 1993 a prog" 
ramme component on Environmental Economics for Integrated Coastal Area Management to 
be implemented at the regional and national levels, through the Regional Action Plans for the 
Protection and DeveJopment of the Marine and Coastal Environmffit, in order to assist 
decision-makers in the implementation of progranunes for the economic analysis of marine and 
coastal issues and the economical formulation of altemative policies for sustainuble develop
ment, and at the global or multi-regionallcvcl, in order to develop recoiiiillendations on com
mon methodologies to be applied through the UNEP Regional Seas Programme and to make 
available to decision-maker> expBrien~e and knowledge acr:umulaterl. through the Regional 
Actiou Plans. 

In cooperation with tb.e University of Rhode Island (URI, Department of Resource 
Economics, Prof. Thomas A. Grigalunas, Prof. James J. Opaluch atld Jerry Diamantides, 
ln.>tructor in Economics) aml!hc Univensily of Washington (Department of&.onomics, Prof. 
Gardner M. Brown Jr), UNEP OCA/PAC has prepared a series of reports focusing on method
ologies to value goods und ;ervices provided by the marine and coastal envirumuent, with a 
:,pecial emphasis on methodologies applicable to developing countries, for the purpose of 
expert> training. 

On the basis of these reports, the present document "Environmental Economics 
for Integmted Co(Uital Ana Management: Valuation Method~ and Policy Instrument•·" h""' 
been prepared to contribute in the implementation of programmes on the Integrated Manage
ment of Coastal Area~ for national capacity building tluough training workshops and pilot
studies in some among the thltteen regions covered by the Regional Se(UI Programme_ The 
prc.sent document aims at providing background information and case studies for economists 
well experienced in the field of microeconomics. The first series of activitieo on environmental 
ocunumics based on the present document, will he developed in an integrated manner through 
the West and Central African Action Plan (W ACAF) in 1995 in co-operation with FAO. 

Professor Thomas A. Grigalunas served as principal investigator and coordinator 
for this project. He is responsible for Chapter 1, the Introduction, Chapter 5, Stated Prefer
ence~. lli!d Chapter 9, Summmy and Conclu>ions. He also co-anthorcd Chapter 7, Other Ap
proache~, and Chapter 9, Policy Instruments, with Jerry Diamantides; and was also a co-author 
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Brown authored Chapters 3 and 4_ The.1e chapters cover the Travel Cost Method and Hedonic 
Analysis, respectively. Professor James Opaluch was the major author of Chapter 2, Eco
nomic Concepts. in mllaboration with Profe:;sor Grigalunas. He also VVJote Chapter 7, on the 
ProdudiV!ly Approach. Jerry Oiamantides, an Im;tructor in economics and a Ph.D Candidate 
at URI, co-authored Chapter 7, Other Approaches, and Chapter 8, Policy Tnstrument,, both 
with Professor Grigalunns. 

A 'pccial cxp1ession of appreciation goes to Mr. P. SchrOder, Director, OC/\1 
PAC, for his continuous support to the development of environmental economics programmes 
for the integrated management of coastal areas. The uuthoP.< wish abo to acknowledge the 
enthusiasm, encouragement and intellectual support given, throughout this project, by Dr. 
Richard Cougar. Senior Programme Officer, UNEP OCA/PAC, in charge of projects on 
environmental economics, and the contribution of Ms. Ruth Batten, Editorial Assistant, for 
her patient efforts in reviewing, editing and finalizing the doc.umcnT for printing. Special 
recognition also is due to Mr. Kevin Needham, a research assistant in the Department of 
Resource Economics at the University of Rhode Island fm his contributions, particularly to 
the chapter on Stated Preference,. Appreciation also i' expressed to Stephen Olson who 
provided cumments on the first draft of Chapter I and suggested the use of u case study. 
Thanks also are due to Ms. Clarice Coleman for hl'-r secretarial help. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1 BACKGROUND 

Economic growth is a critical priority for most countries but poses many potential 
environmental problems. Envirornm:nlal prublems are of special concern for many 
coastal areas due to: 

• • • • 
• 

rapid increases in population in coastal areas; 
substantial growth in tourism and industry; 
the use of coastal areas as dumping grounds for wastes of all kinds; 
the high level of productivity of the ecosystems at risk (saltman;hes, 
mangroves, coral reef.~, and scagrass beds); and 
the high degree of biological diversity of coastal areas (after Olsen, el ul . 
1989). 

Common marine-related environmental problems include reduced abundance and 
diversity of fish and wildlife due to reduced water quality and loss of habitat and other 
natural resource functions provided by mangroves, coral fonnations, and other natural 
environments. Other coastal area concerns include large-scale deterioration of attractive 
coastal vistas. 

Therefore, those concerned \Vi.th coastal areas face difficult choices. On the one hand, 
increased development promises substantial economic benefits. On the other hand, 
development can lead to many problems, including conflicts between various uses and 
degradation of environmental and natural resources. In combination, these problems 
pose threats to those whose livelihood or health depends upon the quality of the 
environment, and to those who otherwise use or enjoy the services of coastal area 
resources. 

The importance of environmental issues in development has received increased 
international recognition and spurred efforts to use environmental concepts and 
methodologies. In the area of environmental economics, major initiatives are underway 
to integrate environmental costs into economic activity and to include environmental 
concerns as a central part of benefit-cost analysis and development plans1

• 

Additionally, at a broader level. many countries arc expanding their existing systems of 
National Income Accounts using "green" accounting. This is being done to reflect (I) 
the value of the goods and services provided by environmental and natural resources 

For a general discll~sion of the growing impmtam:~ of environmental considerations 
in development planning, see the Economist (1993). See also The World Bank 
(1993). 
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but not reflected in the market and (2) the dt:pletion of natural resource assets (sec, 
Bar!elmus, 1993; Repeto, 1993; Gordon and Prince, 1994). 

In the international arena, the United Nations in particular has given high priority to 
environmental issues, including the protection, matlagt:rnent, and conservation of 
marine and coastal areas. Specifically, Chapter~' Agenda 21 of the United Nations 
Conference on Environment and Development calls upon .:uuntries to 1mdertake 
activities to mect three fundamental objectives: 

(I) To incorporate environmental costs in the decisions of producers 
and consumers, lo reverse the tendency to treat the environment as 
a "lh:e good", and to pass these costs on to other parts of society, 
other countries, or future generations (Chapter 8.3Ia); 

(2) To move more fully toward integration of social and environmental costs 
into economic activities, so that prices will appropriately retlect the 
relative scarcity and total value of resources and contribute toward the 
prevention of environmental degradation (Chapter 8.3lb); 

(3) To include, whenever appropriate, the me of market principles in the 
framing of economic instruments and polices to pursue ~ustaiuablc 
development (Chapter 8.3lc). 

To help achieve these broad goals, the Uniled Nations Environment Programme 
(UNEP) is encouraging the development and use of techniques fur measuring natural 
resource and environmental values. UNEP also is supporting the use of environmental 
policy instruments based on market principles, when appropriate. This Document, 
which focuses on integrated coa.stal area management (ICAM), is prepared as part of 
this UNEP Program. 

Our purpose in writing this Document is to provide backgr01md, reference materials, 
and example applications for participant:; in a plannt:d series of workshops. Our basic 
goal is to introduce these readers to the rapidly growing economics literature dealing 
with the valuation of goods and sen ices and to policy instruments for addressing 
envirorunental issues, focussing on applications. "!be intended audience is economists 
who are concerned with coastal area management. We a~sume that The audience knows 
some mierocconomic theory but bas had little or no l"ormal exposure to environmental 
economics. 

We adopt the view that market failure is a major contributor tu coastal area problems 
and that appropriate policy instruments can help to addrc~s many of these problems. 
Indeed, in many ways, the need for integrated coastal area managemoot--as opposed to 
single sector management-reflects widespread and seriuus market fililure between 
activities in coastal areas. 
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At the same time, we recognize that coastal area management is a ·complex process. 
Coastal issues often cut across many disciplines, and management decisions occur 
within a political process. Devising, as well as carrying out policy inslmments fhat 
meet desirable standards, such as efficiency, cost-effectiveness, and practicality, is very 
difficult; if this were not so, these measures would already be in pial:<:. Resolution of 
coastal problems does not depend solely on more and better technical economic 
analyses. Nor for that matter, are solutions likely to be found in technical anulyses 
from HllY other field. Our basic argument is that the public preferences matter, and 
that more and better usc of valuation methods can contribute to coastal area decision 
making by providing improved infonnation about the public's preferences for coastal 
resources and tradcoffs among activities. 

Sources of market failure that arc important contributors to coastal area management 
problems include externalities, public goods, and insecure property rights. Common 
examples of eAternalities include agricultural runoff and waste discharges from 
pipdincs that impose 1mcompensated costs on fisheries, rccreationltourism, or other 
com; tal activities. Unless these external costs EJrC internalized, the true costs of the 
polluting activity will be understated. As a result, production will be excessive, and 
those who bear the environmental harm will, in effect, subsidize consumers of the 
polluting product. Public goods include water qualit>•, scenic views, or wildlife 
diversity enjoyed by the population at large. Since it is often hard or impossible to 
exclude anyone from benefitting from these goods, tew will pay for them voluntarily 
(the free rider problem). Thus, providing public goods, such as preserving or restoring 
the services of an estuary, will likely require government action. Lack of secure 
property rights is a serious problem with fishing and with hmd use in coastal areas. 
I' or example, agricultural landholders will not undertake worthwhile measures to 
pre'\'ent erosion if uncertain property rights may prevent them from capturing the gain 
li:um adopting tht: cunscrvation adiuns. 

A variety of policy instrumt:nls are available to addrt:ss market failure issues, such a~ 
those mentioned above. Several factors, however, constrain the selection and 
dTectivcncss of these instruments. One is the limited availability of information aboul 
nun-market benetlts and costs !Or many coastal areas, particularly those in developing 
countries. Other constraining factors include the cost of impkmt:n!ation, lhe in~t:nlives 
for correct behavior the instrument provides, and the extent to which other social 
objectives like policies to expand agriculture conflict with coastal area environmental 
objectives (e.g., improved water quality). Emironmental protection can be very 
t:xpcnsivc, and resources available to design, carry out, and enforce cnviromnental 
policies arc scarce, particularly for low-income countries. Policies that impose high 
costs compared with benefits. or that violate standards of cost effectiveness, likely will 
be rejected. Or, if enacted, such policies may waste scarce resources that could be 
better used elsewhere. 
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Use of approaches for measuring non-market benefits and costs can contribute to 
coastal area management in several ways, including the following as suggestive 
examples: 

• Public debate on propos~d polides might be better informed if, beyond 
narrow commercial costs and benefits, information also was available for 
non-market costs and benefits. For example, public debate on how best 
to control discharges might be improved if more was known about the 
benefits which might result, many of whi.:h occur out~ide the marketplace 
(Caulkins, 1988). 

• Coastal protection can be enhanced by greater use of the Polluter Pays 
Principle which creates incentives for busim:ss~s lo reduce the external 
costs from pollution (Grigalunas and Opaluch, 1988; Tietenberg, 1992). 
A system of set fees might be used, but if the fee is to approximate actual 
damages, then non-market valuation techniques must be used. 

• Public investments for coastal area improvements might be better 
targeted, if officials understood better the public's preferences for the 
attributes of such activities as recreational fishing, diving, or wildlife 
viewing, (Jones and Stokes, 1987). 

• Non-market approaches might also help make difficult development
pre~ervation decisions by providing information on the public's 
willingness to make required tradcoffs between coastal area resources. 
For example, approaches which involve asking members of the public to 
compare and rank alternatives can help policy makers address 
contmver~ial issue~. such as the siting of highways, pipelines, landfills or 
other locally undesirable fucilities (Opaluch, et al.. 1993). 

Better use of policy instruments might contribute to coastal area management in several 
ways, for example: 

• Use of the Polluter Pays Principle, such as charges or liability for external 
costs, encourages firms to face the full costs of their actions. This 
approa~h provides a market-based incentive for firms to reduce external 
costs using least-cost approaches, and to adopt new approaches for 
avoiding extemal costs (Grigalunas and Opaluch, 1988; Tieteuberg, 
1 \192). 

• Tradeable pennits encourage environmental goals to be met at least cost 
by allowing firms within an area to pay others to reduce wa~tc 
discharges. Tradeable permits potentially can work between point 
sources, or between point sources and non-point sources, reducing the 
costs for all participants. 
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Expanded use of user fees can provide additional funds to maintain 
marine parks or other areas. And as a side effect, user fees can reduce 
demand for the site, by that lessening congestion or use-related 
degradation. 

Careful review of policy instruments might identify and reduce conflicts 
among instruments (Stavins and Jaffe, 1990). For example, policies that 
encourage agriculture might lead to more non-point source pol!ution and 
be inconsistent Thith coastal water quality goals. 

In summary, rapid development of coastal areas has caused serious conflicts in uses 
and led to severe environmental and natural resource degradation. Considering these 
problems, the increased attention being given to environmental problems at the national 
and international levels is significant. Tt provides support for government~ to consider 
the pervasive nature of market failures in coastal areas, and it encourages consideration 
of alternate ways to address market failure through various policy instruments. 

We recognize, however, that attempts to integrate social and environmental costs into 
economic activities or to use market principles to frame economic instruments and 
policies face serious challenges. One set of difficulties concerns the problems inherent 
in measuring the value of goods and services that arc not traded in markets. Another 
set of problems arises when critical scientific information establishing cause-and-effect 
linkages between environmental changes and loss in services to people is uncertain or 
even unavailable. Other challenges stem from the increasingly complex nature of 
environmental issues. Further, there is a shortage of pragmatic studies of the relative 
efficiency of policy instruments for addres~ing environmental problems in coastal area~. 

These challenges arc especially daunting for lOw-income countries. This is due to 
severe funding constraints, lack of data, absence of well-defined property rights, lack uf 
capital markets, and the frequent absence of an institutional framework for dealing 
effectively with environmental i~~ues. These and other issut:S lllulerscore the many 
difficulties faced when attempting to improve the use of economic analyses or analyses 
from any other field of environmental issues in coastal area management, particularly 
in low-income coWitries. 

1.2. PURPOSE, SCOPE, AND ORGANIZATION 

Purpose 

This Document attempt~ to contribute to the literature on integrated coastal area 
management (ICAM) by drawing upon recent work in environmental economics 
potentially applicable to problems in 1CAM. Specifically, (I) we review major 
techniques available for assessing the economic value individuals' hold for coastal 
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areas goods and services, and (2) we examine policy instruments available to address 
market failure problems in coastal areas. As noted, the Document was written to 
pro'Vide background information and case studies for a planned series of workshops for 
economists. We <e;sumc that reuters have had some t_raining in microeconomics but 
have had little formal exposure to the field of environmental economics. 

Scope 

Two major topics are addressed: 

(1) concepts, methodologies, and data requirements for valuing marine-related 
goods and services, emphasizing those that are not traded on markets, and 

(2) policy instruments for addressing coastal area environmental concerns. 

In keeping with the goal of the Document, we adopt a nonteclmical approach to make 
the materials accessible to a wide audience. Liberal use is made of l'igures, with 
technical material for the most part presented in Appendices. Many examples illustrate 
the richness of the literature and how the different valuation approaches and policy 
instruments have been used in various, primarily marine-related applications. 

Finally, we emphasize again that tills Document provides an introduction to a large and 
rapidly growing literature on valnation and policy instruments. We expose readers to 
some major recent thrusts and controversies in environmental economics. Readers 
interested in pursuing a particular topic in more detail will want to consult additional 
sources. To this end, selected references are given at the end of each section. Special 
reference is made to the works of Walsh, et at. (1988), Mitchell and Carson (1989), 
Braden and Kolstad (1991), Cropper and Oates (1993), Freeman (1993), Tietenberg 
(1992)_ These worh provide rigorous and comprehensive presentations of many topics 
presented in this document. 

Organization 

The Document is organized as follows. First, to make the discussion in the Chapters 
that follow more concrete, we begin in Section 1.3 by presenting a hypothetical case 
study of a coastal area, "Challenge Bay". Challenge Bay has prohloms common to 
many coastal areas, and we use this ca~e study as a device to lend some specificity to 
the later discussion of concepts, methods, and policy instruments. 

Chapter 2 sets out a conceptual framework that provides a wrifying s!ru"'>ture for much 
of the material that follows. Eoonomic valnc is defined, categories of value and of 
goods are explained, and market failure is described. 

Natural resources and the environment are viewed in Chapter 2 as natural asse!.s 
(Freeman, 1993). Distinguishing features of assets are that they can provide, over 
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time, a flow of services directly or im!iro:>;tly valued by people_ Direct services 
include, for example, amenities such as attractive views, clean beaches, and fish 
harvests. Indire<:t services include, for example, the nalllral functions of wetlands and 
more generally, ecosystems, which support the "production" of fish and wildlife that 
are, eventually, harvested or viewed by people. These flows uf services are 
sustainable, if the stock of natural assets is maintained. Finally, Chapter 2 considers 
briefly two alternate approaches used by some to value resource activity: impact 
analysis and energy analysis. 

In Chapters 3-7 major approaches for valuing marine-related environmental resources 
are reviewed (Table 1.1). These 
approaches arc divided into those 

Revealed Preferences that rest on revealed preferences and 
those based on stated preferences or 

• Travel Cost Approach "constructed" markets (Carson, 
• Hedonic Analy•is 1991)- Other approaches considered 
• Avoidance costs arc the productivity approach and 

benefit transfer. 
Stated Preferences 

• Contingent Valuation 
• Contingent Activity 
• Contingent Ranking 

Productivity Approach 

Benefit Transfer 

Table 1. 1. Non-market Valuation Approaches 

For each approach, its potential 
usefulness for coastal area 
management is .~uggested and the 
underlying concepts arc reviewed 
brietly. Then, we ouUine the 
methodology and data requirements. 
Severn! examples from the literature 
are given to illustrate application of 
each approach_ Finally, we note 
some issues associated with the use 
of each approach. References for 
further reading arc also provided. 

Chapter 8 concerns policy instruments ("Pis") that could be used to address coastal 
area problems. Pis fall into two broad categories: Regulatory Instruments and 
Economic Instruments (Table 1.2). 1be characteristics of Rls and Els are explained 
and many exampks of each typ~ of PI are given. Also, several case studies arc used 
to examine in some detail the application of policy instruments in particular cases. 

Pis differ in their relative etiiciency, cost-effectiveness and infonnation and 
transactions cost. Pis also differ with respect to their distributional effects and political 
feasibility. We de not attempt to suggest which Pis might be "best" suited for 
particular coastal art:aS. This is because the choice of Pis will depend upon the 
specific issues and circumstances facing an area. Instead. we confine ourselves to a 
discussion of some key features of Pis and of the potential strengths and weak-nesses of 
different l'ls. 
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The final section, Chapter 9, ties 
together some issues posed by our case 
study of Challenge Bay and the 
concepts and methods reviewed in other 
Chapters. Drawing upon the issues 
raised in the case study, broad 
suggestions are made about the kinds of 
economic studies that might contribute 
to integrated coastal area management 
for this prototypical coastal area and, by 
extension, for other coastal areas. 

1.3 CHALLENGE BAY, OCEANUS: 
A HYPOTHETICAL CASE STUDY 

Introduction and Background 

Located in a semi-tropical climate, 
Oceanus is a developing country with 
an economy that, to date, has relied 
upon agriculture, small-scale fisheries, 
~mall-scale commercial activity and 
some industrial operations. Tourism is 

Regulatory Instruments 
Regulations 

•technolllgy-based regulations 
•conservation/mgmt. practices 
·~pecin or resouree protcctilln 

Zllning 
•coastal zone 
•parks, sanctuaries & spec. mgmt. areas 

Economic Instruments 
Polluter Pays Principle 

•taxes, penalties & liability 
Subsidies 

Tradeable Permits 
•Offsets & "Rubbles" 

User fees 
Return/deposit 

Criminal Penalties 

Table 1.2. Selected Pohcy Instruments 

important but thus far is limited to a few, relatively undeveloped coastal and inland 
areas. These areas arc known nationally and internationally for providing quality 
recreational opporttmities, particularly clean beaches, with good coastal water quality 
and attractive coral reefs with diverse reef fish populations. The coastal an:a also is 
known for its natural beauty and contains many marine-related and terrestrial wildlife. 

Improving the standilrd of Jiving of its citb:ens by promoting economic growth is a 
high priority of govenunent policy. At the same time. officials and residents arc 
increasingly sensitive to em.·ironmental issues. They arc aware of the important role 
that the country's natural resources and environment can play in supporti11g a higher 
standard of living fnr residents. 

To help uchi~vt: its goals, the government is actively seeking additional foreign 
investment, including loans from international organizations. As part of this activity, 
Oceanus is attempting lu improve its ability to manage environmental issues. 
However. environmental laws are weak, and the re>:ord for environmental protection is 
lllleven. A strong c~ntral guv~:mment exists, and ministri()s focus on single-sector 
issues. Se"ere budget constramts Wlderscorc management problems and hamper 
developing. c!IIT)'ing out, and enforcing environmental management plans. 
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Furthennore, environmental groups are not we11 organized, and little opportunity exists 
within existing laws and administrative procedures for residents to register their 
environmental ~;uneems. No studies of resident or visitor preferences have been done. 
Therefore, little is known about the demand tbr the sen,iccs of environmental and 
naUiral resour~;es. 

We fo~us on the Challenge Bay watershed as the "planning area". The watershed 
covers some 1,250 km2 with Challenge Bay, an estuary covering some ll!O km', at its 
center. The watershed is located some 200 kilometers. from the capital of Oceanus. 
Access to the Hay by road is limited to a highway located away from the coast, with 
small feeder roads to the coast. Some tourists also arrive at an airstrip used by small 
planes. 

Much of the Bay is shallow, although two channels provide access fur small craft and 
occasional larger vessels to villages located along the shore. There are about 600 
hoctares of mangroves along the estuary, down from 1,200 hedares a decade ago. 
Seagraso; beds, once abundant, have been reduced due to pollution. 

Two rivers and several small streams carry rainfall and nmoii from throughout the 
watershed to the Bay. Coastal hills, some very steep, sliiTOlllld the watershed. Some 
hillsides have been subject to small-scale, slash-and-bum agriculture. The remainder is 
primary forest comprised largely of hardwood trees. 

The population in the watershed is relatively luw (400,000 people) but increasing 
rapidly. Some two million people live in the Province of which the watershed is a 
part. There are 15 villages in the watershed, allhuugh most of the population resides in 
tv.·o municipalities located along the Bay. Substantial growth is alllicipated in the next 
decade, although the scale and pattern of growth depend, in part, on government 
policie&. 

Resow-ces and Issues 

A preliminary assessment of resources and issues has identified the following 
information for the Bay and its watershed: 

• Fisheries 

The Bay has been highly productive biologically. However, the quality and 
productivity of the Bay have been diminished in recent years and further deterioration 
could occur due to projected development:; described below. Now, the estuary supPorts 
some 200 artisanal fishermen and their families who harvest finfish, crab, and shel1Jlsh 
and also 50 commercial fishermen. The productivity of the Bay fisheries is due, in 
large part, to the high quality of the Hay's waters and the presence of extensive 
mangroves and wetlands along sections of the shoreline, These natural environments 
are believed to sene as nursery areas and sources of !Ood for marine life. Loss of 
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seagrass beds is believed to be an important factor cnntributing to reduced abundance 
of certain fish species. 

• Tourism 

Tourists and vacationers have come to the coastal area in rapidly growing numbers in 
recent years. Several hotels have opem:d along the estuary and along the ocean-facing 
coast. Clusters of secondary homes have begun to appear, and many visitors from 
outside the watershed tmvel to the Bay ami nearby ocean during their holidays. A few 
thousand people work in tourism-related businesses. 

Visitors use the Bay and ocean beaches for swimming, diving, windsurfing. boating, 
und recreational fishing. The Bay and sections of coastal waters are becoming very 
popular for diving, due to the abundance and beauty of the coral reef formations and 
the wide variety of reef fish they support. 

Also, some visitors are drawn to the area to view well-known, attractive ''istas and 
wildlife--primarily exotic bird species along lhe coast and a varietv of animals that 
inhabit the nearby forested and open lands. Some natural and t:nvironmental resources 
of the Ray and its surrounding watershed are of national and international significance. 
A recent proposo.l would expand tourism capacity. Developers propose to use an 
~xc~ptional section of coastal parkland for a new hotel and resort. They say that 
construction of lhe hotel would involve temporary employment for about 500 people 
during the two-year construction period and 400 once operations begin. Purchases in 
lhe watershed are estimated to be $5 million per year during construction, and $4 
million annually when the facility opens. The developer asserts that each dollar of 
expenditures wi11 generate $4 of additiono.l expenditures. 

l.ocal ollicials see a strong potential for growth in recreation and tourism, if lh~ quality 
of the resources that attract visitors is maintained. However, they arc concerned about 
unplanned growth in tourism, projected growth in commercial activity and in th~ 
population, and ahout plans to introduce shrimp marieulture in the Bay. Other issues 
of worry are plans to expand agriculture and to introduce large-sco.le forestry 
operations in lhe water~hed, a~ is described below. 

A major conco:rn is that grovith in these other activities will degrade the Bay and 
coastal waters. This would adversely affect the area's envirornnental amenities, and, 
by that, reduce the app~al of the area to visitors and tourists. Already, unattractive 
development has occurred in some areas, some sections of the Ba) and coastal waters 
are polluted, and debris is be1,>i.nning to mar sections of the more heavily used 
shoreline. Underlining this concern is the competitive nature of tourism in the region, 
with other nations vying lo in~rease their share of the tourism market. 
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• Agriculture 

Sections of upland areas are used by primarily subsistence fanners who grow maize 
and cotton and some grazing of animals, mostly cattle also occurs. As noted, some 
agriculture uses the slash-and-bum approach. 

Recent events point toward substantial expansion of both small-scale and large-scale 
agriculture in the watershed and along the Ray. To support large-scale agriculture, 
dams would be constructed, subsidized by the national government. The dams would 
divert fresh water from the Bay, changing the oxygen content of portions of the Bay. 
Expanded agriculture would cause non-point source runoff of pesticides, herbicides lllld 
fertilizer into the Bav. Also, of concern is patentiol runoff of nutrient-rich animal 
wastes from larger herds of animals. A large expansion in agriculture poses a very 
serious threat to the Bay and the services it provides to users, unless effective 
management actions are taken. 

• Mariculture 

Investors arc very interested in using 2,000 hectares of the Bay to raise high·valued 
shrimp for export. Projections suggest that these operations would employ about !00 
people and earn investors a substantial return (economic rent). Preliminary plans 
suggest that they would like to usc the mangrove areas and saltflats These areas are 
used by artisanal fishermen and others who usc the resources of these areas for 
traditional activities such as wood gathering and charcoal making. Expanded 
mariculture operations in the estuary also could conflict with recreational uses of the 
area by some visitors. 

Oyster mariculturc operations exist. Operators of these facilities are very concerned 
that possible deterioration in water qunlity will lower the productivity ot" their 
operations and thus threaten their financial viability. 

• }"orestry 

"The hardwood forests of upland areas of the watershed contain valuable timber. and 
commercial intere;ts would like to expand greatly timber harvesting for the export 
market. About 75 people would be employed, and investors expect to t:arn large 
economic rents. 

Laws promoting ecologically sensitive silviculture practices are weak, at best. Tollfism 
officials and some residents are concerned about runoff from new roads and activities 
related to logging. They worry that this runoff will caus>;; serious sedimentation of 
rivers, streams, and large sections of the Bay itself. This would reduce the productivity 
ofthc Bay's fisheries and use of the Bay for tourist and recreational activities. 
Another concern is that excessive harvesting will render large sections of the upland 
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landscape unattractive and sharply reduce critical habitat for wHdlifc species impurLanl 
to tourists. 

• Other Issues 

Increases in population and gcncral development will create important waste 
management problems. Household wastes are discharged into the growtd. In some 
cases, wastes have infiltrated nearby waters. In other areas, collector pipes carry 
hol!sehold wastes out into the estuary, without treatment. Some polhilion of Bay 
waters and of beaches along the Bay has been observed, and incidents of pollution 
along ocean beaches used by tourists and residents have been reported. A serious 
concern is that growlli will lead to more household wastes. lhcsc wastes, if released 
into area streams and rivers would enter the Bay and nearby ocean, threatening hwnan 
health, tourism, and fishing. A sewerage facility has been proposed to address these 
concerns but would be very expensive. Also. increru.ed amounts of refuse and other 
solid wastes would need disposal to avoid unattractive littering of coastal areas. 

Recent and projected growth in light manufacturing raises concerns about discharges of 
toxic pollutants, conventional wastes, and pathogens and their effects on water quality 
in the Bay and in some ocean nearshore areas. Also, additional roads, parking areas 
and other facilities are expected to contribute to additional non-point source pollution. 
This would result from flushing of oil and grease and other substances into area waters 
during rainstorms. 

An issue of serious debate eoneems the best location for a proposed highway system 
intended to improve road transportation between the watershed and the capital with its 
large population. Some favor a coastal route. However, sections of the planned route 
would cut across area wetlands, destroying some wetlands and altering water flows. 
Further, a coastal route would obstruct the view of the Bay from some locations and 
degrade the appearance of some areas. Others favor a more upland route along the 
side of nearby bills. However, this would render the view of the hills less attractive 
and possibly create erosion problems in some areas. Further controversies with this 
route stem from the fact that the proposed road would dishrrb land of great cultural and 
religious significance to resident populations. · 

Di.scWJsion 

This brief sketch of the environment, resource:., and issues facing the Challenge Bay 
watershed suggests several major challenges and questions that must be addressed. 
Briefly, we note the following: 

First, the area provides many henefits dne to the quality of the environmental and 
natural resources of the area. Fisheries and mariculturc support many households. 
Tourism and recreation create a demand tbr complementary cnmmercial activities, and 
the benefits received by businesses (economic rent) and their employees arc reasonably 



clear. Much less clear are the non-market valued benefits received by those who 
engage in the wide range of recreational activities--activities that could be hanned by 
development. As noted, few mechanisms t:xisl for enviroomental concerns to become 
part of the planning process, and little is known about the demand for natural resource 
and environmental services. 

Potential dt:tt:riuration in the quality of the Bay and surroWJding areas is a subject of 
great concern to many interests. "these include not only those engaged in traditional 
fishing adivilit:s, but also those currently earning their livelihood in mariculture 
operations and in the tourism industry. 

Conflict> among resource activities abO\md--and are likely to get much worse. 
Expamion in agriculture, mariculture, forestry, and general increases in population and 
commercial activity pose very serious challenges. The potential benefits from these 
nt:w activities are important. However, the potential social costs due to externalities 
from water diversion, non-point source pollution, loss of environmental amenities and 
habitat, and other potet1tial adverse environmental effects, also must be considered. 
Other issues concern whether and how policy instruments might be used in an attempt 
to accommodate growth in area activities. Figure 1.1 summarizes some of the 
connections between the activities in the watershed, their impact on environmental and 
natural resources, and the anticipated effects on people. 

For purposes of providing information that might be useful for ICAM, three 
overriding issues arc of special concern. One is the need to recognize the important 
externalities bet\-vccn activities. Unless these externalities are considered, the benefits 
from environmentally harmful activities will be overstated, and the value of the Bay 
and the watershed as natural assets will be severely eroded. 

A second overriding issue concerns the availability of data necessary to address the 
issues involved. Attempt.> to apply economic analysis--or fur that matter, any 
socioeconomic analysis--to the problems of coastal area management depend upon the 
availability of basic scientific information. For example, it would be very valuable to 
know how changes in water quality or coral cover in the Bay might uiTect the variety 
and abundance of fish harvested or viewed by people. Further, the quality dimensions 
considered must be those which matter to people, since data from even the best 
scientific study will be of little use unless it focusses on environmental services which 
directly or indirectly are of interest to people. This suggests the need for collaboration
-at the outset--among researchers from the social sciences and the natural sdences. 

The third overriding issue concerns the institutional setting and tht: viewpoint of 
decision makers. In our hypothetical coastal area, we assume that oflicials want 
economic development, but they recognize that fisheries, tourism, and other activities 
depend upon maintaining the quality of the envirorunenl. We assume that they arc 
sensitive to the full range of effects of development and want to consider all benefits 
and costs. We also recognize that officials ollen are very concerned about the 
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distribution of benefits and costs-who gains and lu~~s--and about oth~r social and 
political issues associated with development, although these are beyond the scope of 
this document. 

In the Chapters that follow we review methods tOr valuing goods and services not 
traded in the market place and policy instruments potentially useful for ICAM. We 
urge the reader to keep in mind the problems faced by Challenge Bay and how the 
valuation and policy instruments reviewed might be useful for improving coastal area 
management in this case. 1hcn, in the final Chapter we revisit Challenge Bay ami 
hriefly suggest how the valuation methods and policy instruments reviewed might be 
used to contribute to ICAM for this coastal area--and by extension, for other coastal 
areas fadng similar problems. 
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2. ECONOMIC CONCEPTS 

2.1 DEFINITION AND CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK FOR ECONOMIC 
VALUE 

Introduction 

This section provides economic concepts central to addressing many issues in 
environmental economics relating to coastal area management. The concepts ure 
presented at a level that is accessible to those with little economics training. First we 
provide a ~:,oeneral definition of economic value, followed by a discussion of consumer 
values. We then provide a brief discussion of the theory of producer values. Different 
categories of values are described next, followed by a defmition of various types of 
goods. Then, we present conceptual issues which arise when natural resourues are 
vie;ved as assets providing services over time. This is followed by a discussion of 
market failure problems--public goods, cxtcrrutlities, and insecure property rights-
which undcrlie many coastal area management problems. Finally, we present a brief 
discussion of two alternative means of vallllltion that have been advocated by some; 
economic impact i:l.llalysis and energy analysis. 

Economic Value 

Neoclassical economics focuses on preferences of consumers and profits of finns as 
fundamental elements that motivate choices. A key concept is economic surplus, which 
measures gains obtained from a !ri:l.llsaL1:ion, such as the purchase of a market good. 
Consumers gain whenever the maximwn amount that they would pay tbr a good is 
greater than the amount that they are adually required to pay to acquire that good. 
The difference between the maximum amount that a cvnsumer would pay and the 
amotmt that they actually pay, called consum~r·s surplm, is an unpaid for benefit from 
use of the good. 

Producers gain whenever the revenue that they receive for a good is greater than the 
cost of producing that good. The difference between lhe revenues received and the 
cost of production is producer's surplus. The total gains from trade is the sum of the 
gains to consumers and producers, which is termed economic surpltt~-

MeasurinK Consumer's Surplus 

Consider the following example that employs the concept of consumer surplus to place 
a monetary value on drinking water. Imagine that you arc walking through the desert 
and are dehydrated and very thirsty when you come across a vendor se1ling drinking 
water. Given that you are very thirsty, you would be wllling to pay a great deal tOr 
a glass of water. With euch additional glass of water you obtain less and less 
~albfadion, since the most essential uses of \vater were fulfilled with the previous 

. " 
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glasses. Once the incremental satisfaction that you would obtain from an additional 
glass of water is less than the satisfaction you could obtain by using the money for 
something else, you purchase no additional water. 

What is the monetary value of the satisfaction you received from purchasing three 
glasses of water? Suppose that you are willing to pay a substantial sum for the first 
glass, say $5, given that you are very 
thirsty. If the price of water was 
greater than $5, you would continue 
walking to a nearby town where you 
know you could get a drink If the 
price of water is less than $5, you 
would purchase the water. 

Suppose that the vendor charges $1 tOr 
a glass of water. In this case you 
would purchase the water and obtain a 
consumer's surplus of$4 ($5- $1). If 
you were willing to pay up to $3 fnr a 
second glass, you obtain a consumer's 
surplus of $2 ($3 - $1) for the second 

Qnantit 
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Total 

(') 
Willing· 
ness to ,,, 
$5.00 

$2.00 

$1.50 

$8.50 

Cost 

$1.00 

$1.00 

$1.00 

$3.00 

(3}=(1)-(2) 
Incremental 
Consumer's 

Surplus 

$4.00 

$1.00 

$0.50 

$5.50 

glass of water. Now you are mu.ch less 
thirsty, and you would be willing to Table 2.1 Total Willingm"' to Pay and 
pay no more than $1.50 for a third Consumer's Surplus 

gla~s of water. Given that the price is 
$1, you purchase the third glass, and obtain a =sumcr's surplus of$0.50 ($1.50- $1). 
The total willingness to pay for three glasses of water is $5 + $2 + $1.50 = $8.50, the 
total cost is $3, and the total consumer's surplus obtained from purchasing water is 
$8.50 - $3 = $5.50 

Thus, consumer's surp1u~ measures value from the maximum amount the individual 
would be willing to pay for eiWh unit of the good, minus the amount that the individual 
actually has to pay.' This implies that consumer's surplus can be measured from 
infonnation regarding the quantities of the good that the individual would purchase at 
various prices, which is simply the demand function. 

Specifically, consumer's surplus is measured as the area under the individual's demand 
function, and above the price of the good (Figure 2.1). In this case, the individual 
would be willing to pay as much as p1 for the first unit of the good, P2 for the second 

From a more technical perspective, the area under the dClllilJJd function may serve 
as an approximation to consumer benefiL~, that are more prupcrly mea.•ured as 
compensating or equivalent variation. For more details see Currie, Murphy and 
Schmitz (1971) or Willig (1976). 



unit and p3 for the third unit. However, the individual faces a constant market price 
of p1 for all three units, so that the area with diagunul line.~ in figure 2.1 represents the 
ammmt that the consumer would have been willing lo pay for three units of the good, 
above and beyond the amount that the consumer actually must pay to obtain the good. 

• Valuing Price Changes 

The framework presented above can be 
used lu value changes in market prices. 
In this case, the demand function 
remains constant, but consumer surplus 
is affected because the consumer must 
give up more to purch:lse each unit of 
the good. Prico increases from P, to 
P2• Tills umsumcr now purchases only 
two units of the good, and the 
consumer's surplus is smaller for each 
unit purchased. 

p 

Consumer's Surplu• 

D 

Q 

Figure 2.1 Depiction of Consumer's Surplus 
The loss in consumer surplus due to the 
price increase is the appropriate ,.,-elfarc 
measure, as depicted in Figure 2.2. The cross hatched area in the Figure represents the 
loss in consumer's surplus due to the price increase. 

In the water exmnple, if the prit;e uf 
water from the vendor increased from 
$1 to $2.50, the consumer's surplus 
from the first glass would be $2.50 
($5-$2.50). The price exceeds the 
'"'illingncss to pay for all other glasses, 
so that the individual would only 
purchase one glass of water and obtain 
a total consumers surplus of $2.50. 
Thus, the reduction in consumer's 
surplus due to the price increase is $3 
($5.50 - $2.50). 

• Valuing Quality Changes 

p 

Figure 2.2 Loss in Consumer's Surplus 
Due lu a Price Increase 

Consumer's surplus can also be used to value changes in the quality of the commodity. 
Consider the case of an increase in quality. If the good is of higher quality, the 
individual may be willing to pay a greater amount for each quantity, as compared to 

20 
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the case where quality was lower. For example, consumers would likely be willing to 
pay a higher price for fresh fish than they would for fish that is not so fresh, or 
consider a case from marine recreation, where recreationists likely would be willing to 
pay more for a trips to a beach where the quality of the beach use experien~:e was 
improved by, for example, cleaning up litter along the beach, improving water quality, 
providing better facilities, or reducing congestion. 

The increase in consumer's surplus due 
to an improvement in quality is depicted 
in Figure 2.3. Under the lower quality 
level the demand function is D. Quality 
then improves to a higher h:vel <l!ld 
demand shifis out to D'. Consumer 
surplus at the low quality kve! is equal 
to the area under D and above the price 
line, which is represented by the area 
with horizontal lies. Consumer's 
surplus after the quality incrtlase is 
represented by the area below the new 

Q 

higher demand fun~tion, D', and above (\,,,,~-,,..,.-,,.,,,,,,:0:0~ 
the price line. The change in consmner Figure 2.3 Effect of Quality Improvemerrt 
surph1s due the LJLmlity change is on Consumer's Surplus 
represented by the cross hatched area in 
Figure 2.3. 

• Substitutes and Complements 

The availability and price of substitute and complementary good~ is also an important 
determinant of the willingne~s to pay for a commodity, and therefore its economic 
·valm:. A substitute good is a good that you might purchase instead of the good in 
question. For example, if you are hungry, you might purchase one type of fish rather 
than another, or if yon are thirsty you might purchase lemonade rather than water. A 
complement is a good that you might purchase to go along with another good, ~o that 
the guuds work together and increase the level of satisfaction provided. For example, 
you might prefer to eat fish with bread, or you might enjoy beach usc more after 
applying sun screen or using sunglasses to block harmful rays from the snn. 

An increase in the price of substitutes increases the economic value of the good in 
question. In the water example, you were willing lo pay no more than $5 !Ur the first 
glass of water, given that you knew there was a t0\'.'11 nearby where you could get a 
drink for free. Hmvever, if a drink of water co~t $10 in thalluwn, you would Likely 
be willing to pay much more than $5 for u drink of water, knowing that you are 
dehvdrated and have a long walk ahead in the dc~ert bt:fun: you will be able to get 
another drink at a lower price. Similarly, if the nearest source of water was 20 miles 
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away you might be v.illing to pay more than $5 for a drink now. On the other hand, 
if lemonade or cola is being sold for $.50 from a vendor just ahead, you would not 
likely be willing to pay $5 for a glass of water from this vendor. 

Figure 2.4 demonstrates the effects of 
availability of substitutes for the 
demand function fOr water. Here, the 
lower demand function, D, represent~ 
willingness to pay for water when the 
nearest alternative sour~e of free water 
is nearby (say 2 miles), The upper 
demand function, 0', represents 
willingness to pay for water when the 
nearest alternative source of water is far 
away (say 20 miles). 

Categories of Value Figure 2.4 Substitutes and Consumer's 
Srnplus 

Economic values can be divided into 
different categories. One broad 
distinction is between market-valued goods and non-market (or extra-market) goods. 
The former includes goods and services bought and sold on organized markets, for 
example, fish sold commercially. Given that these goods are traded in markets, 
determining their value is relatively straight fonvard. In contrast, non-market goods 
are not traded in the market place, for example the value of recreational activities like 
beach usc or visiting a marine park. To measure the valne of these goods, resort must 
be made to one of the non-market valuation approaches described in Chapters 3-7. 

The direct nse value of a good refers to the value obtained from direct, on-site or 
physical usc of a good. For example, if I spend a day at the beach, I obtain direct use 
value from the beach. Indirect use value of a natural resource refers to values obtained 
from using a good that is related to the natural resource. For example, coastal 
wetlands may contribute to fish and wildlife populations. If I consume fish or view 
wildlife, then I obtain direct usc value from the fish and wildlife and indirect nse value 
from the wetlands. Hence, there is an indirect or derived demand for the ecosystem 
functions provided by the wetland which result in the "production" offish and wildlife. 
Similarly, if I watch a television show about whales, I obtain direct use value from the 
television show and indirect use value from the whales. 

Use valnes can also be classified other ways. Consumptive use value refers to a case 
where I obtain u~c value from a commodity, and in doing so I consume the good, such 
that it is no longer available for others to use. If I catch and cat a fish, this fish is no 
longer available to be caught and eaten by others. In contrast, nonconsumptive use 
value refers to value obtained from using a good, where the good remains to be used 
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by others. If I spend a day at a recreational beach or viewing wildlife at a coastal 
refuge, the beach and the wildlife arc still available for others to use. 

Another category of use value has been referred to as incidental use value (Freeman, 
1993). For example, while driving down a country road I may unexpectedly see a rare 
bird species fly overhead. Despite the fuct that I did not travel to a specific site to see 
the rare species, I might be willing to pay (have a value for) viewing the particular bird 
spec1es. 

Nonuse value (sometimes called 
"passive use value") refers to values 
obtained with no need to use the 
resource at alL I may obtain nonuse 
value from simply knowing that a rare 
whale species continues to exist, 
without the need to actually use the 
whales. 
Option value refers to the value that I 
obtain from maintaining the option of 
using a resource in the future, even if I 
do not currently have specific plans on 
using the good. I obtain option value 
from conserving a good just in case I 
should wish to use that good sometime 
in the future. 

The concept of total value refers to the 
sum of direct and indirect use value, 
nonuse value and option value. 
Generally economists argue that the 
notion of total value is the appropriate 
value to employ, and that there i> 
danger in attempting to estimate 
different categories of value then 
adding them up (Freeman, 1993). The 
main problem with summing categuri~s 
of value is the potential for double 

Table 2.2. Categorill.'!l 
Value 

of Economic 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

Direct Use Value-- Value obtained from 
direct, on-site U'!e of a good. 

lndirect Use Value -- Value obtained 
indirectly from a good, where you usc 
atwtber good that depends upon the good 
in question. 

Consumptive Use - Good is consumed 
when used, snch that the good is not 
available for others to use. 

Nonconsumptive U;e - Ooud is 
con,•umed throngh nse, such that 
good remains for others to use. 

"" <ho 

Nonuse V nlue {sometimes called Passive 
Uo.c Value)- Value obtained without the 
need to u"e the g:<JU<!. For example, one 
might obtain value merely knowing that 
a good oontinues to exist (e.g. whales) 

Option Value - Value obtained by 
maintaining the option to usc the good at 
some time in the future. 

counting if some estimates contain more than a single category of value. This is 
particularly problematic, since it is often not possible to provide a strict dividing line 
between diiTerent categories uf value. Consider an example where one enjoys 
rcminising about a past fishing trip. While the fishing trip itself is a use value, it is not 
clear whether the enjoyment from reminiscing should be considered to be a use value 
associated with the trip or a nonuse value, since no further direct use has occurred. 
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Finaliy, we note that the term "intrinsic value", though sometimes used in popular 
discu~~ion, doe~ no1 fa11 1mder the heading of economic values. Tiris is because goods 
arc defined to have economic value only insofar as they are valued by people. Hence, 
a good .:annat have value in and of itself; it must ghe rise to a use, nonuse, or option 
value held by individuals. 

In summary, di!Ierent categories of value may be useful in conceptualizing how 
individuals place value on goods and services. However. it is usually not very 
productive to attempt to measure separate components and aggregate them to arrive at 
total value. It is generally more proper to attempt to estimate the total value associated 
with the issue relevant to the valuation effort. Nonetheless, as described in later 
sections ofthis document, there may be problems with credibly estimating total value, 
when nonuse value is believed to be a major component of value. The various 
methods which can be employed to estimate JL~c value, nonuse value and option value 
are described in Sections 3 to 7. 

Categories of Goods 

Similarly, we can define different types of goods. A pure public good is one everyone 
can share without reducing the amount of the good remaining for others to use. In 
contrast, a pure private good is a good 
which if one persons uses, that amount 
less remains to be used by others. For 
example, aesthetic enjoyment of a 
clean estuary is a pure public good, in 
that my enjoyment of the clean estuary 
does not reduce the 
amount of clean estuary remaining to 
be enjoyed by others. In contrast, if I 
consume a meal of fish, that fish is no 
longer available to be consmned by 
others. Hence, pure public goods are 
characterized by non-excludability, 
lack of any property rights, and the 
absence of a market; on the other 
hand, private goods are often, but not 
always, di~tinguished by excludability, 
well-defined properly rights, and the 
potential for well-functioning markets. 

Table 2.3: Categories of Goods 

• 

• 

• 

Public Goods--Good!; which if 
available to one are available to all. 
Examples: estuary water quality, 
and vie-..ving wildlife and rrttractive 
coastal vistas, nonuse value. 

Private Goods--Use by one 
individual precludes usc by another. 
Example: fish used ~l>nsumptively. 

Quasi-private Goods--These include 
elements of a publi~ good and 
private good Examples: recreational 
beach use, diving, visiting marine 
parks. 

Quasi-private goods are an intermediate case which has elements of both public and 
private good~. These are goods !ike recreational beach use, diving, and visiting coastal 
parks. Use of these goods by an individual does not, within the capactity limits at a 
site, redu.:e the amount available to others: :Yet, individuals in principal can be 
physically excluded from these activities. However, properly rights are often ill-
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defmed at recreational sites and markets arc generally not used to allocate n;crcational 
use, apart from arbitrarily-set and usually below equilibrium user fees_ 

2.2 PRODUCER THEORY 

I'irm.s benefit from a transaction when the cost of producing a commodity is less than 
the revenue obtained by selling that commodity_ Producer surplus is defined as the 
difference between the cost of producing a commodity and the revenue received by 
selling the commodity. The supply curve provides the information concerning lh~: 
production costs. Specifically, the total cost of producing some level of output is equal 
to the area under the supply.function.' 

The producer's surplus is depicted in Figure 2.5. Tu maximiz.t: profits fmns will 
produce output to the point where the price they receive is just equal to the marginal 
costs of production_ In Figure 2.5, fur a price p the firm's profits are maxilnized at 
q = 3. Total revenue obtained from producing this level of output is equal to PQ, 
which is represented by the an:a bduw the price line and to the left of Q. Thus, 
producer's surplus is equal to area indicated by the diagonal lines, below the price line 
and above the supply fllllction. 
The aggregate producer's plus 
C.QUS\imer's surplus, a~ noted, is 
referred to as economic surplus, and is 
a measure of the gains from trade 
between consumers and producers. 
When markets work wdl, the economic 
surplus obtained is the highest available 
to society--pwduccrs and consumers. 

2.3 RESOURCE USE OVER 
TIME: COASTAL 
RESOURCES AS NATURAL 
ASSETS 

Coastal resources can be viewed as 

' 

Q 

Depiction of the Producer'~ 
Surplus 

natural assets which, if maintained, can provide services of value to poople over lim~: 
(Kopp and Smith, 1993). For example, the demand for many marine recreational sites 

' The area under the supply function is acrnally the -variable costs of production, and 
hence, excludes any fixed production cost~. However, fixed costs must be paid 
whether production occurs or not, and is, therefore, properly excluded from the 
calculation of proo.lucer' s surplus. For a more detailed discussion of these issues, 
see Just, Hueth and Schmitz (1982)-
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used for diving is due to the presence of healthy coral formations with a diversity of 
reef fish species. A policy which allows intensive recreational use ofthe~e areas might 
lead to large short-run benefits as measured by consumer surplus. However, intensive 
usc might result in damage to the coral reefs and substantially lower tht: recreational 
quality of the site, ami hence reduce the present value of the future stream of benefits. 
Thus, a policymaker interested in ma'Limizing benefits over time would view coral 
reefs as assets and take into acoount how the intensity of recreational use at the site 
would affect recreational benefits over time. 

Similar arguments apply to fisheries and to other coastal resources, such as offshore oiL 
Excessive production today may increase consumer or producer benefits in the current 

period but lower the discounted value of the services provided by these resources as 
compared to what they would be with sound management. A user cost arises when 
use of a resource today cause a loss in future value. If property rights to coastal 
resources are well defined. the owner(s) of resources has a built-in incentive to take 
user cost into account as a matter of course. However, lack of property rights is a 
common, major problem with many coastal resources. Again, a policy goal of 
maximizing the value of coastal resources over time would consider how increased 
utilization in the present period would affect the value of these assets in future periods. 

More generally, estuaries or coastal areas can be viewed as natural assets which 
directly und indirectly provide a wide range of scrvic~:s to people. These include: 
habitat and nursery areas and healthy ecosystems which support subsistence, artisanal 
and recreational fisheries; high levels of water quality nece~sary for mariculture and 
for recreational beach use, diving, and other activities; and habitat and nursery areas 
for wildlife. The value of these assets, mcasmed by the present value of future net 
benefits, can be substantial. However, measuring the value of natuml assets usually 
is difficult in part because most of the benefits they suppml are not realized within 
markets and require the use of the valuation techniques described in Chapters 3-7. 

2.4 MARKET FAJLURE 

Many of the problems in coastal area management arise from, among other things, 
widespread and severe market failure. Important sources of market failur~: include 
public goods, externalities, open access, and lack of secure property rights. 

Public Goods 

Public goods will not be efficiently produced by a private economy. This occurs 
because the eflicient price for allocating a public good is zero, since enjoyment of the 
public good implies no cost to society--the full amount of the good remams to be 
enjoyed by others. However, if price is zero, then private firms will have no incentive 
to produce the good, sine~: !here is no revenue to be obtained from selling the good. 
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TIUls, a ~:umpdilive rnarkd willtemllo umlt:rpruduce pure public goods, since if firms 
charge a nonzero price in order to cover costs, consumers will not consume enough of 
the pure public good; if consumers pay a zero prke fur the public good, finTis will 
have no incentive to produce the good. Hence, at the ellicient price there is no 
incentive for private firms to 5upply public goods. Public goods will be efficiently 
pro\ided only through collective action, such as by the government financed, for 
example, through taxes. 

Recall the hypothetical case study of Challenge Bay in Chapter I. Several important 
public goods are of concern in this case. These include: improvements in Bay water 
quality, avoidance of widespread unattractive urban development and unsightly timber 
harvesting around the Bay, preservation of mangroves and the many services they are 
believed to provide, and avoidance of loss of wildlife due to habitat destruction and 
the problems posed by population growth. Given the important public good features 
of these and other coastal area issues, little incentive exists for individual actions to 
prevent further dctcrioratioo or to pursue improvements.' 

Externalities 

External ~:osts are losses imposed on consumers or t1nns by other consumers or flnllS. 
Typically, externalities are uncompensated side effects stemming from activities by 
individuals or firms. For example, oil spills from tankers or barges or discharges of 
wastes from busincssc3 may impose substantial losses on maricnlturc operations, 
recreation, and other uses of coastal waters. Unless finns internalize the costs their 
actions impose on others, the firma· costs will reflect only private costs and not the full 
costs of its operations which include private costs plus enviromnental costs. Since true 
costs arc understated, firms will produce more than is optimal and will charge too low 
a price. Those who bear the environmental coi;ts will be subsidizing the consumers of 
the goods. Rcfcring back to the hypothetical cose study of Challenge Bay, important 
potential external costs to artisanal fisheries, maricullore, tmd recreation would occur 
due to runoff of fertilizers and animal wostes from upland agriculture and 
sedimentation from large-scale timber harvesting. Also, the proposed diversion of 
water for agricultural use would reduce water quality and hence, productivity in the 
Bay. A lack of incentives to reduce fertilizer use, to JL~c hc~t-managcment practices 
to control ronofT from agriculture and timber harvesting, and to pay the full costs of 
diverted water prevented internalintion of these external cost~. 

To be sure, some community members will undertake environmental actions to 
avoid further harm or to improve the situation if they judge their private benefit to 
he greater than their costs, or perhaps they will do so out of public spiritedness, 
These actions will tend to he limited however, because of the public good/free rider 
problem. 
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lAck of Wd!-Dejined Property Rights 

Open access, as in llie case of fisheries, is a classic problem of lack of well-defined 
property rights. Unless traditions or cnstoms exists to limit effort, with open access 
fishing effort will in~rease as long as economic profits exist in the fishery. l:ift.Ort will 
expand tmtil the open-access equilibrium is reached and on!} normal profits are being 
made. Under open ru;~ess, none of the fishermen will have any incentive to conserve 
tish stocks, since if they do not catch fish, someone else will. This implies that fish 
populations will be driven down to low levels. Substantial inefficiency results since 
the same level of catch as in the open access equilibrium can be obtained by applying 
a lower level of fishing effort, which will allow the population to increase and increase 
catch per unit of eftOrt. 

Lack of well-defined property rights is a particularly serious problem for coastal area 
management in developing countries not only for fisheries but also for land use. For 
example, small-scale farmers or residential landholders may not be certain that their 
ownership rights to property are secure. Individuals with insecure property rights to 
land may fail to take conservation measures, lOr example, to reduce erosion if they 
believe that they cannot capture the gains from their actions_ 

' 

Loss 

The consequences of externalities for 
the measure of economic surplus are 
illustrated in Fig. 2.6. S,, represents 
llie aggregate marginal cost curve, 
which is the supply curve in the short 
nm. Since firms are not forced to 
internalize their external costs, they 
considt:r only private marginal costs 
and produce quantity Q0 at price P 0. 

Hence, they ignore the extenml costs of 
producing at Q0, measured by A-C. 
However, th~ lrue cost~ of the fmns' 
operations include both private oosts !f,ig~.c2~.6~.--=n""~'d<~:5i,gh~l:"-lc~~~dc,:,~oo~e~'~"~n~l:ru~ 
and external costs. lf these external 
costs of producing Q0 were 
internalized, the marginal cost curve 
would shill up to Sr"*' price would increase toP,, and output would decline to Q,. 
In this case, failure to internalize the external costs leads to excessive production, too 
low a price and external costs (referred to as a deadweight loss) indicated by the 
hatched area. These losses in practice can be substantial; methods to estimate the 
costs are reviewed in Chapters 3-7. 

In summary, market failure is a major source of underlying problems for coastal area 
management. Many of the>e market lliilures invnlve complex interactions among 
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resource uses and pose challenging issues for natural scientists to sort out cause-and
effect linkages, for example, betwet:n ~rosion or water diversion and tl1c productivity 
and services provided by an estuary. 'lbese scientific issues arc outside the scope of this 
document. :'vtarket Iuilun:s also pose difficult issues for policy makers conce111ed with 
devising policy instruments to address problems in the context of coastal area 
management. Policy ins!ruments which might be useful for addressing some of tl1ese 
sources of market failure arc described in Chapter 8. 

2.5 ALTERNATIVE MEASURES OF VALUE 

Economic Jmpucl Analysis 

Above, we discussed the concept of economic surplus as a measure of value. 
However, other methods of valuing resource-related actions have been proposed. One 
method that is counnonly used to measure value of market related activities is the 
notion of economic impacts. fhe economic impact of a project is often described, 
usually by proponents of development, as the total market expenditures of all actions 
related to a particular project. For example, in our hypothetical case study, there are 
proposals to develop a section of an attractive coastal park ncar Challenge Bay for a 
tourism hotel. Building of hotels in turn requires production of concrete, leading to 
demand for machinery, gravel, etc., as inputs to the production of concrete, which in 
tum requires inputs to the production of gravel and machinery. Once the area is 
opened to tourists, tourists spend money on hotels, meals, tours, etc. These are the 
direct effects. In addition, the original expenditure leads to demands for goods and 
services that serve as inputs to the production of the facilities. Jbis is termed the 
indirect effects of the original action_ However, a portion of the money that goes to 
employees of these businesses, is in tum spent on food, clothing, housing, etc., and a 
portion of this money goes to employees of these bu&inesses, etc. This category of 
economic eiTect is termed the induced effect, where the original expenditure results in 
income to employees, which leads to additiorwl expenditures by these workers, 
resulting in additional income to employees in subsequent rounds of spcndingl. The 
full economic impact is measured as the original expenditure~, plus the indired and 
induced effects. 

Indirect and induced effects arc often calculated using multipliers, which can be 
calculated as follows. Suppose that employees spend all of their income on goods and 
services produced locally. Also assume that at each stage, 50 percent of expenditures 
goes to paying local employees, and t:lult the remaining 50 percent goes elsewhere, like 
payments of materials or· towards profit-; of the firm. In this case, 50 percent ot" the 
original expenditure go to employees, who spend thi~ money on local businesses. In 

SUictly speaking, a full impact analysis would account for other sources of income 
in addition to wages. 
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turn, 50 per.:ent ofthis expenditure goes to cmplo)'t:es of these local businesses, who 
spend this money on other local businesses, The induced eiT~ds can be calculated as: 

" 
.5+.5*.5+.5•_5x,j+ ·-=L .51=~'~-J=J 

•~o (l-.5) 

'Jbus, the induced etlect is equal to I times the direct effect. If the estimated total 
tourist expenditures from opening an area to tourism is $2 million, the induced effects 
are estimated to lead to an additional $2 million in economic activity. 

Similarly, if 25 percent of the original expenditure goes towards purchase of local 
inputs, and 25 percent of that, in turn, goes towards purchase oflocal inputs, etc, then 
the indirect etrect is estimated to be: 

;. . l 
.25+.25•.25+.25•.25•.25+ --= L .25'-1=~~-1=.33 

;~o 1-.25 

Thus, in this example the indirect eife<:t is om: third of the direct effect. Thus, given 
a direct expenditure, the total economic impact is the direct effect plus the indirect 
effect plus the induced effect, which is 2.33 tim~s !he original expenditure_ Thus, total 
economic impact is calculated --by using a multiplier of 2.33 times the direct 
expenditure. If the direct expenditures of tourists is $2 million, the total economic 
impact- measured as expenditures - is $4,66 million (2.33 * $2 million). 

Economic impact analysis can provide useful information to decision makers to be used 
us part of the planning process. }"or example, large-~ca!e tourism development may 
lead to significant population and traflic increases and increased demands for public 
services which planning agencies will want to take into account_ Impact analyses can 
be useful for these planning purposes. However, there are several problems \.\ith 
economic impacts as a measure of economic welfare or surplus. First, economic 
impact views the costs incurred as a measure of benefit. Economic impact analysis 
measures do not look at the value obtained from a project, but only the expenditures 
needed to carry out a project. Thus, economic impact analysis views costs as benefits. 
Tbe more oostly a project, the higher the economic impact, iml~ptmdent of any benefit 
that might be obtained from a project. In the extreme, economic impact analysis could 
imply large positive effects ("impacts") for an extremely expcnsivt: project that provides 
absolutely no benefits whatsoever. Indeed, the logic of economic impact analysis 
suggests that a project which resulted in substantial environmental hann, fur t:Xliiiiple, 
a new unregulated chemical plant which required major employment of medical 
personnel to treat local residents suffering exposure to dangerous chemicals, WIIS good 
because it resulted in large impacts. 



If building a hotel requires gravel to be used to make et:m~nt, economic impact 
analysis views the purchase of gravel as a benefit of the project, not as a cost 
However, use of gravel to build hotels can result in environmental damages from 
removing the gravel from its original site which could result in environmental impacts, 
such as impacts on fish populations if gravel is obtained from aquatic sources. 
Economic impact analysis ignores these environmental impacts; in fact, unless 
supplemented with special studies using the concepts and techniques outlined in the 
document, impact analysis ignores all non-market valued cxt:mal costs. 

In addition, economic impact analysis ignores the fact that many of fhe resources that 
serve as inputs are themselves valuable, and using these resources as inputs to these 
projects means that the resources are not available for use elsewhere. For example, 
economic impact analysis implicitly a~sumcs that the laborers hired to work in the 
hotels would be unemployed and have zero opportunity costs if it were not for this 
project. Tfthcsc laborers could obtain other jobs, although perhaps lower-paying, then 
if the project is not built these laborers would earn a wage doing something else, would 
spend this smaller sum of money, which in tum generates employment and income to 
others. 

This raises the concept of opportunity cost. The opportunity cost of a resource is the 
value of the resource if it is put to its best alternative use. If potential employees at 
the hotel have an alternative of working in agriculture at $60 per week, this defines the 
opportunity cost of these laborers. If the hotel hires these laborers for $65 per week, 
they give up the opportunity of working at agriculture, so that their net gain from 

·having the option of working at the hotel is $5 ($65"$60). The benefit derived from 
working at the hotel is the wage minus the opportunity cost of labor. Unless the hotel 
hires unemployed labor that has no other productive options, including working at 
home, the benefit provided by the hole] jOb is less than the wage. However, 
calculating the opportunity cost of inputs is not generally an easy thing to do since it 
is difficult to determine what alternative means of utilization are available. For 
example, if a hotel hires someone currently working from agriculture, which in tum 
opens up a job in agricullur~ for an WJcmployed individual, then the correct 
opportWJity cost to use is the opportunity cost of the unemployed individual. In 
general, use of induced effects is more valid when unemployment is high, and is less 
valid when unemployment rates are low.' 

Similarly, other resources tbat arc used as part of the project also have opportunity 
costs. If gravel is used to build a hotel, this could mean that gravel will not be 
available to build needed roads. Thus, when one attempts to value gravel used to build 
lh~ hotel, one needs to consider whether that gravel has other prodrn..iive uses. Only 
resources tbat have no other use, including possible future use, should expenditures on 

' Even when unemployment is high, labor will still have an opportunity cost (a 
shadow value) which should be taken into account. 
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these resources be vie>ved as a project benefit. lmpact analysis results may be adjusted 
to take opportunity costs into account using the concept of shadow prices (Squire and 
van der Tak, 1975). 

In cases where inputs are fully ulilized, the price is equal to the opportunity cost of the 
input, so that none of the expenditures on inputs should be counted as project benefits. 
In this case, indirect and induced effects become zero and input costs are subtracted 
from gross revenues, which results in producers' surplus being the appropriate welfare 
measure. Finally, ecd'nomic impact analysis ignores any consumer benefits that are 
obtained. In comparison, economic surplus measures bendlls a~.:ruing as consumer's 
surplus. 

The difference between economic surplus and economic impact as a measure of benefit 
can be depicted as in Figure 2.7. Here. economic SmlJlus is the swn of consumers' 
plm producers' surplus, aud is the sum of the areas above the supply function but 
below the price line plus the area above the price line but below the demand function, 
which is the area with vertical lines in the Figure 2.7. The direct economic impact is 
the total expenditure, \\tJ.ich is represented by the rectangle OPaq, indicated by the area 
with hori7.0ntallines in Figure 2.7. The indirect and induced effects are calculated by 
multiplying the direct economic effect by the multipliers, as appropriate. 

Energy Analysis 

Another measure of value that has been 
proposed is energy analysis (Shabman 
and Hatie, 1978). This approach starts 
by tracing <;:nt:rgy flows within a 
system in order to calculate the total 
amount of energy that is t'mbudied in a 
system, both direct and indirect. 

For example, the energy embodied in a 
fish dinner would be equal to tho: tulal 
energy that is needed to produce that 
dinner. This would include the energy 

Figure 2.7 needed to produce the .food upon which 
the fish feeds traced through the entire 
food chain. In addition, energy is 

p 

Q 

Comparison of Producer's 
SlUJilus ;md Economic Impact 

needed to catch the fish, to transport the fish lu market, and to prepare the fish for 
eating. lhe energy embodied in the fish on a plate is equal to all of the energy needed 
to sustain each of these components of production . 

. The energy tl1eory of value calculates the value of this dinm:r by laking the energy 
content then multiplying by a price per unit of energy. Th~ price per unit of energy 



is cakulaled by dividing total energy use in the country by the gross national product 
of the country which is g~nera1ed by that energy use. 

The energy theory of value is not based on human values. Rather, it is based on an 
m;sumption that energy is the only thing of value, and that energy has a fixed value, 
independent of its form. Logically, this would imply that a cyclone or an earthquake 
is enormously valuable. Similarly, a distant star is something of tlxtremely high value. 
This also implies that a highly polluted eutrophic lake is more valuable than a pristintl 
lake that is less biologically active. 

Energy analysis may have uses in tracking energy flows within a system, but it makes 
no attempt to account for the desirability of the final product that n:sull> from energy 
flow. Clearly, somtl forms of energy results in highly desirable products, some less 
desirable, some undesirable. Thus, energy content is not a logical basis for measuring 
human values and we do not consider this approach further in this document. 
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3. TilE TRAVEL COST MEffiOD 

3.1 INTRODUCTION 

The travel cost method may have been the Jirst non-market approach to value a good. 
It was discovered as a solution to an urgent practical problem. The state of California 
was trying to evaluate the economic feasibility of a water project and needed to 
estimate the benefits of recreation use at a reservoir. It could as well have been a 
seashore beach, marina, w1dcrwater park, or sport fishing at a given area. Consultants 
working for the state wore aware of an evaluation technique recommended by H. 
Hotelling, the famous economist., in the late 1940s for determining the economic valne 
of IJ.S. National Park services. 

There is a crucial characteristic common to all applications of the travel cost method. 
Visitors, actual or potential, located at different origins visit a common site at which, 
it is supposed, no entry fee is charged. As such there is an exceptionally simple 
driving force in the situation: h1dividuals .from different origins bear different costs to 
enjoy the same good. Therefore rates ofparticipation should ditli:r. This is just what 
a demand relation is, a quantity response to ditrerent "prices" or costs borne by the 
participant in this case. 

While hundreds of travel cost studies have been done to estimate the value of a site, 
very few actually involve valuing elements of a coastal zone environment. However, 
it is apparent that tho travel cost technique can be used to address such policy qut:Slions 
as: 

a. What are the economic benefits of retaining, improving the environmental 
quality of or creating a site for multiple marine activities (Parsons and Kealy, 1992; 
Parsons and Needelman, 1992); or 11shing (Caulkins, era!., 1986; Kaoru, 1988; Carson, 
Hanemann and Wegge, 1987; Cooper and Loomis, 1990; Morey, et al., !991; and 
Bockstacl, eta!., 1989). All of these studies are a variety of random utility "nested 
logil'' models, see Appendix A. According lo this specification individuals arc assumed 
to make a complex choice in a sequential manner. For example, first they decide 
which one of many sites to visit. Then they may decide how they want to fish--from 
a boat, from the shore, then the) decide which species to search for. The most 
elaborated study of this type is that of Carson (1987), tho decision tree for which is 
illustrated in Figure I. 

b. What are the economic costs of having to close a beach or other site because of 
quality changes? (McConnell, 1987 and in future paragraphs). 

The plan in this chapter is to set om the assumptions necessary for conducting a travel 
cost study, wmk through the method analytically, wurk through an example, discuss 
applications and critically evaluate tho method. Useful surveys of the travel cost 
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method include Bockstael, et al., 1991; Smith, 1989; and a sununary of applications 
is presented in Walsh, et al., 1988. 

3.2 CONCEPTS AND DEVELOPMENT OF METHOD 

Basic Assumptions 

Assumption 1. Individuals take a trip for a single purpose: to visit a site which 
we will cal! a beach. 

Assumption 2. Individuals receive no satisfaction from the travel necessary to 
reach the beach. If they do, then a given travel cost expenditure 
is satisfying both the taste for travel and fm the site, a joint good. 
Since interest is in valuing the site, the assumption that travel has 
no value enables the researcher to avoid the problem created by 
a joint good. 

Basic Methodology 

The tTaditional approach is to partition 
the area aiOund the beach into N 
concentric zones and to assume that 
people in any given zone travel the 
same distanced, to reach the beach site 
(Figure 2). In practice, ffi()l;t people 
may come from a reasonable selection 
of cities so cities coukl be the "zuneo;." 
Alternatively, there may be political 
subdivisions such as counties in the 
u.s. 

' 

Figt111' 1: Concentric l"ca>·el Zones 

Each origin has an estimated number of visitors V, and population N1 for a given 
period, say a year. From these data, an adjustment or norrnalizatiun is made for 
different sized origins to obtain a visitation rate X, per unit of population, 

The next step is to estimate the !Tavel cost from each origin to each destination. As 
a first approximation, assume that the cost per mile is a constant, c, that does not vary 
from individual to individual or from zone to zone. 1bis is a strong assumption to 
which we return in subsequent discussion. 
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These are all the ingredients necessary for valuing the beach site. Let's solve the 
problem with the use of figures first. Conceptually, the travel cost method has two 
stages. In the first stage, the researcher estimates using cross-section (Zone) data, 
visitation rate as a function of trip cost - cost per mile c, distanced, - and any other 
demand determinants thought to be important snch as income M, or the price of 
substitutes P sub• 

X=Jlca,Jncome ,l',.,b)-

Jn the second stage, the researcher revises the estimates of the :first stage to derive a 
demand curve for the park. 

The first stage is accomplished in the 
following way: by assumption the 
visitors who live next to the beach (in 
Zone 0) incur no travel cost. SeeX0 in 
Figure 3. The "tJaCe to the left of the 
origin in Figure 3 is used to construct 
the total cost of a trip from each Zone. 
The total cost of a trip is the product of 
the constant mileage cost c and the 
miles d

1 
for each zone i. Thus the cost 

of a trip from Zone I is cd1, or P1. 

See Figure 3. Total trips or visits is 
X1. Point Bin Figure 3 is constructed 
similarly, by matching up the visitation 

' 

Price or 
TCfl"oip 

' 

" 
Figure 3' Constrnctlon of Travel COilt Deman 

rate for Zone 2 with the trip cost from Zone 2 which is the product of miles d2 and 
cost per mile c or P 2• 

Estimating the Demand Relation 

What is the demand relation for this beach for the people who live al the site? It is 
P j(0• Why? By assumption, people who live at the site have the same tastes, 
endowment and face the same set of prices, except for the price of a trip to the beach. 
Alternatively, statistical methods are used to control the diffru:ences in socioeconomic 
variables among individuals in the population. Therefore, if those Jiving at the site 
were charged an entry fee of P 1, we would expect them to visit the beach at the same 
rate as those who in fact must incur a travel cost of P 1_ They visit the beach at the rate 
of X,. This reasoning can be repeated for every other point orr the line P .Xu where P0 

is interpreted as the resru:vation price, above which no quantity is demanded. We have, 
of comse, u.-;sumed for convenience that, had we chosen any othet zones or prices the 
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resulting quantity would fall on the 
line P .Xo· What is the demand for 
the beach for residents of Zone I'! 
It has height Pu - P1 and is 
exhibited in Figure 4, Panel (ii). 
I!lustratively, incurring a travel cost 
of P, to get to the beach, residents 
from Zone I, facing an additional 
entrance fee of P2 - P" would be 
expected to purchase trips at the 
same rate as those who currently 
pay the same cost P2 ; i.e., those 
residents in Zone 2 whu purchase 
X2• Zone I 's demand lOr the beach 
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site is exhibited in Figure 4 as are the demand "curves" for the other two zones. 

The aggregate demand curvt: for the beach site is panel (iv) in :Figure 4. It is a simple 
horizontal aggregation of the individual demand curves--in this .:ase, "individuals" 
meal.l.'l ZOIJes. 

Consumer Surplus 

What is the economic benefit of the beach site? A useful measure of consumer 
economic benefit is consumers' surplus--the difference between what people are willing 
to pay and what they do pay (see Chapter 2). In this case the consumt:r's surplus for 
those residing at Zone I is the difference between what they are willing to pay in 
Figure 3 and what they do pay in Figure 4, panel (ii), adjusted for population in the 
zone. Total consumers' surplus for the beach site is therefore the total area under the 
demand curve/or the beach site in Figure 4, panel (iv) but adjuslt:d for the population 
in each zone. This amount is the net economic benefit of the beach site from the 
individuals' perspective or accounting stance. It is not the net ewnomic benefit of the 
beach site from !he perspective of society. For this net benefit, the opportunity cost 
of society bears of providing the beach services (excluding the individual travel costs 
already netted oul) must be subtracted. Pursuing these opportunity costs takes us 
beyond the travel cost method. 

Valuing an Existing Site 

The following t:xample illustrates the travel cost method. Table I summarizes the 
basic data. Suppose that the vehicle cost per mile for fuel, oil, etc. is $.20. Left 011t 
of !he development so far i~ the Iitct that there may be an opportunity cost of travel 
time. Assume for now that it is $6 per hour and that the automobile travels 60 miles 

-
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per hour. lbat is the opportunity cost of time per mile is $.10. Travel cost for Zone 
0 is 0 and for Zone 1 is 

, $ 2d + Opp. Costs * Hours 
· 1 Hours Miles 

$6 =[$.2+ 60Jdl=$.3dl 

Consumer's surplus (CS) can be calculated casually hy ol:t<;erving Figure 5 and Table 
1. Zone O's CS is the area under its demand curve 

CS0 - ~ (Base ) (Altitude 

CSn = 2592 

) = ~(72)(72) 

Figure 5: DIWllrated Travel Cost Example 

TABLE 1: TRAVEL COST EXAMPLE 

Zone 0 

Population N, in Hundreds LOO 

Visits, Q, 72 

Visits/100, X, 72 

Miles d, 0 

Travel Cost {'TC)}Trip ($) L 
CS/HlO 

Zone 1 

2.00 

36 

120 

36 
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Consumer's sUiplusflOO for Zone 1 is the area under its demand curve 

cs1 = 
2
1 (36) (36) = 648 

100 

but the population is 200 so 

CS1 = t296 
Therefore, 

CS = L;CS; = 3888 

More formally, from the data in Table 1, a demand function (period in population) can 
be derived. It is 

(I) x;=n-P, 

Then from (1), generally, 

(2) CS, ~N, [(72-P)dP 

" 
ln particular, 

n 
(2.1) CS0 -J\6[(72 -P)dP=2592 

n 

(2.2) 
CS1 -!v'i [en -P)dP = 1296 

CS = ECS; = 3888. 

Notice that the demand function i5 integrated from the price paiol or cost borne P, up 
to the reservation price P 0 in (2.1) and (2.2). 

Valuing a New Site and the Quality Change at an Existing Site 

Consider how to estimate the value of a proposed new site. , The fmtction underlying 
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the estimated site demand equation is 
meant to be generaL As long as the 
new site is believed to be like the old 
site, then one needs to collect data on 
travel cost, income and the other 
independent variables for the zones or 
population around the proposed new 
site and plug it into (2) to get the 
values for the new site. An 
exceptionally simple formulation 
illustrates the application to a new site. 
In the original numerical example, it 
was assumed that 72 visitors came to 

Figure 6: City and Beach Geography 

the beach site from Zone 1 located d, ~ 120 miles away. Recall that the travel and 
time cost was $36 because the cost was $.30 per mile. Suppose Zone 1 was in fact 
two cities A and B, each of population 100 and there were 36 visitors each from two 
cities. Now suppose that a new beach site just like the old site is proposed one-half 
the distance from city B to the uld beach. No other cities are around. The goography 
of all this is illustrated in Figure 6. Since the previous analysis was based on visits per 
100, it fits in immediately here with no modifications necessary. The people from city 
A continue to go to the old beach as do those who Jive at the old beach. Those in city 
B now can huy the same beach--same by assumption--for one-half the real cost of the 
old beach or 18. They respond by visiting the beach at the rate of 54 per 100 
population hec:mse the estinwted deiUJllld relation (pei 100) is 

(3) A.=JL.-r 

Con~umeis' surplus is the gain from being able to pay $18 instead of $36 per trip or 
$810. It is the area under the demand curve between two prices. See Figure 7 or 

-P)dP =fen -p)d.P 

" 

This proposed site is a good idea on 
economtc efftciency grounds if the 
opportunity cost of the site is less than 
$810 armually. Other potential origins of 
visitors to the proposed site can be 
handled by plugging their relevant 
socioeconomic data into (1). Figure 7: Valuing a Now SUe 



Valuation When Characteristics Differ Among Sites 

Tt is a more complicated task to value a proposed new site if it is not like the old site. 
Travel cost simply will not work unless the new site is like an old site. We sketch tlrls 
case briefly. Suppose there are two or N old sites that differ in one dimension such 
as size, cleanliness of beach or availability of services such as windsailing. The 
proposed new site will resemble one of the e:dsting sites. Then the researcher does a 
travel cost study for tht: two or N sites and obtains a 2 or N dimensional version of (3): 

X1 = f ( P 1, P2 , K, P» A{ other socioeconomic 
Xi = f ( P P P 2 , K, P N A{ other socioeconomic 
XN = f ( P 1, P2, K, PM A{ other socioeconomic 

variables 
variahle;J" 
variables 

) 
) 
) 

Having estimated this system of equations, the researcher then introduces the new site 
into the suitable equation. Suppose we call old site 1 "small~ and old site 2 "big.~ If 
the proposed site is big tlmn the X, = f (*) equation for big beaches is appropriate. 
The first application of this approach was Burt and Brewer (1971) to a st:ries of 
reservoirs with recreational opportunities and interest was in valuing the recreation 
benefits of a proposed reservoir. 

A variation of the last example is to estimate the fraction of visitors going to each of 
a set of beaches (Feenbcrg and Mills, 1980). Caulkins, et al., (1988) did jnst this and 
specified that the fraction depended on distance to a beach around the Boston, 
Massachusetts area, water temperature, water quality as measured by a fecal coliform 
cmmt in mid-summer and a dunnny variable to pick up the db-tinction between fresh 
and ~alt water. The authors used a conditional, multinomiallogit estimation procedure 
to estimate the model. See Appendix: A for a discussion of this method. Having 
esfunated the model, one can calculate the value of a given site which depends, in part, 
on the cl~aracteristics of the particular beach, such as its water quality or water 
temperatute. Then it is a simple matter to compute the change in value as a beach 
quality ~:haracterigtic is changed. 

3.3 EXAMPLE APPLICATIONS TO COASTAL ZONE MANAGEMENr 

Estimation of lost recreation value 

When authorities discovered hazardons waste in a marine environment in 
Massachusetts, some activities at some beaches were prohibited, leading to a loss of 
welfare. The United States government 1S requited to sue for damages. McConnell 
(1987) estimated the lost re<::reation value due to docrea~ed beacll activity using the 
travel cost method. A survey was designed and administered by telephone because no 
usable data existed either on beach attendance bdore. or during the closure. Several 
beaches were involved and tlle task was to estimate demand functions for beaches with 
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pollution and demand functions for 
beaches without pollution. The value 
to be estimated is illustrated by the a-rea 
between two demand fWlctions for a 
representative beach in Pigure 8, dd 
and ba, where dd is the demand curve 
in the absence of pollution 
(Polychlorinated Biphenols [PCBs]) 
and ba is the demand curve in the 
presence of pollution (PCBs). 

,,. 
,,L~;l,~~[.--~v"•c•c•="""""""""' -

Figure 8 Four beaches are in the study. The I 
contaminated ones are East (which L~~~~~~~~~~~~~~..l 
includes another like it in quality and 
distance), and Fort Phoenix. The substitutes are West Island and Detllfl!tlSl Lloyd. 

The demand functions are: 

Xij = g ( PEB, PFTP, PSUB, PASS) + e ii 
where 

X;; = tri{Y.' by ith household to jth beach; 
PEB = cost of getting to East Beach for the household; 
PFTP = cost of getting to Fort Phoenix for the household; 
PSUB = cost of the cheaper substitute, West Island or Demarest Lloyd; 
PASS = 1 if the household has a pass to Fort Phoenix, 0 otherwise. 

McConnell used the wage rate net of taxes as the opportunity cost of time and a travel 
cost of $.08/mile. The demand functions illustrated in Tables 3 and 4 were estimated 
using a Tobit estimation procedure in recognition that there are a lot of zero quantity 
observations in the sm:vey data. The Tobit model is described in Appendix B. 

Since the beaches would be affected for some years, growth in the absence of pollution 
had to be estimated, capacity constraints or congestion effect~ had to be recognized and 
the sample sm:vey, expanded to the population on a simple proportionate basis. The 
estimated dHmages to beach recreation due to pollution was $11 million in 1986 
dollars. 



TABLJ?. 2 

DEMAND COEFFICIENTS me PLANNED 1986 TRIPS: 
WITH PCEs FROM MCT'ONN!lLL (1987) 

Cog ' Variables Const '"' PFTP PSUB PASS Liklihd Obo 

East/West -23.6 -9.52 -1. 9 5.62 34.9 -845 m 
( 2 . 6) (3. 4) I . s 2 J (2. 5) (2. 7) 

FL Phoenix -9.2 1. 84 -1.38 -. 32 9. "/ -626 m 
(3 . 4) I 2 . 2 I 11.98) ( . 48) I 2 . 4 l 

NOTE: FeB Travsl Cost OF Price Coc East OF West Beach. 
PFTP " Travel Cost OF Price Coo Fort Phoenix. 
P.SUB " Travel Cost OF Price Coo t.:1.e Least Cost 

Substitute. 
PASS " ' if cho HO'.ISehold hoe " Pass eo Fort Phoenix; 

" 0 Othsrwise. 

TABLE , 
DEMAND CO:lFFICIENTS FCR 1986 TRIPS: 

WITHOUT PCBS 

Cog • Variables Canst '"' PPTP FF= PASS Liklihd Obo 

East/West -16.8 -13.87 - . 3 3 8.99 38.5 -1268 m 
(1. 8) 1:4 . 7) ( . 14) (3 . 8) 12. 65) 

n. Phoe::dx -5.15 u ·2. 68 u 23.4 -1132 m 
I 1. 4 J I 1 . o) ( 3 • 0 ) ( 1. 5) ( 4 . 7) 

NOTE: FeB Travel Cost OF Price Coo East 00 West Beach. 
P:?TP Travel Cost OF Price Coo Fort Phoenix. 
PSDB Travel Cost 00 Price Coo Fbe Least Cost 

Substitute. 

""' ' iC Fbo Household hoe 0 Pass " Fort Phoenix; 
0 O::hcrwise. 

3.4 EVALUATION 

The researcher undertaking a travel cost method should be aware of possible pitfalls, 

a. The travel cost method is an application of household production theory. The 
individual or family cornbim:~ il.s own time and travel services with a site to produce 
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a rccreatinn experit:nce. By asswning there is no pleasure in travel to the site, the 
researcher in effect is attributing all the travel cost to the "purchase'" of the site. By 
this a>sumption, any cun~umer surplus associated with the "purclmse" will then be 
attributed to the site. The value of the site will be overestimated in so far as people 
enjoy tlu: sights along the road and talking with others in the car or train or airplane 
or other travel mode. Some travel, truly is a means to an end and some travel may be 
nerve racking in which case the vehicle costs will be an underestimate of true cost. No 
empirical research to our knowledge has seriously explored this assumption. 

b. fhc much stronger assumption in our judgment is that a trip is single purpose. 
People from North America may stop in the United Kingdom or Europe on the way 
loa safuri in Africa. People may visit their relations and also go to a beach. People 
may visit two or more countries in Africa. There is no rigorous way to finesse this 
problem. The researcher can ask respondents if their trip was multipk purpose and 
omit all those who respond affirmatively. What then is their value of the site under 
study? Other things equal, probably less but rarely are other things equal and usoolly 
they are unequal in the variables omitted from analysis. 

The researcher can ask respondents to allocate their overall satisfaction with the trip 
over its components. In order to estimate the vie·wing value of elephant~ in Kenya, 
Brown and Henry (1993) asked respondents to allocate pleasure from the trip over 
wildlife viewing and other facets of the trip. Then they were asked to allocate the 
enjoyment on the safari over the cats, elephants and other elements. See Table 2. 
These are average, not marginal values, and the survey question design is con!roveniial 
because it can innocently elicit inaccurate responses. Another alternative is to use the 
marginal travel cost from the last destination, but thls is a pragmatic strategy. 

TABLE 2: ALLOCATING TOTAL VALIJE AMONG ITS DETERMfNANT 

People travel to F_ast Africa for many reasons. Thinking aboul the pleasure and 
enjoyment you arc experiencing (or have experienced) from your visit, what percentage 
of your pleasure would ·you anribute to each of the following? (Please make your 
responses add up to 100 percent) 

Percent 

Seeing, photographing and learning about tho: wildlife 

Accommodations, staff and services, drivers 

Observing and learning ahout Africa and its cultures 

Rest, relaxation, and ~hopping 

Other experiences 

50 

20 

10 

9 

~ 
100% 
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Thinking just about the wildlifo and the pleasure and enjoyment it has or is 
giving you, what percentage of your enjoyment of the wildlife would you attribute to 
each of the following? 

(Please make sure your responses add up to 100 percent) 

Seeing the hig cats including lion, leopard, and cheetah 28 

Seeing large numbers of a variety of wildlife species 29 

Seeing African elephants 25 

Learning about the ecology and animal behavior 16 

Others (specify): ________ c__ __ • 100% 

NOTE: The share of total value of a safari attributable to viewing elephants is the 
product of wildlife viewings' share and the share specific to viewing elephants: (50 x 
.25"" 12.5%). 

c. The opportunity cost of time is a critical clement in the analysis, yet too little 
is known about how accurately and practically to deal with it. To see the critical role 
it plays, just recalculate CS in the above example on !he assumption that the 
opportunity cost of time is 0 and convince yourself that it reduces CS by one-third. 
Researchers using alternative measures for the opportunity co~l uftime routinely show 
that estimated CS is wry respnnsive to chan~s in different assumptions (Cesario, 
1976 and Cesario and Knetsch, 1976). Other researchers combine analytical models 
with statistical techniques such as maximum likelihood estimation, to estimate that 
implicit opportunity cost of time which best fits the data. Thtl range of estimate is 30 
to 60 percent of the wage rate- a fairly large range. (see McConnell and Strand, 1981 
and Kealy and Bishop, 1986). In a similar vdn, McFadden (1974) used observations 
on choice of urban travel (to work) to estimate the implicit value of time when 
individuals chose more expensive but faster modes of travel. The revealed opportunity 
cost of time was around 40 percent of the wage rate.' There has been a tendency in 
travel cost studies to use a fraction such as 30-45 perceut of the wage rate, perhaps iu 
recognition of McFadden's carefLd estimate of the opportunity cost of time. 
Researchers should realize that there is then a further untested assumption, that the 

I In response to alarm~ strict neo-dassical economists, who wondered why the 
opportunity cost of lime did not approximate the wage rate net of taxes, 
Mc"Fadden said Un a seminar) that travelling tO work is the only time 
indlviduals can have time to themselves. Evidently commuting time has some 
posltlve value. 
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value of travel time to work eq.rnls the value of travel time to a recreation site: The 
basic question, of course, is opportunity cost. What truly is being forgone when we 
travel to a recreation site? If one really would have worked, then it is the appropriate 
disposable fraction of the actual wage earned. 

If we should value the opportunity cost of travel time, should we not value the 
uppnrtunity cost of on-site time? The simple ans\ver is no. It is no if the relevant 
substitute activity is spending the time on an alternative nx:reation activity. That seems 
like a reasnnahle assumption_< 

In principle, rccreationists vary in the flexibilit)' of their working time. The 
opportunity cnst of one day of leisure time may be low for some and high for others, 
even if both t:illTI the ~arne wage because one may be able to work as many hours as 
desired over the relevant range. In practice, it is difficult to sort this out empirically. 

d. The travel cost method estimates usc values. Any non-usc value.> such as the 
benefit people might derive knowing that the site exists or that it will be available for 
others to enjoy in the future are excluded. These arc termed existence and bequest 
values. D1is omission is likely to grow in importance to the degree that the site in 
question is unique. In economic terrru;, it has few close substitutes. If the site is 
thnught to be very unique, a solution is to do a contingent valuatinn study or snme 
other approach to estimate both use and nnn-usc value simultanenusly. Alternatively, 
nne can assume that non-use values are zero. :Finally, as a practical expedient only, 
one can assume that non-use values are approximately equal to use values, a result on 
average tbw1d to be the ~:as~ in nther studies. This, of course assumes that the site is 
not significantly diflerent from other sites and services investigated in the past and that 
one is. unlikely to improve nn the research methods used in these studies. 

e. There has been a tenden~;y to measure out of pocket travel costs generously. For 
example, a long run mileage cost which includes depreciation, repair cost per mile, 
perhaps even insurance cost per milt: ~;an be u~cd. The empirical fact is that cost per 
mile is not what survey respondents report when asked what their mileage cnst is. The 
difference between reported cost and the r~sem:chers imputed long nm cost can vary 
by more than a fuctor of 2. The correct value is that which is in the recreationist's 
mind when he/she makes the marginal dedsiun nf whether or not to take the trip. 

There is also a tendency to include motel, food ~:nsts and even the cost of bait in the 
travel cost component. The tendency may be motivated by a desire to inflate the 
benefits of the site which is what it does in praclic~. The tendency shnuld be avoided. 
Recall the ~:riticai ingredient that enables one to go frnm travel cost to site value-
individuals get no satisfaction from travel so we can load its cost-value ontn the site. 

' On-site time costs can be disregarded if the marginal value of time and the 
time spem on-site are constant across observations (Wilman, 1980). 
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It is irnplaus.ible that people obtain no satisfaction from eating the food they do and no 
enjoyment from the lodging services purchased_ That is what the researcher must 
assume if these expenditures are to be attributed to the site. It makes sense to assume 
that people pay fur what they get and the burden of proof is on the researcher to 
establish that this working assumption is unacceptably false. 3 

As for expenditures such as bait, their inclusion is in error. Consumer surplus arises 
from differential expenditures for the same experience. EVCI)'One must purchase blrit 
or ammunition or, in some cases, pay the same charter boat fcc. These are necessary 
for anyone to obtain the service so there should be no difference which can give rise 
to consmners' surplus. 

f. The travel cost method assumes that location of residence is exogenous to the 
frequency a beach site is used. ht othex words, recreationists did not choose where to 
live and bear any opportunity cost in order to be closer to the site in question. If one 
lives at the seashore and earns a lower wage than is available elsewhere because one 
likes seashore activities in question, then the opportunity cost of the lower wage will 
not be captured by the travel cost method. Such an element could be valued in 
principle by using an hedonic wage model. It captures the implicit value of differences 
in environmental quality, public services and other amenities that vary acrrns residential 
locations as revealed by wage differentials for the same job description. 

g. Thus far, it has been assumed that price is the only detenninant of demand. The 
demand fnnction can be enriched with all the variables such as income and other 
socioeconomic variables thought to be important, limited only by the research budget 
and research design. If zone data are used, then average values for ~ocioeconomic 
variables have to be used. So, for example, the researcher can collect data on average 
income M; for each zone i, the cost of visiting a substitute heach site lJs, , average 

years of experience E,. average years of edocation Ed, for each mne and use these in 
a regression analysis to replace (l) with 

(3) 

One does not have to aggregate data by zones and use avexages. Individual 
observations can be used with zone population or a transformation of zone population 
as an independent variable (Bowes and Loomis, 1980; Vaughan and Russell, 1982; 
Strong, 1983; and Rosenthal and Anderson, 1984). For some studies, zone data on 
independent variables such as income may be available from secondary sources of 
inforllliltion. On the other hand, zone data with widely varying populations can lead 
to problems of heteroscedasticity in the error component of the model of observation 

3 Every reader can recall the terrible meals (owing to the price) and lodging 
experienced enroute. The operational task is to esiimafe accurately tliese 
departures of price from value. 
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which reduces the efficiency of the estimation. Using individual data has its problems 
as well. When a lower fraction of a more distant population visits a site, as we would 
expect, Brown, eta!. (1983) have shown that individlW.l observation produces a biased 
estimate of consumers' surplus. 

h. Purists will argue that the consumers' surplus estimated in the way described 
above is biased because the proper measure would emerge from the area under a 
Hicksian or compensated demand function in which utility, not money income, has 
been held constant. Fortunately there is no practical relevance to this criticism since 
Willig, 1976 and Hausman, 1981 have shown that the empirical difference between 
these two concepts is trivial compared to the noise in the data sets customarily used. 

i. The usefi.dncss of the travel cost method is limited by the fact that there is an 
"ali-or-none" aspect to it. The travel cost method was designed to answer questions 
such as what is the recreation value of a beach as is? The answer contributes to the 
decision about whether to use the beach for an alternative use inconsistent with 
recreation_ 

Lots of policy questions are different. What is the benefit or cost of changing thtl 
quality of the beach a little bit? What is the value of increasing the success level of 
fishing by some amount, say by introducing a hatchery? To answer these questions th~ 
researcher needs data on the value of what exists now and the value of an alternative 
circumstance. This is a problem one dimension more complex than the trnilitional 
travel cost method is designed to answer. 

J. Comments about fllnctional form and good econometric diagnostics made in the 
chapter on hedonic analysis including omission and commission of variables, and 
heteroscedasticity also apply here. 

Tt would be wrong to conclude that there are so many difficulties with executing a 
flawless travel cost !ffi!dy, that it should not be attempted. Rather, tlie researcher 
should try to avoid as many of the problems as is feasible with the given budget and 
illustrate how the value of a site varies under alternative assumptions about the 
opportunity cost of time and other c-onsiderations. 
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APPENDIX A 

DISCRETE CHOICE: RANDOM UTILITY AND MUL1TIWMIAL LOGIT 
MODELS 

A recent development in the travel cost literature is the random ntility model. This 
approach begins by assuming that each decision to make a visit involves choosing one 
site and excluding the others. In the random utility model, this choice takes the fonn 
of comparing the utilities from visiting each site and choosing the site that produces 
the maximum ntility. The conswner's choice is not a random one; but if an observer 
cannot measure all ofthc determinants of utility, the indirect utility function 1-Vlll have, 
from the observer's viewpoint, a non-random clement and a random error term. or V 
- V' + e. The probability that site i will be visited, 1T; , is then (again from the 
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obst:rver's viewpoint): 

1T;=Pr(V',+e,>V1;+e,);for every 1 ~i 

where V', + e, = the utility of visiting site i. 

1f random variables e, are independently and identically distributed, extreme value 
Weibull distributions, ,., , take the fonn of a multinomiallogit model (McFadden, 
1974; Maddala, 1988): 

1T; = 
m 

L exp 
.• 1 

V' 
' 

Estimation of the model requires specifying a functional form for V'. Once the 
parameters of the indirect utility function are e:stimated, they can be l!lled to generate 
partial demand systems and partial consumer sutplus measures. 

The common sense of discrete choice models is made more transparent by simplifying 
choice to one site. Each pen;on has an underlying utility associated with visiting that 
site. At a low price, many would visit the site. At a high enough price, none would 

visit. Put differently, the fraction 1T of poople potentially willing to go compared to 
those that will go is 1 if the price or cost is zero. As price increases, the fraction 
decreases until it is 0. 

Figure B.l illustrates these ideas. On the x-axis is plotted maxinnun willingness to pay 
to visit a site (WTP). Figure B.l represents a cumulative distribution., but it is for the 
fraction ( 1 - 'IT) or share that is not willing to go at a given price or WTP. Ten 
peicent would be unwilling to pay 1; alternatively 90 percent would be willing to pay 
l dollar or 80 percent would not pay 10 dollars, etc. The opposite of this, the shaded 
area, can be interpreted as the area undei the demand curve for the site. So at the 
largest cost, WTP ,..,, no one wants to go. Just rotate the Figure B.l counter-clockwise 
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APPENDIX B 

The following explanation of the Tobit estimation procedure is drawn from McConnell 
(1977). 

The Tobit model is designed to estimate functions which take only zero or positive 
numbers. For recreational applications, the model i~: 

x=zb-e 
x=O 
zb-e>O 
zb-e_:<;O. 

where e, is assumed nonnal with zero mean, constant variance. This model is 
explained in detail in Madda!a, Ch. 6 (1983). When price gets high enough, quantity 
demanded is :r.ero. Estimating Tobit models rather than OLS (ordinary least squares) 
usually results in more elastic recreational demand models. Ihe effect of using a Tobit 
estimation procedure is illustrated below. 

The OLS model will treat the zeroes and positive demands the same, and fit a function 
which minimizes squared deviations from a line drawn through all the points. The 
Tobit procedure fits a model which explains whether people take trips at all, and given 
that they take these trips, what their demand curve is like. The figure shows that the 
OLS model estimates a slope too steep for participants, and will overestimate 
consumer's surplus for participants. 

Returning to the more formal development, the random utility model estimates the 
relations between characteristics and visits to a site conditional on a visit being made. 
Consider the antecedent decision of whether or not to make any visit. This can be 
done in two ways: on a day-by-day basis or on a seasonal basis. 

The decision to make a visit on a day-by-day basis can be examined by comparing two 
utilities: the utility of visiting the "best" site and the utility of not making any visit. 
Given a recreation season lhat is fixed in length, this model can calculate the expected 
number of visits per season and the expected number of visit.'! to an individual site, 
both as a fimction of individual and site characteri5tics including the cost of travel. 

A difficulty with the day-by-day decision mudel is the occurrence of zero visits for the 
entire season by some individuals. Most site characteristics for which data are easily 
obtained are constant over a season. Tiris means lhat the decision to visit a particular 
site or to visit any site will be stationary. Unless the probability of a visit on a given 
day is uniformly zero across the season, the expecttx! number of visits will he positive; 
indeed, the probability of zero visits will be very low. 
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A different means of modeling the visit/no visit declliion is on a seasonal-basis. This 
approach is used in Bockstael, Hanernann, and Strand (1986). In their model, an 
individual chooses the number of visits to make in a season (presumably at the 
beginning of the season--timing could but does not play a significant role in these 
models) with zero included as a possible choice. Thi~ model can take, for example, 
the form of a Tobit model: 

R = h(M, P, Z) + e; ifh(M,P,Z) > 0, 

R = 0; ifh(M,P,Z) :£0. 

"!be random utility model is probably the closest there is to a "state of the science" 
travel cost method if the necessary data are available and the decision to participate in 
recreation at all is included. Complete data are rarely available, however, and the 
resulting partial estimation may have unknown biases, especially if data on some sites 
and characteristics are missing. This is a problem that all travel cost methods face, 
however. 

Even with incomplete data. the random utility model has advantages over traditionally 
estimated travel cost models. It is capable of accounting for zero visits; if the data are 
available, it can produce exact measures of consumer surplus; and it can estimate the 
value of changes in access and site characteristics for a number of sites. All of this is 
accomplished at great cost, we reiterate, in tenus of data-gathering and computation. 



4. HEDONIC VALUATION 

4.1 INTRODUCTION 

It has long ~It rewgnized that goods arc measured both in terms of their quantity and 
their quality. However, only wmparatively recently have t:WIIomists hegun to 
incorporate the quality dimensions into empirical and theoretical models.' The first 
formal anulysis afthc characteristics of goods was motivated by the probh:ms created 
for price indexes by quality changes. Adelman and Griliches (1961) and Griliches 
(1961) were the first studies to distinguish two sources of changes in the price of a 
good: those due to changes in the goods characteristics and those due to changes in 
the price of characteristics. In constructing price indexes one wants to make sure th~ 
price refers to a constant quality good or bundle of goods so price change due to 
quality change must be taken out. 

Put simply, hedonic valuation is a means by which the value of a composite 
commo!lily traded in a market is divided into its constituent parts. lbis enables us to 
value the parts, such as beach quality, which do not have a directly observable market 
value. 

A second ar~a of early empirical work was the analysis of property values. In this 
case, the tOcus was on the valuation of characteristics rather than accounting for quality 
change. Ridker (1967) and Ridker and Henning (!967) were the first authors to focus 
on the relation between property values and air pollution. They regressed median 
property values in given ~:ensus tracts in the St. Louis area in 1960 on each property's 
housing characteristics, as well as the characteristics of the neighborhood and the 
house's amenity values incl1.1ding various measures of air pollution. They found that 
property values varied systematically with air quality levels. The authors did not 
provide much of a theoretical underpinning fur the study_ This was supplied by Rosen 
(1974), building on the work of Becker (1965), Lancaster (1966) and Muth (1966). 

There are llu:ee basis applications of the hedonic technique: property value studies, 
wage studies which examine the value of environmental amenities discerned through 
the labor market, and hedonic travel cost studies which use an approach that combines 
Rosen's method with travel cost data and attempts tu estimate the values of recreation 
site characteristics. Coastal area management issues addressed by hedonic valuation 
methods include the value of shoreline and access to beach, long tenn or chronic 
damages to the marine environment from oil spills and hazardous waste discharge, 
benefits of improved water quality, reduced congestion ur changes in other qualities of 
the marine environment. Before presenting these three applications of the hedonic 
method, it is instructive to get an overall sense of the hedonic concept. 

An early exception is Court (1939) who first applied the term "hedonic" to prices. 

-.-~ 
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4.2 CO:KCEPTS AND DF.VF.LOPMENT OF METHOD 

Basic Metlwdology 

In conntries where property such as a house are exchanged in a workably competitive 
market, some houses sell for more than others in the same neighborhood or in the same 
city at abmrt the same time. If lwo houses are identical but the lot size is bigger for 
one, we expect its selling price wiJl be greater. Houses near a park or houses in a low 
crime neighborhood sell for more than houses in neighborhoods where there are no 
parks and there is high crime, holding other price determining factors constant, of 
course. In the United States, il is common to pay more rent for an apartment which 
is higher up and has a better view than for an apartment with the exact same 
configuration on a lower floor. Systematic observation of these differences would 
provide one with the monetary value of average views--the difference between the 
rental rate with and without a view or the difference between the rental rate on floor 
10 versus the rental rate on floor 1, for example. 

Suppose a researcher collected samples from three different groups of ocean anglers 
A, H and C, alike except in the ways illustrated in Table 1. 

Table 1: RecNational Data 

A B c 
Days Fished 10 10 11 

Big Fish 20 21 21 
Harvested 

Expenditures ($) 1000 1030 1040 

From this idealized data set individuals in group B arc exactly like individuals in group 
A except that they spent $30 more and harvested an extra fiSh. Assuming awa) 
uncertainty for purposes of illustration only, we confidently conclude that the total 
utility value of the marginal fish must have been worth $30, otherwise why would 
members in the B group have spent the money? Similarly, groups C and B are alike 
except members in group C spent $1 0 more for an extra day suggesting that that is the 
marginal value of a day. This is the gist of the hedonic approach but it has subtle 
points which we shall see and they would be dangerous to over\{){)k. 

Hedonic Property Models 

When the theoretical dust settles, there is a straightforward applied approach to 
estimating hedonic property values. Suppose the resear,;her is interested in the value 
of air quality or clean beaches or some other amenity value. Individuals ,;an register 
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their valuation of these amenity characteristics by bidding up the price of clean 
propcrtie~ relative to di1tier ones. "lllLls rental rates or sales prices should reflect 
consumers' valuation of these qualities. When we buy a property we arc buying many 
bundled characteristics such as rooms, fin.1Jlaces, el~. Thus we use statistical 
techniques to unbundle the composite good. !n general then, 

(I) Value af lwuse ~ f (House, Neigftbtnhotul , Amenlly Charactenstics ) 

Specifically, the researcher might have selected homes from a given non-segmented 
(non-discriminating) market and estimated the following statistical regression: 

V = f3u + f3/'>lwnher of roomf + {32Hectares of open space 
·> {33Distance to beach in neighborhood 

where V, is the real price of the house sales price. The interpretation of 
marginal economi() value of a room: 

is the 

{3 = . .Q .v7e=c: 
1 li Nr1m!Jf'r ~f moms 

We expect that houses located close by beaches are better because one does not have 
to w&lk so far so they should sell for a higher price.2 The regression coefficient, p, 
is designed to capture that gradient, 

" {33 = .. 
lini~tanrP tn hmrh 

Finally Po represents the contribution to selling price of d1c omitted characteristics 
evaluated at their mean value. Apart from inevitable error, the product of these 
individual physical characteristics and their marginal dollar values summed overall the 
characteristics equals the selling price of the house. 

Table 2 illustrates resnlts from an hedonic analysis pooled time series data where the 
value of a house and its characteristics are the observation. In this study, Brown and 
Pollakowski (1977) were interested in how people valued the open space (set back) 
around a lake, specifically the marginal value associated with changing the amount of 

' If beaches or parks are rowdy, sometimes the properties nearest the park sell at a 
discount, reflecting this negative amenity. 
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open space. For purposes of this papt:r distance to waterfront (in logs) is highly 
statistically significant and the width of the open space (in logs) is statistically 
~ignificant. An average house located n~ar a 300 fuot wide set back area ""OUld sell 
for $1,350 more than if it were located near a ITontagc one-third that size. 

Marginal Hedomc Values Are Not Demand Functions 

Research r~ported in the last section indicated that estimated housing value is linearly 
related to the number of bathrooms. The estimated marginal value of a bathroom is 
$2,830 (Table 2). This cannot be a market demand for bathrooms because it does not 
exhibit diminishing marginal utility (diminishing marginal rate of substitution). 
W"hereas the marginal value of bathrooms is constant, the marginal value of distance 
to the waterfront ur the marginal value of open space bordering the nearby lake is not 
(Table 2). The estimated marginal value of a house as a function of open space does 
not describe a demand curve for open space, except under a set of implausible 
assumptions.' This should not be surprising. Researchers who estimate demand 
:functions us~ cross-section or time series data. They do this to pick up variation in 
supply, i.e., it is shifts in supply which a11ow econometricians to estimate a demand 
function. If we draw data from one property market we cannot hope to estimate a 
demand !Unction except under very special conditions noted above. 

In fact, the hedonic relationship is capturing the locus of many individual equilibria. 
E~timation of a proper demand function for a characteristic will be discussed below. 
For the moment we must pin down what policy content there is in the hedonic price 
function. Suppose to make matters simple, an hedonic price equation estimates the 
value of congestion at a beach (measured as cars parked or people/meter) and it is a 
negative L'onslant, k. One can imagine that it is the marginal willingness to pay to 
reduce congestion. If beach authorities were planning to implement a policy which 
chang~:s marginal congestion, then k is a usetUl implicit value to use as an indicator 
of a beach-goer's willingness to pay for relief from congestion. For many purposes, 
~htaining an estimate of the marginal value of an uomarkctcd quality is a major 
achievement and can mak~ a very substantial contribution to policy analysk Such 
analysis provides an order of magnitude estimate of the value which may be all that 

• 
• 

To obtain a demand function for a characltlristic from the first stage estimated hedonic 
price function, all O\Vners of property must be identical in income and any other socio· 
economic characteristics, and tastes. The re~her assumes that the data are from 
a stru1ll, open city or region so lhal economic behavior there does not influence the 
uggregate market equilibrium. Migration is costless. If income is not the same, then 
either there must be external information about the income elasticity of 333 for all 
goods or preference must be homothelic--relative demand for characteristics does not 
depend on income. 



Table 2: Green Lake Area 

Left-Hand Variable~Selling Priae (deflated to 1957 dollars) 

Al~ Observations Weighted By 1/Living ~rea (N~90) 

Variable 
Error 
Constant term 
Living area (sq. ft) 
Age of house 
Average room size 
Number of fireplaces 
Number of car garages 
Number of rooms 1st story 
Number of bathrooms 
D-1 of basement 
D-1 if dishwasher 
D-1 if good or excellent 

quality 
D-1 if range and oven 
D-1 if hot water heating 
D-1 of wall or floor furnace 

h<"ating 
D-1 if electric heating 
Lot size (sq. ft.) 
D-1 if view 
Log of distance to 

waterfront 
Log of individual setback size 

Coefficient Standard 

15700.00 3400.00 
3. 38 1.17 

-73.30 15.40 
-5.51 7.25 

1120.00 415.00 
574.00 455.00 

-311.00 265.00 
2830.00 607.00 
1260.00 464.00 
2010.00 784.00 

289.00 486.00 
255.00 748.00 

1040.00 1140.00 

-2220.00 801.00 
-1660.00 903.00 

-0.25 0.20 
573.00 693.00 

-1770.00 762.00 
1230.00 744.00 

SE-1.66 R2-. 84 

Source: Selling Price and structural characteristics: SREA Market 
Data Center, Inc. (April 1969 to June 1974), Distance to 
waterfront and setback size: measured on local maps. 

is necessary to determine which policy to choose. Wilman (1980) may have been the 
first researcher to have estimated quantitatively how congested beaches around Cape 
Cod, Massachusetts, reduce the price o\'oncrs of guest houses and inns wuld charge. 
She also demonstrated that debris on the most frequently used nearby beaches had a 
statistically negative effect on the price of rented va~;ation homes. See Table 3. 
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TABLE 3 

RENTED VACATION HOMES: RENTAL PRICE EQUATION 

Variable 
Dependent 

INTERCEPT 

No. of Rooms 

:?HONE 

Distance to Bc~ch 

DEBRIS 

Distance Ncurest Urban Area 

R' 

N 

Linear Equation 
Ave. Monthly Prioe 

1006.38 
(C12) 

162.39 
(5.74) 

207.18 
(2.50) 

-69.26 
(-3.02) 

-221.30 
(-2.7<1) 

-68.22 
(-1. 72) 

0.35 

129.00 

NOTE: T statistics ure shown in parentheses below the 
coefficie~t estimates. 

lledonic Demand Equations 

Estimating the demand for a characteristic or an element in a bundled good is a two 
step process. Since prices do not exist, step I requires discovering prices: 

Step 1: Estimate a hedonic price tequation which contains the characteristic of 
interest (see (1) above), or 

(2) 

where Z = a selling price or rental rate but could be wage rate or travel cost in 
subsequent sections. £, = characteristic l " l.K.JV . 



(3) 

Step la: Calculate the marginal value of the characteristics 

ov = f 
0Z L, 

' 
In general the marginal value could he delim:d as: 

but for simplicity assume the relatiornhips are linear so: 

8V 
OZ = t~, - II; 

' 

Step 2: Estimate the demand fimction for the characteristic of interest. 

Suppose it is beach cleanliness denoted by Zi so there is an associated price, II1 . 

Then the second stage estimated demand functions !Ur beach cleanliness is 

Z 1 = j(ll 1 ,Price~ oj substitutes (11,), Income, Age, Family size, ... ). 

Data Issues 

'J he critical element here is that data must be collected across markets or over time. 
That is, separate hedonic price functions must be estimated for a number of cities or 
resort towns, for example. l'ahnquist (1984) estimated hedonic price functions for 
housing characteristics for each of seven cities using 1976 and 1977 individual sales 
data and housing characteristics. He then performed the second stage analysis and 
estimated the dt:llland functions for living space (in sq. it.) and bathrooms, as a 
function of the own price, hedonic price of other characteristics such as price and )·ear 
built, price ofmcial homogeneity of neighborhood, marital status of owner, as well as 
other variables_ 

Tim~ s~ries housing data provrde an unusually congenial mean~ of estimating marginal 
value. When a house sells mure than once, i.e., repeat sales, most or all of the housing 
characteristics remain the sam~ (or assessors data on improvements can be used to 
adjust the data) except age of hous~ in particular and depreciation in general. Under 
these circumstances, changes in housing value between two sales dates can be 
attributed to changes in une or mon: mem;ures of the environment, adjusting of course 
for overall changes in the value of housing stocks. The nice things about this is that 
all the enors associated with housing ~hill'acleristics can he disreganled. No individual 
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housing characteri~tics are in the estimation procedure becau~e they cancel out. Only 
the change in an environmental variable and a change in the sale values between dates 
of sale for the ~ame property are needed. Palmquist (1982) used such an approach and 
found that as noise levels rose because of increasing trallic, housing values ten. 

Repeat sales data were also used in a study by Mendelsohn, et. al., (1992), which was 
de~igncd to estimate the loss of property value due to the dis~:harge and resulling 
accumulation ofhazardom waste on the iloor of New Bedford Harbor, :Massachusetts. 
Independent variables in this study included proximity of residential property to the 
site, sale date before or after pollution publicly recognized, years betweeu sales, 
intere~ rate, per capita income in ..:one of sale, in addition to variables designed to 
capture non-pollution source of price change such as overall housing price changes. 
The authors found that properly values fell between $7,000 and $10,000 (1989 dollars) 
us a result of location near hazardous wastes in the New BedtOrd Harbor. 

The Hedonic Wage Moder' 

Why would a worker in a given skill category accept a lower wage than another 
worker in the same skill category and each lives in a different city? Suppose the cities 
are alike in le\·els of all other prices but the wage rate. In a competitive world, it must 
be because overall working conditions are better in one city than in another. One city 
might have been lo~:ated ut the seaside so access to the associated amenities is cheaper 
and ther:e are no other compensating amenities in the interior city. In a complete 
model, the labor supply equation depends on the level of amenities which, together 
with the labor demand equation, produces an equilibrium wage. Such u wage clearly 
is a function of amenities suo.;h as relatively low cost access to fishing, boating, surfing, 
suiling, etc. ln this approach one is addressing the assumption made in the travel cost 
model that residential location is exogenous. In fact, some chose to live where they 
do and accept a lower wage rate because of case of access to desirable recreation sites. 
Therefore, the hedonic WU!,'l: model can be used to complement a travel cost model for 
a given site. 

There are fewer studies of the eilects of environmental amenities on wages than there 
are property value studies. Gctz and Huang (1978) use a model in which 
environmental factors affect production and vary across cities. They find that a 
measure of air pollution is posilively related to the wages of only one of the three 
professions included in their study.' Cropper and Aniaga-Salinas (1980) find that air 

' 

Some of the muterial in this section is drawn from Brown and l'lwnmer (1989). 

The positive relation comes from the compensation workers demand for jobs that 
expose them to greater pollution (e.g., due to location). 
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pollution i~ positively and significantly related to the earnings of eight out of the nine 
occupations they examine. Clark and Kahn (1989) develop a two-stage model dmt 
estimates the equilibrium hedonic wage as a function of city characteristics such as 
crime rates, unionization, and physician population; and environmental muenities such 
a~ miles of ocean beach within 50 miles (of the SMSA) and acres of fishable waters 
(tOr the state). They then estimate the demand tOr specific amenities and use the 
results from the second stage to calculate the WIP for environmental improvements-

Roback (19/!2) c~timates the effects of several city characteristics on both wages and 
property values. In her model, city-specific amenities enter both the utility flmction 
and lhe production function; ~s long as land is consumed by both workers (for their 
residence) and finns (in production), these amenities should be related to both wages 
and property values. Her results show a mostly positive relation between particulate 
levels and wages and no significant relation between particulate levels and property 
values.6 

Hedonic \vage models h~ve not received as much attention as hedonic property value 
models. making it more difficult to evaluate the advantages and disadvantages. They 
clearly also complement property value studies by capturing additional effects of 
amenity changes on economic values, i.e., wages. Finally, most applications of the 
hedonic wage model arc somewhat incomplete because they do not include a model 
of finn decision-making. This absence is important because without such a model it 
is illlclear how finns can afford to p~y the higher wages that go with lower levels of 
amenities.' Although this shortcoming can be correded, it complicates the model and 
increa~ the data requirement~ 

The Hedonic Travel Cost Model 

A final type ot" model is a hybrid of the hedonic and travel cost techniques called the 
hedonic !ravel cost method. This method was first introduced in Brown, Charbonneau, 
and Hay (1978) and formalized in Brown and Mendelsohn (19/!4). Using the Rosen 
framework, it seeks to estimate the value of recreation site characteristics by using cost 
information on travel to various sites by recreationists. It is significantly different 
from the Rosen model, however, in that there are no explicit product prices; instead, 
as outlined below, travel costs are used in place of these prices . 

• 

' 

Roback notes, however, that the property value data are relatively impertect, 
suggesting caution in interpreting the property value results. 

An exception is Roback (1982), mentioned above. 
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A recreation site is viewed as a bundle of site characteristics, (Z1,K,Z"). The cost of 
travelling from population source j to site i, L";; , constitutes the hedonic price of 
consuming the services of the site. The first stage of the hedonic travel cost method 
regresses travel cost, L,.. against the set of site characteristics for each population 
source/origin: 

(4) 

where a linear form is used for i11ustration.8 The coeffkient Pk; is then the (constant) 
marginal price of the kth characteristic for the jth population source/origin. 

The second stage follows Rosen's model. The marginal characteristic prices and each 
individual's chosen levels of characteristics, which are determined hy the ~ite chosen, 
are used to estimate the demand (or inverse demand) for characteristics. 

TI1e major study using the hedonic travel cost method is Brown and Mendelsohn 
(1984), which examines the value of fishing site characteristics in Washington State. 
Three characteristics are included: scenic value, crowdedncss, and the number of fish 
caught.9 This study illustrates some of the complication> involved in applying this 
method. 

The first step of their analysis involves the estimation of two hedonic price functions: 
a time price and a distance price. To calculate the marginal characteristic prie<:s for 
the second step, these two price ftmctions arc combined using a value of time equal 
to 30 percent oJ the wage. 10 

Finally, Bockstae~ Hanemann, and Kling (1987} examine the relation between 
swimming behavior and water quality at Boston area beaches. In the hedonic portion 

' 

Brown illlll Mendelsohn (1984) use two equations, one each for tra-vel out-of-pocket 
costs and travel time costs. 

Scenic value and crowdedness are measured by asking the fishermen surveyed to rate 
a site on a scale of 1 (the worst) to 1 0 (the best). The rating or a site's characteristic 
is then the meElO assessment by fishermen who used the site or the mean catch for 
each ~ite. 

The hedonic tmvel cost method encoWlters the same problems in valuing time as does 
the nonnal travel cost method. Drown and Mendelsohn experimented with three 
measures of the value of travel time: 30 percent, 60 percent and 100 percent of an 
income measured used to proxy wages. 
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of their study, they focus on two water quality characteristics: a measure of oil and 
chemical oxygen demand (COD). When a linear fonn of the hedonic price function 
is used, the results are mostly unsatisfactol), giving a large number of negative 
coefl:kients for marginal characteristic prices and failing to produce a significant 
negative relation for oil in the second step of estimating the demand for the 
characteristics. A nonlinear form of the hedonic price function perfonns substantially 
better, reducing the incidence of negative prices and g~nerating negatively sloped 
demand curves. 

4.3 EXAMPLE OF AN APPLICATION TO COASTAL ZONE 
MANAGEMENT 

One of the controversial policy decisions in North America centers about whether to 
restrict development on land adjacent to coastal water. To addr~ss this issue fi:om an 
economic perspective, Parsons and Wu (199!) used hedonic analysis to estimate how 
property values varied depending on whether it wa:. located on the shore 
(FRONTAGE), DISTANCE to the coast, and whether it had a water VIEW. Other 
variables arc listed in Table 4. 

The authors found that the best functional form for the rcgr~s~ion wa~ douhlc log. The 
results are exhibited and arc illustrated in Table 5. (Dunnny variables are not 
measured in logs). Notice that the three imponant variables mentioned ahove are 
highly statistically significant and have the right-sign. From these estimates the authors 
calculated the average value (1983 dollars) oflost coastal acet:~;s amenities for the three 
circumstances listed below: 

Houses Losing: 

Frontage, View and· 
Proximity up to 0.2 miles 

View and Proximity up to 0.2 
miles 

Proximity up to 0.2 miles 

Lost Value($) 

82,900 

7,000 

500 

The loss of frontage is very valuable, close proximity lo the shore much less so. The 
authors make assumptions about the forgone level of development for tvm decades and 
estimate that zoning laws which restrict development for 0.2 miles from the shore will 
result in a loss to potontial property owners of about 20 million dollars per year for the 
first 5 years under one scenario and about 4 million dollars al\llually under an 
alternative scenario. 



DESCRIPTION OF VARIABLES USED IN THE 1983 REGRESSIONS 

Variable 

PRICE 
HD 
BAlH 
DINED 
BASED 
AGE 
HISTDUM 
GARAGE 
AIR CON 
FRPL 
SF 
LOTSZ 
MONTH 

DISTANCE 

DISTCBD 
FRONTAGE 
VIEW 
ED 

%NWH 
IIHJ:NC 

Description 

Market price of a house 
Number of bedrooms 
Number of bathrooms 
Dummy variable (I = fonnal dining room) 
Dummy variable (I = full basement) 
Age of a house (years) 
Dummy variable (1 =historic neighborhood) 
Dummy variable (l = garage or carport) 
llummy variable (1 =central air conditioning) 
Dummy variable (1 =fireplace) 
Interior area of house (square feet) 
Area of lot (square feet) 
Month the house was sold (1 = January, ... ,I2 = 

December) 
J ,inear distance to the neare;t point on the Bay or 
tributary (miles) 
Distance to central business district (miles) 
Dummy variable (I =water frontage) 
Dummy variable (1 =water view) 
Percent of block group over 18 years old with 4 years 
high school education or more 
Percentage of block group classified as non-white 
Median household income of block group 

The Parson and Wu study reoembles an earlier study in which Edwards and Anderson 
addressed the following policy issut:. In response to concern about the impact of 
development on groundwater levels (the source of water supply) and water quality in 
salt ponds (the sink for discharge) what would be the economic comequences of 
increasing the minimum lot size to 2 acres? Such a restriction would reduce the 
number of residential housing sites by abollt 800 homes. Edwards and Anderson 
(1984) cstilllllted an hedonic price equation summarized in Appendix A and concluded 
that the cost of this down zoning proposal is about ·$500 per household using the 
preferred regression equation. 
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HEDONIC REGRESSIONS, 1983 

Variable Double-Log 

INTERCEPT 4.8(16.5) 
BD .06(2.3) 
BATH .1(4.3) 
DINED .05(4.l) 
BASED .003(0.2) 
AGE -.06(10.7) 
HISTDUM .6(9.3) 
GARAGE .08(6.0) 
AIRCON .05(3.4) 
FRPL .08(6.2) 
SF .4(14.6) 
LOTSZ .1(17.6) 
MONTH .03(3.4) 
*DISTANCE -.07(4.2) 
DISTCBD -.06(7.7) 
*FRONTAGE .4(18.1) 
*VIEW .07(3.5) 
ED .06(3.8) 
%NWH .02{4.2) 
HHINC .2(8.1) 

R' .79 
F-Statistic 275 
Observations 1,435 

NOTE: !-statistics are in parenthaes. 

4.4 EVALUATION 

An advantage of the hedonic travel cost method over the other two hedonic methods 
is its applicability to non-market settings. The effects of environmental changes are 
frequently beyond the boundaries of residential property or labor markets. If these 
effects cliange non-market behavior, the hedonic travel cost method may be applicable. 
UntOrtunately, this method has substantially greater data coslll. Because it is used in 
non-market settings, existing data sets are rare, and infonnation on individual behavior 
and site characteristics must then be gathered. 

Hedonic analysis works well in property markets because the researcher typically has 
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many observations with substantial variety m the combinations of characteristics 
observed. The analysis works well in the sense that characterllilil:.S believed to be 
important determinants of value usually arc statistically significant and have the right 
sign. Hedonic analysis works less well in the nun-market selling because sites or 
combinations of characteristics are relatively few and determined by the vicissitudes 
of nature. One consequence of such data st:ls is estimates of negative prices fur 
characteristics presumed to have positive value. A possible but not guaranteed way to 
circumvent this second drawback of the technique is 1u use discrete choice analysis 
discussed briefly elsewhere to derive demand functions fOr characteristics. 

"The third criticism of hedonic analysis when it is used to estimated demand functions 
for characteristics is econometric in nature. Il is l!sualto asswnc that consumers take 
the price of a good as given. In the realm of recreation services, the consumer has a 
household production fimction, in which the consumer chooses certain inputs such as 
time and one's automobile and a site to produce the characteristics. Then when the 
hedonic function is non-linear, choice of quantity dcterlllines price so that there are 
endogenous variables on both sides of the demand and supply equations. This problem 
is addressed by introducing instrument YaJiables as Pahnquist (1984) did in the paper 
summarized above and as Bartik (1987) has done elsewhere. Epple (1987) discusses 
the econometric assumptions necessary fur the estimated coefficients to be Wlbiased.'' 

As with all econometric studic.<; then: are standard errors of omission and commission 
to avoid. One must be particularly alert lo the problcin of heteroscedasticity since 
errors seem to be correlated with the size or value of property. In general, there is no 
compelling reason, apart perhaps for reasons of sunplicity, to use a linear form of 
regression. "Jbe exception is when there is empirical evidence or an analytically 
persuasive argument that a characteristic of a property is produced under constant 
return to scak. Then, the unit cost shoulll be C{lllStant, regardless of the level of 
demand or the amount of chorocteristic. For example, if it costs twice as much to 
build two fireplaces as one, the marginal cost of a fireplace is constant so the marginal 
value of a fireplace must be constant in a competitive market. In this instance, number 
of fireplaces should be entered linearly_ 

A final caution bears on avoiding double counting, hedonic analysis doeS not capture 
non-use value but is designed to capture some use value. 1t should not be used with 
"stated preference methods" liDless they arc confined lo non-use values. 

" For example, the hedonic price equation can btl estimated by the 
ordinary least squares procedures if all the characteristics are estimated 
without measurement error and the demander md the demander 
characteristics such as income are measured without error. These, of 
course, are the usual assumptions made at this level of econometric 
analysis. 
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APPENDIX 

Edwards and Anderson (1984) identifY the variables set forth in Table A I as important 
for explaining housing sales data for 353 single family houses in South Kingston, 
Rhode Islaitd for 1979-1981. 

They experimented with different functional forms for the hedonic price equation using 
a functional fonn which is a special case ·of the more general conditional Box-Cox 
maximum likelihood procedure set forth by Halvorsen and Pollakowski (1981): 

(A. I) 

where 

"' P (OJ= ll'. +-~a:- z(A) 
11,--uL....,JJ ,_' 

p (9) = 

'· 
t'" - 1 

• = lnP 

if 9 #- 0, 
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L.: I 
z_(A) = ' if A ;>! o, 

' A 
= lnZ. 

Values of A aml H whkh meel the maximum likelihood criterion are then estimated. 
In this case the optimal values of ff and A are 0.32 and 0.66 respectively. The 
hedonic equation using these transfonnations arc reproduced in Table A.2. 



TARLE A.l 

DESCRIPTION AND MEAN VALUE OF VARIABLE 

Variable 

PRICE 

LOTSIZE 
WOODED 
MARSH 

VIE WSW 

VIEWFW 

SWFRONTAGE 
FWFRONTAGE 
DSALTPOND 
DURJ 

DSHOP 

DSCHOOL 

DENSITY 
SQFT 
BATHRM 
FIREPL 
AGE 
AGESQ 
SWFTBASE 
SQFTGAR 
TIME 

Definition Mean 

Market price adjusted to 1979 values with the national 53188 
consumer's price index for homeowners. 

Lot size (sq.ft.) dummy variable for whether the property 2219 
is within an overa!l wooded area; 1 = yes, 0 = no. 
Dummy variable for whether the property is within a 0.43 

marshy area; I = yes, 0 = no. 
Dummy variable for whether there is a water view of a salt 011 

pond or the oceans; I = yes, 0 = no. 
Dummy variable for whether there is a water view of a fresh()Qi 

water pond or river; I = yes, 0 = no. 
Length of water frontage along a salt pond of the ocean (:ft.)150 
Length of water frontage along a fresh water pond or river (lt)3 
Shortest distance to the nearest accessible salt pond. 1.8 
Shortest distance along streets to the University of Rhode 5.9 

Island (miles). 
Shortest distance along streets to the major shopping district 5.0 

in town (miles). 
Shortest distance along streets to the nearest grammar school2.5 

(miles). 
Population density in the area (numbers per square mi.) 
Square footage of the house excluding the basement. 
Number of bathrooms including halt~ baths. 
Number of fireplaces. 
Age of the house (years). 
Age squared. 
Square footage of finished basement. 
Square footage of garage. 
Month the house sale was recorded. Values are l (Jan., 

1979) to 36 (Dec., 1981). 

ll38 
1264 

1.4 
0.4 

24.5 
1604 
88.0 
188 

18 
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LEA.l 

ESTIMATED HEDONlC EQUATIONS 

Standard 
Variable Coefficient Error 

Intercept 89.59* 3.05 
LOTSIZE 0.0028* 0.00071 
SQFT 0.052* 0.009 
BATilRM 6.23* 0.89 
AGE -0.58* 0.10 
AGESQ 0.012* 0.004 
SQFTGAR 0.046* 0.009 
SQFTBASE 0.010 0.008 
FJREPL 1.80* 0.38 
DENSITY -0.003 0.005 
DB EACH -0.98* 0.30 
DURI -0.53*** 0.38 
DSCHOOL -0.25 0.40 
DSHOP -0.40 0.38 
*SWi'"RONTAGE 0.19* 0.04 
FWFRONTAGE 0.05 0.07 
*VIE WSW 3.25"' 1.07 
VIEWI'W 1.29 1.60 
*DSALTPOND -0.40 0.45 
WOODED 2.68* 0.83 
MARSH -4.07** 2.03 
TIME 0.48* 0.08 

R~ 0.71 
Observations m 

e,> (0.32, 066) 

' Signifioont •' the l% level. 

" Significant at tho~% le;d ,. Significant at th, 10% lovel. 
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5. STATED PREFERENCE METHODS 

5.1 INTRODUCTION 

This section reviews approaches that rely upon tht: creation of a hypothetical or 
"constructed" (Carson, 1991) market for a commodity within a carefully structured 
survey instrument. Three approaches are covered: Contingent Valuation, Contingent 
Activity, and Contingent Ranking, Colledively, these approaches are called Stated 
Preference Methods and are based upon responses by indiviJuals that are contingent 
upon the information about the commodity, how it will be provided, and the tenns of 
payment given in the survey instnunent. 

In the Contingent Valuation Method (CV!vf), indhiduals may be asked directly about 
their wHlingness to pay (WTP) for a specific change in the quality or quantity of the 
good(s) ofintcrcsL For example, users of a coastal beach might be asked the most that 
they would be WTP to obtain specified improvements in the attributes (e.g., sand 
cover, debris removal) of the beach. After certain adjustments, which are discussed 
below, CVM practitioners regard the respondents' statements of WTP as the ecorwmic 
value they place on the specific change in attributes described in the survey. 

Contingent Activity (CA) surveys, by comparison, ask respondents how they would 
alter their behavior, in response to a specific change in the quality or cost of using the 
environmental or natural resources of interest. Pur example, beach users might be 
asked how much more they would use a particular beach, if its quality was improved 
in spedfied ways. The resulting shift in demand can be used to infer the economic 
value (Marshailian Consumer Surplus) users attach to the improvement. 

Contingent Ranking (CR) surveys ask individuals to compare and rank alternate 
program outcomes with various characteristics, including costs. For instance, people 
might be asked to compare and rank several mutually exclusive environmental 
improvement programs under consideration for >1 watershed, each of which has 
different outcomes and different costs. A special case of CR asks participants to 
compare two alternate situutions. This paired-comparisons teclmique has been used, 
for example, to examine the public preferences for tradeoffs among environmental 
resources that arise when coru.idering the siting of locally lllldesirable facilities at 
different locations. 

Stated Preference Methods have become very popular, due largely to their high degree 
of flexibility. In principle, one or more Stated Preference methods can be applied to 
virtually any issue, and it is the only approach a\-ailable for assessing a oew commodity 
or activity, which by definition, cannot be valued using a Revealed Preference 
approach. This flexibility makes these methods potentially very valuable for integrated 
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coastal area management. Contingent Valuation is the only approach currently 
available which can provide a monetary estimate for nonuse value.' 

Many marine-related natural resource issues have been studied with Stated Preference 
Methods. These include estimates of the value of: (I) speciftc marine recreational 
activities, such as beach use, recreational fishing, and wildlife viewing and (2) 
improvements in water quality aml the associated amenities of coastal waters, 
shorelines, and rivers. Other applications include estimates of the value of: (3) 
preserving particular resources, such as wetlands, parh, and species and their habitats, 
and (4) damages due to environmental incidents, such as oil or hazardous substance 
spills. Table 5.1 below lists selected application of CVM. 

Contingent Activity has been used to estimate, for example, the change in the marine 
recreational use and its value, contingent upon cleaning up contaminated sediments at 
the site. Example applications of Contingent Ranking include its ust: lu infer: (I) the 
value individuals attach to the outcomes of different proposals to improve water 
quality; and (2) scores for environmental and cost attributes, ust:d to ht:lp make siting 
decisions for locally undesirable facilities. 

To date, CVM is the most widely used of the three Slated Preference approaches. 
However, the me of CVM is controvt:rsial when, for example, respondents lack 
familiarity and prior valuation experience with the environmental good of concern; 
when the issue itself is controversial; or when it generates strong symbolic reactions 
or responses based on ethical rather than economic motivations. Generally speaking, 
these issues are most likely to arist: wht:n CVM is used to estimate nonuse or "passive 
usc" values (Opaluch and Grigahmas, 1993), for reasons described briefly below in 
Section 5.4. The CA and the CR approaches are also flexible, and may avoid potential 
problems attributed to CVM. IIence, these approaches have significant potential, 
although they have hecn used much less than CVM. The potential advantages and 
problem.> with CA and CR are reviewed below. 

Purpose ond Scope 

This section briefly outlines the concepts underlying Stated Preference Methods, 
describes the methodology they t:mploy, aod provides examples of their use. The 
examples are meant to provide concrete illustrations of the application of Stated 
Preference Methods; they are not revit:wed critically, since this is outside the scope of 
the present study. Additionally, we re\-iew some issues associated with use of Stated 
Prethence Methods. We cmphasizt: the potential usefulness of Stated Preference 
Methods in three contexts: 

Recently Larson (1993) has suggested an alternative approach fur estimating nou
usc value using uon·CV techniques. An application of this approach to whale 
watching o1I the California coast can be found in Larson and Loomis (1993). 



'fable 5.1. Selected R<ecot Contingent Valuation Surveys 

RESOURCE I ACTIVITY M<EA lli<FEIUNCE 

Endangered Sp<:ei<>< anrl North Carolina, USA Whitehead (1993) 
~>;ongame Wildlife 

Wildlife- Hunting ond Viewmg California, USA Cooper & Loomis (1991) 

Recreational Fisb!ng Wiscrmsin, USA Boyle (1989) 

Coastal Beaches New JOTSe)', USA Silberman, el al., (1992) 

Marme Attificlal Reef Site Florida, USA Milon (1989) 

Environ. Jmprovcment-l'stllade8 Caribbean & Uruguay McCoonell & Dncci (1989) 

Damages - oil spill Ala<hl, USA Carron, et al., (1992) 

Loss of Access - Madagascar, Africa Shyamsondar and Kr!lliler (1993) 
Tropical Rainforest 

Waierfowl Protection United Stales De8vouges, ol al,. (1991) 

Elk Hunting Moutana, USA Park, et al., (1991) 

Wildlife Existence Value8 United StaT"" Steveru et al. (1991) 

Whooping Crane United ~lares Bowker & SLOll (1988) 

Endangered Spec1e" Wisconsin, USA Boyle & Bishop 
bald eagle & stnped shiner (1987) 

Potable Groundwater Supply Cape Cod, MA, USA Edwards (19S8) 

Gronndwatcr Protection New Hampshire, USA Shulze & Lindsay (1990) 

Improved Drinking Water Nigeria Whittington et a!. (1992) 

Scenic River Beowlv Wisoonsin, USA Hoyle & Bishop (1988) 

Grand Canyon homing Arimn,, USA Boyle, Welslt, & Bishop (1993) 

Wetland Preservation Kenh!Cky, USA Whitehead & Blomquist (1991) 

Wetland Protection Califmma, TTSA Loomis, et al .. (1991) 

Wetland Protection Louisiana, USA Bergstrom, Stoll, & Randall 
(1990) 

River Recremion Texas, USA Bergstrom, Stoll, & Randall 
(19~9) 

Fmc;t Protecti'm Southeastern All stralia Loomis, et al., (1993) 
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(2) to estimate, indirectly, use value in situations where individuals are 
asked how their use of a resource would change in response to some 
hypothetical change in the cost and/or quality of the area or activity 
(CA); 

(3) to rank or value indirectly resources by asking respondents to 
compare and rank alternatives with different resource and cost attributes 
(CR). 

5.2 CONCEPTS 

The theory underlying environmental and resource valuation presumes that individuals 
have well-defined preference.<; for goods and services and act in their own best 
interests. 1bese well-defined preferences are assumed to extend over not only private 
goods but also over puhlic goods, such as an attractive view or non-consumptive use 
of wildlife, and over quasi-public goods, for example, usc of a beach or a marine park. 

Given this familiarity with goods, given the prices of private goods, and given their 
income and time constraints, individuals are assumOO to select private goods and quasi
public goods (e.g., recreation) which makes them best off in their own terms. In 
effect, individuals are presumed io act ''as if' they were maximizing their utility subject 
to a budget constraint, nr minimizing the cost of obtaining goods, subject to a given 
level of utility. 

Economic value as defined in Chapter 2 is the maximum an individual would be 
wi11ing to pay (VI'TP) to improve (or lo avoid the deterioration of) the quantity or 
quality of an environmental or natural resource and be no worse olf. Alternately, 
econnmic value is the minimum a person would be wi!ling to accept as compensation 
(WT A C) for a reduction in the availabtlity or quality of a resource. These concepts 
define Hicksian measure~ of individual welfare change attd link with CVM and CR, 
as explained below. 

5.3 METHODOLOGY 

Contingent Valuarinn Method 

The CVM approach involves thr~e major steps: (1) design of the survey instrument, 
(2) survey administration, and (3) data analysis. In the sections that follow, each of 
these is briefly described. Then illustrative examples of CVM studies are presented 
and some issues with CVM are reviewed. 
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• Design of Survey Instrument 

A survey instrument contains the following: (a) a description of the commodity of 
interest and how it will be provided, (b) the means by which the respondent would pay 
for the commodity, and (c) a means for eliciting the payment. Together, these are 
referred to as the scenario. In addition, the survey instrument will seek socioeconomic 
information about the individual and hisiher household, such as their income, age, ami 
attitudes toward environmental issues. A brief explanation of each of the above-three 
elements is given next. 

a, Commodity Specification 

The specific commodity to be valued must be clearly explained in terms that are 
understandable to the respondent. This can be particularly challenging where multiple 
natural resources are of concern. or where the researcher wants to consider more than 
one policy alternative_ Furthermore, the commodity change and the means of provision 
must be plausible. Maps, figures, pictures, and other means may be useJ in addition 
to carefully worded descriptions to provide information to the respondent. Studies by 
Carson, et al .. (1992) which made considerable use of illustrative figures, and by 
Opaluch, eta/., (1991), which involved showing respondents a brief video about the 
issue concerned, provide examples of how researchers have tried to convey to study 
participants intbrmation concerning complicated issues. Surveys must also stress the 
availability of substitute commodities (NOAA Panel, 1993). 

Failure to explain the commodity clearly to study participants may result in several 
problems_ For example, respondents may '"alue something other than that which was 
intended by the researcher, or responses may reflect general sentiment, e.g., tbr the 
environment, and not the value of a specific commodity. Focus groups, pretests, and 
pilot studies are used exteru;ively to refine the survey instrument to try to ensure that 
individuals clearly understand the commodity and its provision. 

Particularly serious problelll5 can arise when the population of interest includes sub
groups with different languages and/or cultural values. In such cases, a single survey 
instrument may not be appropriate to all groups, but translating the instrument and 
otherwise tailoring it to each group can be quite costly. For example, Carson, et al., 
(1992) in their CVM study of passive use (nonuse) damages from the Exxon Valdez: 
oil spill opteJ to omit Spanish-speaking households. This was due to the many 
problems posed by the need to design and administer multilingual surveys. This 
suggests that use of CV (or any other method) would face many challenges when the 
population of interest contained, for example, many tribes in a region or country, each 
with a separate language or dialect. 
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Furthennun:, !he comrnoility described in the survey must match the jXl!icy issue being 
considered. For example, serious mis-spedfication would occur if a proposed poUution 
control program would improve water quality and resulting services to people (e.g., 
swimming and fishing) in a section of a Bay, but the CVM survey instrument 
erruneol!sly conveyed the impression that the proposed program v.oold improve the 
quality of the entire Bay. Mis-specification of the commodity means respondents are 
attempting to value the wrong thing. Again, careful survey design is critical. 

It is important to state dearly how the commodity will be provided. Respondents who 
do not believe the scenario may elect not to participate, or will not take the exercise 
seriously. An example of an attempt to state clearly how a program would be provided 
is Carson, eta/., (1992). They go to some length to explain that escort vessels would 
prevent another spill with environmental consequences similar to the Exxon Valdez 
from occurring in Prince William S01md., Alaska, for ten years . 

b. Means of Payment 

The means of payment ("payment vehicle") refers to how the respundents would pay 
for lhe program described in the survey instrument. For example, an increase in a user 
fee for beach goers might be a reasonable payment vehicle for programs to maintain 
nr impruve beach quality for recreational users; and an extra amount paid in water bills 
may be appropriate for increased services stemming from improved water quality. 
Chuio.;e of a payment vehicle involving payments over time, versus a one-time 
payment, is particularly challenging in developing co\llltries with poorly-developed 
cr<:Jitmarkcts and high inflation rates (McConnell and Ducci, 1989). 

Use of inappropriate payment vehicles might cause respondents to reject the survey and 
not participate. For example, individuals asked to pay for a new program vtith higher 
taxe. may refuse to participate. They may do so if they think that they already pay 
too much in taxes or that the government would usc the additional revenues wastefully. 
A variety of payment vehicles have been used in the literature (Table 5.2). 

'-'· Elicitation Methods 

The dicitalion method is the approach used to attempt to learn how much an individual 
would be WTP for the natural resource or environmental change of interest. 
Frequently useU elicitation methods include open-ended (OE), payment card, (PC), 
iterative bidding (lB), or take-it-or-leave-it (TILT), and variations of these approaches 
(Table 5.2). 

In the OE approach, respondents are asked the most they would be willing to pay for 
the program or policy. "I his approach has the virtue of not providing any hints about 
what mighl bt: a reasonable value. However, an OE elicitation format confronts 
respondents with an unfamiliar choice. Few people have experience placing a price 
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Table 5.2. Survey Teclmlqlle!l, Payment Vehicles and Elicitation Methods of 
Recent Contingmt Valuation Surveys 

ltl:SOURCEI SURVEY PAYMENT ELICITATION REFERENCE 
ACTl\'ITY TECHNIQUE VEillCLE M:h'I'HOD 

Endangered mail survey annual payment to TIU Whilebead 
S!""ics and Pn:ocrvation f'llrld (1993) 
Nongame Wildlife 

' 
' Wildlife - Hunting mail •urvey increase in annual w Cooper &. L<loori> 

and Viewing trip c""" to visit (1991) 

= 
Recreational mail survey highor cost licwce open-<mded Boyle (1989) 
Fishing 

Coastalll<achcs in-pen;on and one-time --· Silb=nan (1992) 
telephone sUIVey comribution iterative bid 

Marine Artificial mail survey one-time 'a' Milon (19R9) 
Reef Site contribwion to 

Trust Fund 

Damages - oil spill pOisonol interview Olle-time federal iterative bid Carson, eJ al., 
tax poymem- (1992} 
Protection Fund 

Oil Spill in-person survey higher co"" fur T!Wopcn-cnikd Desvougo:s, er at., 
Prevention (mall intercept) petroleum products (1992) 

Damages - oil spill mall survey higher prices for payment card Rowe, el al., 
programs to (1991) 
prevent one oil 
spill 

Wruerlowl in-pe"on survey higher costs for TILl/open-ended De.vouges, et al., 
Protection (tnall mten;ept) petroleum products (1992) 

Elk Hunting rna~ survey higher trip com TILl Park, ., al., 
(1991} 

Wildlife fu.istence mail survey yearly contrib~tlon TIU Stevens, et "'· v•= (1991) 

Whooping Crane mail survey/ in- _,, TIU Bowker & Stoll 
person survey meml>ership fee (1988) 

fur refuge land 

Loss of Access In-person survey compensation nu Shyarnsundar aod 
Tropical m nee Kramc:r (1993) 
Rainforest 
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Endang~-n:J Annllill TIL! Boyle & Bishop 
Species mombenhip to (1987) 

pnvate foundation 

Potable Supply of Bond with annual w Edwards (1988) 
Gruurulwacer ,_, 
Gruundwm:er ma1l survey Annual increase m m' Shultz & Lindsay 
Prute<-'llou property taxc.s (1990) 

Improved drillkiug in-per!iOn survey Monthly fco for itcrntivc biddrng \1/hittmgton, el 
waler oper.tion of the ,_ al., (1992) 

•ystcm open-ended 

Scnlic RJver personal interview Annual p=nit fee Iterative bidding/ Boyle & Bishop _,, for river roereation payment card/ TIU (1988) 

Grand Canyon - mail sun·ey Highcr tnp rom nu Boyle, Weloh, & 
bualing Bishop (1993) 

Wetland mail survey Wetland TIL! 'Whitehead & 
Pru•ervation p=ervabon Fund Blomquiot (1991) 

Wetland Protection mail survey Annual taxes for TIL! (double LoOI1llS, el a/., 
Weiland Habitat bounded) (1991) 
and Wildlife 

~0-
Wetland Protection mail survey Yearly income -~- Bergstrom, Stoll 

reduction & Randall (1990) 

River Recreation personal inteniew Annual payment 1terabvc bidding Ber8strom, Stoll 
with computer for public =" & Randall (1989) 

and recreation area 

Forest Protection mail survey Annuo.l Payment opon-ended TIU Loomi•, et 
into a 'fru.l Fund a/ .. (1993) 

on envirorunental commodities, and studies that use the Ob approach have high item 
non-response rates. 

The PC provides a number of pre-selected mundary values, where the range of values 
is determined from focus groups and pretests oi'the survey. Respondents arc asked to 
pick the value indicated on the card that is closesllo their maximum WTP, including 
zero. "Don't Know" is also an option given. This approach leads to fewer item non
responses than the OE approach_ However, range bias may result, if the values 
provided by the rcscarchei in the payment card influence the respondent. 

With JB, respondents arc asked whether they would be WTP a given amount. If the 
answer is yes, this amount is rnised in pre-set increments nntil the respondent says thnt 
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they will not pay the last amount given. If the answer is no, then the amount is 
decreascxl w1til the respondent indicates a willingness to pay the stated amount. 
Starting point bias is a potential problem with IB. This occurs when the respondent's 
final WTP depends upon the initial amount offered (e.g., Boyle and Bishop (1988)). 
This problem is likely to be most serious when individuals do not have well-defined 
preferences for the good concerm:d and view the ~tarting point as a clue as to a 
"reasonable" value. 

The TILl or dichotomous choice approach is the gcnemlly preferred elicitation method. 
Study participants arc asked: ''Wouhl you pay $X for the described program, or (in a 
format that attempts to mimic a public referendum), would you vote for a program if 
it costs you $X, yes or no?" The amOtmls are varied randomly across individuals, over 
a pre-specified range. A "yes" answer is taken to suggest that the item is worth at lellSt 
the amount stated; a "no" is interpreted to mean that the good is worth less than the 
indicated amount. 

Potential advantages of the TILl approach are several. First, TILl questions are easy 
to answer - the respondent simply indicaltls yes or no to the given am01mt. Second, 
individuals may be used to voting on public programs, and surveys using the 
referendum form ofTITJ have been argued to be similar to a referendum. Third, it 
is argued that the referendum form of the "IlL! approach might encourage respondents 
to be truthful about whether they would pay the given amount. 

• Survey Administration 

lhe fmal version of the survey instrwnent is administered to a random sample of the 
population of interest. Depending upon the issue ot· concern, the population of interest 
may be members of a user group, such as beach users or re~.oTeationists, the population 
of the coastal area, or the population at large for an issue of national concern. 
Once the sample has been selected, the survey will be administered in-person, by 
telephone, or through the mail. Choice of the approach will depend on: (1) the 
complexity of the survey, (2) the available budget, and (3) practicability in particl!lar 
circumstances. 

Long or involved surveys require in-person administration to attempt to convey the 
infonnation effectively and to maintain the respondent's focus. Brief surveys dealing 
with uncomplicated issues might be administered by mail or, possibly, by telephone. 
Cost usually is an important consideration, and 'Wi11 influence the choice of survey 
administration. In-person surveys are expensive, mail surveys are relatively 
inexpensive, and telephone surveys fall between the two in terms of cost. In 
developing countries, a practical concern is that telephone surveys rarely can be used 
because relatively few individuals have telephones. and even mail surveys may be 
problematic due to difficulty with the mails (McConnell, 1989). Low literacy rates in 
the general population also limit the usc of mail surveys in developing countries. 
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Choice of survey administration method also is important due to concern with potential 
sources of bias. For example, non-response bias occurs when those who take the 
trouble to oomplete and return a survey arc more interested or concerned abont the 
issue than the average individual. This is of special concern with mail surveys, since 
those who receive the survey have an opportunity to read it before deciding whether 
to respond. Consider, for example, a survey of California (USA) residents, which 
examined WTP for preserving the ecology and scenic resources of a remote lake. In 
this study, Loomis (1989) fOund that respondents to the mail survey were much better 
educated, were older, and had higher incomes than the average state resident Use of 
recommended procedures (e.g., Oilman, 1978) may increase survey response rates and 
decrease the potential of non-response bias. 

In-person survey administration is the approach recommended by the NOAA Panel 
mentioned above. However, in-person interviews may also result in unwanted effects 
such as compliance and importance bias (}Aitchcll and Carson, 1989). Compliance 
bias occurs when respondents' answers systematically overstate or understate their true 
value to win the approval of the interviewer. Importance bias is present when 
respondents systematically assign a high value to an issue reasoning that it must be 
important tOr the study sponsor to have gone to so much trouble. 

• Data Analysis 

Data analysis involves: (I) logging of receipt of survey instruments and careful entering 
of the data for analysis, (2) "cleaning" the data to eliminate protest and implausibly 
high WTP bids, (3) statistical analysis of the remaining bids, and (4) expansion of the 
sample result to the population of concern. Items (2)-(4) arc discussed below. 

Item 2. Data Cleaning 

Respondents to a survey may submit zero WTP bids as a protest, or bids that are 
"unreasonably" high. In either case, such responses may reflect something other than 
the economic value of the commodity, which is the fundamental interest to the 
researcher. Data cleaning attempts to address the issue of protest bids or unreasonably 
high bids. 

Protest bids arise when respondents give a zero WTP because they reject a premise of 
the study, but give other information suggesting that they have a non-zero value for the 
commodity. For example, a person could have an economic value tOr a resource but 
indicate a zero WTP. They may do this if they feel sumeone else should pay, for 
example, the company that caused the problem. Or, they may object to the payment 
vehicle, for example, taxes, because they doubt its ability to carry out the program 
successfully. Protest 7.eros arc typically deleted and not treated in the data analysis as 
zero. 
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Unreasonably high bids (outliers) may be hard to detect but present a problem because 
they can seriously distort estimates of the mean. Often, many respondents will indicate 
a willingness to pay very large amounts (Boyle, et al., 1994) due to, for exarnph:, "yea
saying" or a general failure to take the exercise seriously. A common practice has been 
to exclude WTP amounts greater than some fraction (for example 1%, 5%, or 10%) 
of household income. More sophisticated approaches also have been employed using 
multiple criteria (Rowe, of al .. 1991), but all approaches for eliminating outliers 
necessarily involve some ad fwc judgments. 

Beyond the concern with zero protest bids and very high, outlier bids, it is possible that 
other bids may not reflect respondents' economic value. For example, a stated WTP 
even modemte amounts may reflect: (1) yea sayin& (2) general environmental 
sentiments and not the value of the particular good of interest, or (3) a sense of 
responsibility to do one's fair share to fix a problem caused by hnman activity. These 
and other potential problems are briefly discussed in Section 5.4. 

Item 3. Statistical Analysis 

Once the data have been cleaned, the mean or median WTP value will be estimated for 
the sample. Then, the sample mean or median will be expanded to estimate the total 
value for the population of interest. 

Estimating the mean may be relatively straightforwru:d, bnt will typically involve fairly 
extensive statistical analysis. For example, with open-ended WTP data. the simple 
mean might be used (Hay, 1988a,b). Alternately, more sophisticated econometric 
appmaches may be employed_ For example, Rowe, et af_, 1990 estimated the 
relationship between WTP and various explanatory vru:iables (e.g. age, income, degree 
of envimnmental concern) using different model specifications. 

Different prob!t:ms arise when the TILl approach is u~cd hecau~e individuals are not 
asked the maximum they would be WTP. Instead, they arc ask(!{j if they would pay 
a specific amount, which is varied ramlomly across individuals. Estimation of mean 
or median WTl' involves two steps. First, it is necessary to estimate the probability 
that respondents would say "yes" to the monetary amount they are offered. The 
probability of a "yes" response should decrease with the amount shown, but may also 
depend upon, for example, income, membt:rship in an environmental group, or u~e of 
the resource concerned. 'I hen, it is necessary to estimate the expected value of the 
WfP. A potential problem is that expected valut: is very sensitive to large WTP 
amounts, so that it is necessary to cut off (truncate) bids at a given amount, often ai 
the highest bid actually offered to respondents. Alternately, researchers may use the 
median value, which is less subject to the influence of a few very large values than is 
the expected value (Hanemann, 1984). 
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Item 4. Expansion of the sample result 

Given an estimate of the mean WTP for the s.arople, the next step is to expand the 
result to the population of interest. This generalization may involve simply multiplying 
the mean fwm the sample times the number of relevant individuals or households. Or, 
other more sophisticated weighting procedures may be used (UJumil;, 1987). One 
approach for dealing with potential non-response bias is to assign a zero WTP to all 
non-respondents when calculating the sample mean. 

• Example Applications of the Contingent Valuation Method 

Several CVM studies are summarized below lu give ooncrete illustrations of how the 
method has been applied in many settings. As noted, it is not within the scope of this 
documen! to provide a critical n:vit:w of the summarized studies. 

I. Valuing Environmental Quality in Developing Countries: Two Case Studies 
Involving Sewerage Treatment in Coastal Areas (McConnell and Ducci, 1989) 

Case 1: A Cora/Island Country in the Caribbean. Residents' \VIP was estimated for 
oonstruction of a sewerdge ~ystcm and collector lines for handling household wastes. 
Currently, households on the coral island dispose of wastes into the ground. This is 
thought to pose a threat lu groundwater and to coastal beaches used for recreation (via 
higher coliform levels), including some beaches near hotels used by tourists and 
residents. Some believe that continued pollution may pose a threat to the reef system 
surrounding the island, and ultimately induce beach erosion. 

After focus groups and pretests, the survey instrument was administered in person to 
two groups: (1) a sampk of residents outside the sewerage district, and (2) a sample 
of residents inside the district. A TILl approach was used. Participants-were asked 
whether they would pay a specified increment, randomly varied across individuals, in 
their quarterly water bills to fund the program. One version of the estimated model 
resulted in a mean WTP of $US11 for residents outside the water district and $US43 
for those residing within the district. 

Case 2: A Coastal Municipality in Uruguay. Residents' WTP was estimated for 
comtruction of 5ewerage lines to dispose of wastcwat~r. Currently, wastewater from 
80 percent of residents il'l the coastal municipality is collected in a main line and 
discharged directly into the estuarine waters which surround the city. Affected coastal 
waters adjacent to municipal beaches have very high coliform counts, and art: !mown 
to be polluted by area residents who usc the beaches. 

The proposed project would install more co11cctors and extend the main wastewater 
disposal line well out into the estuary. There would be no primary treatment of wastes; 
the project would simply dispose of untreated wastes farther out in the estuary to avoid 
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pollution of the beaches. Using a municipal tax as the payment vehicle and the TILI 
elicitation format, the estimated mean WTP per year was about $US14.50. 

II. Valuing Loss uJ Access to Traditional Uses of Tropical RainfOrests m 
Madagascar, Africa (ShyamsWJdar and Kramer, 1993) 

A CVM study estimated the value to rural households in Madagascar of loss of access 
to tropical rainfOrests due to establishing a new National Park. There are no hmnan 
settlements in the Park area, but establishing the Park would preclude populatioru; from 
nearby villages from foraging in the Park i!lld engaging in swidden (slash-and-burn) 
agriculture, two primary traditional activities. 

Surveys were administered to 351 households in 17 villages around the Park, after 
focus groups and pretests of a draft survey instrument. Respondents were asked if being 
given X vara (the locally-used unit t"or rice transactions) of rice per year would make 
up for their not being allowed to use the forests in the Park. Fnr thnse who answered 
"yes" ("no"), the amount was decreased (increased). Rice rather than money was used 
since the area economy is primarily subsistence, rice is the main <-TOp, and transactions 
in rice are understood. 

Hence, the TILl approach was used, but a follow-up question was employed to attempt 
to get closer to the "true" value. Note that willingness to accept compt:nSation was 
mcd as the measure of value rather than WTP. 

Using the approach outlined above, the mean WTAC was 8.03 vata of rice per year. 
This translates into a mean WTAC of $108.34 per household per year. Aggregated 
over the relevant population and discounted at!O %for 20 years, the aggregate net 
present value of the welfare loss is $673,078. 

III. Valuing Wildlife Viewing: Bird Watching in the San Joaquin Valley, California, 
USA (Cooper and Loomis, 1991). 

The value of bird viewing was estimated in the San Joaquin Valley of California using 
CVM. This information is used with biological data lo exanllne the relationship 
between agrkultural drainage and the recreational demand for wildlife resources in the 
Valley. 

To estimate the benefits of bird viewing, a survey was mailed to 3,000 randomly 
selected California resid~nls. The re1;ponse rate wa~ 44%. The survey asked about 
frequency of outdoor recreational trips and any wild birds they may have seen on these 
trips during the 12 months before the survey. To estimate WTP, the TILl approach 
was nscd. Respondents were asked about their approximate costs for transportation, 
food, and lodging on their most recent trip wh~n they saw birds. Then they were asked 
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if their annual expenses of visiting that specific site were $X higher, would they sti11 
visit that site? 

The total value per recreational trip in the Valley in which hird~ wcre seen wa~ 
estimated to be $37.33. Multiplying this by the annual number of trips yielded a total 
annual value for bird viewing in the Valley of $64.7 million. L'sing a simulation 
approach, the authors also presented WTP estimates for other potential levels of bird 
viewing, reflecting a positive but diminishing relationship between WTP and number 
of birds seen. 

The primary efl:ect of agricultural drainage on waterfowl is the relationship between 
high com;en!rations of selenilllll and embryotoxicity (dead or deformed embryos or 
chicks). Using embryotoxicity data from one wildlife refuge in the Valley, the authors 
show that a d<'Cn:a~>e in st:leniwn from agricultural drainage to nonlethal concentrations 
results in positive watertOwl population effects, thus increasing viewing values. They 
suggest !hal recreational usc related to wildlife can be quantified and linked to 
agricultural contamination issues. However, more precise estimates will require better 
biological data of contami11ation effects on migratory birds. 

IV. Valuing Scenic River Beauty along the Wisconsin River, Wisconsin, USA 
(Boyle and Bishop, 1988), 

The value of scenic beauty alongthc lower Wisconsin River was estimated using CVJ\1. 
Picture boards were used to convey information. The picture boards displayed two 
columns of photographs of actual scenes along the river. One column portrayed 
"existing aesthetic landscapes", while the other column portrayed "comparable scenes 
that contain items that detract from scenic beauty". The photographs selected for the 
picture boards were the result of two years of survey work to learn what lower 
Wisconsin River users considered beautiful and what they thought detracted from the 
landscape. Respondents were presented with a hypothetical scenario asking them to 
imagine that the lower Wisconsin River is being managed for scenic beauty. 
Respondents were asked if they would purchase a yearly permit to use the river, and 
told that the funds raised would be used to maintain scenic beauty. 

; ; Data collection involved personal interviev.·s conducted with canoeists and boaters a~ 
they completed trips. The estimated mean WTP values for scenic river beauty, for a 
final sample of 356 observations, ranged from $18.88 to $29.82, depending on the 
question format. 

V. Valuing Wetlands: Wetland Preservation in Kentucky, USA (Whitehead and 
Blomquist, 1991). • 

Estimates were made of the WTP for preserving a wetland in western Kentucky, USA. 
A focus group and pretest were employed to test the use of color photographs to 



convey intbnnation, and to learn the range of values for the final survey instrument. 
The fmal survey was mailed to a random sample of Kentucky residents, resulting in 
215 usable observations for a response rate of 31 percent. 

The survey described functions and benefits of wetlands including waterfowl habitat, 
alternate uses of wdlands, the current availability of wetlands in Kentucky, and the 
potential mining of wetlands tOr coal. Respondents were then introduced to a specific 
wetland area and potential "Wdland Preservation Fund" (WPF). Using the TIIJ 
approach, respondents were asked if they would approve or reject a proposal to 
purchase the described wetland using !he WPF at the cost of $X for each household. 

Median WTP estimates ranged from $5 to $17, depending on the intbnnation provided. 
Additional infonnation about substitute goods lowered WTP, while information about 
complements raised WTP in tl1is cxperim~nl. 

VI. Oil Spill Impacts: Exxon Valdez Oil Spill Damages Study, Alaska, USA 
(Carson, et al., 1992) 

Carson, et at., 1992 estimated the lost "passive use" (nun-use) value due to the 1989 
Exxon Valdez oil spill. Extensive use was made of focus groups, pre-testing and pilot 
studies. The final survey instrument was administered in person to a random sample 
of households throughout the US "lower 48". Interviews with 1,043 respondents were 
completed for a 75 percent response rate. Elaborate usc was rruult: of maps, figures, 
and other visual aids. This is likely the most costly CVM study done to date. 

The survey instrument described the path of the nearly 11 million gallons of crude oil 
spilled, injuries to wildlife and shorelines, and the general time to recovcry. 
Participants were told that a similar spill could be expeCted to occur within the next ten 
years, unless a special safety program is put in place. The special program would 
involve use of two spo:cially designed ships to escort oil tankers through Prince William 
Sound to avoid another Iorge spill like the Exxon Valdez. If such a spill were to occur, 
spt:dal crews and equipment on the escort vessels ·would be used to prevent the spill 
from spreading beyond the tanker. 

The payment vehicle was a one.-titue special charge added to their federal taxes. The 
TILl reli:rendum approach was used, with respondents given three alternatives: they 
could "vote" for or against the program or they could indicate "not sure". A follow-up 
question asked respondents who said "yes" ("no") to the initial amount offered whether 
they would pay more (less). Four versions of the survey were administered by 
professional survey research firm u~ing trflined interviewers, with the only difference 
among sutveys being the dollaT amounts used in the WTP question. 
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lbe median household WTP for the spill prevention plan was $31. This amormts to 
$2.8 billion dollars when aggregated across the entire United States. Carson, et al., 
1992 believe this to be a conservative or low estimate of damages. 

Methodology: Contingent Ranking 

This approach is generally similar to techniques often used in marketing to design the 
attributes of products of appeal to consumers. Individuals are asked to compare and 
rank alternate outcomes in order of their preference. For example, respondents could 
be asked to compare and rank alternate programs to improve the quality of a Bay that 
have different outcomes in terms of environmental effects and the costs respondents 
would bear to carry out the programs. Individuals are presumed to rank alternatives 
in the order of the utility they would receive from each outoome. A ranking of these 
alternatives allows one to infer the tradeoffs among the attributes. Paired C{)ruparisons 
is a special case of CR where only two alternatives are con~idered. 

Respondents could be asked to rank many alternative~; and considerable detail could 
be used to describe the outcomes of each alternative. However, the greater the 
number of alternatives considered, and the more detail that has to be absorbtld, the 
more difficult it is for respondents to answer questions meaningfully (Mazwlta and 
Opaluch, 1994). 

CR also has considerable flexibility and can be used in many situations. Another 
advantage is that it avoids asking individuals to give a monetary value for a proposed 
change, and instead, asks them to make tradeolTs among outcomes and therefore to 
balance alternate outcomes. 

• Example Applications of the Contingent Ranking Method 

I. Evaluating Public Preferences for Siting Noxious Land Use Facilities: Landfills 
in Rhode Island, USA (Opalucll, eta/., 1991). 

A survey was designed to fmd out public preferences about the potential social and 
environmental impacts and costs of potential solid waste landfill sites. Respondents 
were asked to choose between two hypothetical landfill sites described in terms of 
various attributes. These attributes included: on-site extent of wetlands, woodlands, and 
farmland, the quality of underlying groundwater, wildlife habitat, number ofhouses in 
the vicinity, presence of schools in the surrounding community, and annual costs 
associated v.ith each site location. 

After extensive focus groups and pretesting, the [mal survey iru;trument was 
administered in-person to 1,151 people, of which 1,045 provided usable infonrnttion. 
Each survey contained 11 paired comparisons, resulting in a data set of 11,327 usable 
observations. 
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The survey data allowed researchers lu infer the relative importance that residents place 
on various, potential attribute impacts rci:Jted to landfill siting. Results suggest that 
residents place the highest value on preventing adverse surface water and groundwater 
impacts. Avoiding detrimental wildlife impacts also ranked highly. fannland was 
rated higher than marshland an10ng respondents. As for land use activity aronnd 
potential landfill sites, school location was rated as the highest consideration, followed 
by fannland, then parkland, And when selc.;ting a landfill site, residents preferred 
highway access to local road use, and sparsely populated areas over densely populated 
areas 

Results from the siting survey suggest positive WTP valut:s for resource protection. 
For example, results suggest that residents are WTP $481 per year in higher taxes or 
trash disposal fees to select a landfill site with low groundwater quality while 
preserving a high groundwater quality site, $134 per year to select a site with nonnal 
v.o:ildlife habit:Jt over a site with unique wildlife habitat. 

II. Valuing Improvements in Water Quality: The Monongahela River, Pennsylvania, 
USA (Smith and Desvouges, 1986). 

A CR t:xperiment was used to estimate \VIP for different levels of water quality 
improvement in the Monongahela River. Respondents were presented >'lith fuur 
alternate water quality levels and the imnual payments associated with achieving these 
levels. 'I hey were asked to rank these based on their present and possible future usc of 
the River. Waler quality was described in terms of" the types of recreational use 
possible at different quality levels. "Ihese ranged from "no recreation possible" to 
"boating, fishing, and swimming possible". The payment vehicle was a constant annual 
increase in taxes and prices. 

Of the 301 survey respondents, 213 provided usable information. The CR models were 
used to estimate option pri~es associated with incremental changes in water quality. 
'lhe benefit estimates for a water quality change from boatable to fishable ranged from 
$35.80 to $85.51, depending on the modd selected and the payment level. For a water 
quality change from boatable to swimmable, benefit estimates ranged from $64.44 to 
$149.96, depending, again, on modd ~election and payment leveL 

III. Evaluation of Natural Resource and Environmental Restoration Alternatives 
(Mazzotta, Opaluch, and Grigaluna~ (1994)). 

A methodology based on lhe paired-comparisons approach is described for 
compensating for loss of natural resources, e.g., weUands, due to environmental 
incidents. Respondents would be asked to compare sets of resources that would 
provide equal satisfaction to those lost. Among the set~ ufresonrces that provide equal 
satisfaction, the least-cost option would be selected, Jf it is not too costly in relation 
to the value ofbcnefits to be received. This "resource compensation" approach differs 
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from CVM in that it avoids directly asking responden!.s to pla~e a monetary value on 
natllral rcsourc""' and the environment, and instead encourages consideration of 
tradeoffs among attributes, something whicl:t r~spundents might find easier to do. A 
major potential advantage is that this approach encourages a cost-effective way for 
restoring resources while leaving lhe public no worse off. 

Methodology: Contingent Activity 

• Introduction 

Contingent Activity involve~ asking respondents how their behavior would change in 
response to a proposed change in one or more attributes of an activity. For example, 
those who en gag~ in wildlife viewing might be asked how many more trips they might 
mElke to a site, if the cost of the activity was to change, or if the site of interest was 
made more accessibk, or more attractive to use. Given responses to thi.s type of 
question, and given intOrmation about incremental travel costs and the value of time, 
a revealed preference method can be used to estimate the value of the change. 

The appeal of CA is its flexibility: it can be used to address many issues where 
changes in the attributes and/or costs of an activity or site are being considered. In 
addition, it may be easier to answer a CA question about behavioral change than to 
answer a CVM question concerning WTP for a change in an environmental resource. 
This can be an important advantage if an issue is controversial or if people are unable 
to, or object to, placing a dollar value on the environment (Opaluch and Grigaluna~, 
1993; Opaluch, 1993). TheCA approach has been used, for example, to estimate the 
effects on marine recreational activity in response to a hypothetical clean-up of estuary 
sediments wntaminated with a hazardous substance and the effects on recreational 
fishing of a reduction in travel costs. 

The general methodology is similar to that described for CVM or CR in that a survey 
instrument must be developed, administen;;d to a sample, and then generalized to the 
relevant population. However, depending upon the issue, it may not be nece;sary to 
provide as much information in a CA study as in a CVM or CR study. for example, 
if active users of a particular beach are asked how much more they would visit the 
same beach if the costs were X% lower or higher, it may not be necessary to provide 
an elaborate scenario. On the other hand, considerable information would have to be 
given iftl1e researcher is asking users of a given site how often they would use a new, 
substantively different site, or if extensive changes in the attributes of the existing site 
are being considered. 

• Example Applications of the Contingent Activity Method 

I. Estimates of Hunting, Fishing and Non-Consumptive (Viewing, Photographing 
and Feeding) Use Values for Wildlife in the USA (Hay, 1988a, b). 
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Data from the National Outdoor Re<:reation Survey were used to estimate the consumer 
surplus per trip for several outdoor recreation activities. This Survey is administered 
every 5 years in each of the 50 USA states by the US Fish and Wildlife Service of the 
US Deportment of the Interior. The Survey has two pans. One focusses on hunting 
and fishing, and one addresses non-consumptive uses, such as observing, photographing 
and feeding wildlife. As part of each survey, data ure gathered which allow for an 
assessment of economic value using the CA method. 

Fur each outdoor recreational activity, a sample of individuals was asked, first, how 
many trips they took in 1985 and how much they spent on a typkal trip. In principle 
this gives one point on the indiv.idual's (Marshallian) demand curve. Then, they were 
asked how many trips they would have made, had the cost per trip been higher, 
a~surning that the cost of other kinds of recreational activity remained the same. 
Participants were asked to consider costs 2, 3, and 4 times, respectively, higher than 
the amount they spent on a typical trip. Hence, these questions were intended to move 
the respondents up their respective demand curves. Finally, they were asked the most 
they would pay per trip before they would not make even one trip (i.e., the maximum 
WTP - comparable to an open ended question). 

Given the initial point on the individual's demand curve and the choke price, it is 
possible to estimate the Consumer Surplus per trip. This calculation was done for each 
individual, assuming a linear demand function. Then, the results for individuals within 
a state were used to estimate a slate-wide average. The consumer surplus per day, 
across all states, ranged from $US7 per trip for recreational fishing to $US58 for big 
game hw1ting. 

II. Recreational Losses Due to Contaminated l\1arine Sediments in New Bedford 
Harbor, Massachusetts, USA (McConnell, no date - summarized in Freeman, 
1987). 

Estimates were made of monetary damages tu saltwater sports activity in New Bedford 
Harbor, Massachusetts, USA, due to contamination of bottom sediments with 
polychlorinated hi phenols (PCBs), a substance believed to cause cancer in animals. To 
do this, McConnell estimated the decrease in demand due to the contamination. 
Separate estimates were made for beach usc and for recreational fishing, using the 
results of a telephone survey of a random sample of545 area residents. For beach use, 
respondents were asked about their recent use uJ public beaches in the area and their 
planned visits for the coming season. Then, they were asked how many times would 
they visit the beaches concerned, if all the PCBs had been cleaned up at the beginning 
of the year. 

1bis survey revealed that among those aware of the pollution, up to twice as many 
would have visited the beaches, ifthe PCBs had been cleaned Lip. Tht: median number 
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of visits per household would have been increased by from 50 % to 80 % with 
cleanup. 

Using infonuation on travel costs and socio-economic data. demand fimctions were 
estimated f9r the beach areas studicrl. Separate demand fllllctions for each area were 
estimated for the existing situation (with contamination) and the "after" situation (all 
contamination assumed to be cleaned up). The area bet\>.•een these two ordinary 
demanrl curves is the M:arshallian consumer surplus, taken to approximate !he damages 
due to the contamination (or, alternatively, the benefits due to cleaning up the 
pollution). The present value of the damage estimate (projected tu 2085) was estimated 
to be $8.3 to $11.4 million dollars in 1985. 

For recreational sports fishing, McConnell used the telephone survey data to estimate 
the increase in the number of trips to the closed area which would occur, if the PCBs 
were cleaned up. In the absence of cleanup, it was assumed that all trips were 
diverted from the closed area to otht:r, more distant substitute fishing sites. The 
estimate of damages is measured as the increase in the cost per trip incurred due to the 
additional travel cost and time to travel to the more distant, substitute site. The present 
value of these damages (projected to 2085) at a discount rate of 3 %was $3.1 million 
dollars in 1985. 

III. Comparison of Obst:rved and Contingent Activity Estimates for Recreational 
Fishing in Nevada, USA (Englin and Cameron, 1993). 

The authors sought to compare actual behavior with contingent behavior, using data 
from a mail survey of recreational anglers. Of 10,000 anglers surveyed by mail, 2,002 
responded. 

l'articipants were asked (1) about their actual total trips to engage in recreational 
fishing and how they were allocated among difthent sites, and (2) about demographics. 
They also were asked (3) how many trips the respondent would take if the cost was 
higher by (a) 25 percent, (b) 50 percent, or (c) 100 percent. Answers to questions (a)
( c) allowed the researchers to estimate the number of trips each respondent would make 
under th~ 1hree price scenarios. 

The alllhors concluded that the estimates of consumer surplus using CA may be 50 
percent higher than the observed data estimates. Limitations in the research design are 
noted, and suggestions are given for improving this line of research to enhance 
comparisons between CA and observed estimates. 



IV. Estimation of General Dt:mand Function fur Sportfishing for Salmon in Maine, 
lJSA (Maharaj, 1995). 

The author, in work in progress, estimates a general demand function which could be 
used to manage a sport fishery so as to provide the hest set of conditions which would 
yield the highest value to the angler. Results of this study also can be uscil to transfer 
b~efits from one context or ln<:ation to anulher context or location. 

The study focused on quantifying the economic value (aggregate consumer surplus) of 
a sport fishery tbr Atlantic salmon, Salmo salar, in Nev.· England (USA). From 
preliminary intcniews with Atlantic salmon anglers, it was apparent that this value was 
dependent on the characteristics of the &port fishing experience. Catch rule, size offish, 
location, mode of fishing, congestion, fish type (whether stucked nrwild), driving time, 
and price were all found to be important in detennining angler preferences for sites and 
their choice behavior. Thus demand models were specified to iudude a range of these 
characteristics of the sportlishing experience. 

A survey was administered, in person, to Atlantic salmon anglers in Maine. 
Hypothetical sportfishing scenarios were obtained by combining sport fhhing attribute~ 
using an orthogonal design method. Valuation information 101ras collected through 
contingent behavior questions. Specifically, anglers were given a description of a 
hypothetical ~port:fishing site and asked to indicate first, the likelihood of visiting the 
site and then, how often they would go in a given season. Answers obtained are uso:t! 
to estimate a general demand function. 

5.4. ISSUES 

The National Oco:anic and Atmospheric Administratiun (NOAA) of the U.S. 
Department of Commerce is developing regulations that will establish procedures to 
assess the damages to publicly contrn11ed natural resources caused by oil spills. 
Responsible parties are held liable for restoration costs and all temporary or pennanent 
damages, which havt: bo:en defined to include nonuse ("passive U5e") values. Due to 
the controversy surrounding use of CVM, NOAA estahlishcd a "Olue Ribhon" Panel 
of expert economists to cxamino: the use of CVM to estimate non-U5e value. '!be 
Panel focused on several potential problems with CVM. These were: (I) the 
hypothetical nature of WTP, which they concluded leads to exaggerated responses as 
compared to actual WTP, (2) the potential inconsistency of CVM responses with the 
theory of rational choice, (3) failure of respondents to consider budget constraints or 
substitutes, (4) lack of full understanding of the survey by respmxlcnts; (5) the concern 
that responses tu CVM questions may rello:cl the "wann glow" from donating to worthy 
call5es and not the economic value of the specific environmental commudity of interest, 
and (6) lack of sensitivity ofWTP responso:.-; to change~ in the scale or intensity of the 
commodity (the "embedding" problem). 
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1he NOAA Panel recommended stringent guidelines for CVM studies to attempt to 
avoid the problems noted above. These recommendations include: (1) extensive 
pretesting of survey instruments, including a meaningful scoping test to assess the 
presenc-e of embedding, (2) probability sampling of affected populations and in-person 
interviews by professional interviewers, (3) a high response rate (suggested >70 
pexcent); (4) careful pretesting for various potential biases, (5) a referernlum TILl 
valuation question using a willingness-to-pay format, (6) a conservative set of 
assumptions when carrying out CVM: studies, {7} pointed reminders to respondents to 
consider their budget constraint and the availability of substitute goods, (8) a protocol 
for reporting of results, (9) an accurate description of the program or policy being 
"offered", (10) a "No-answer" option in the referendum question, and (11) follow-up 
questions to help understand YES/NO responses and to test how well respondents 
nnderstood the survey. 

Other issues related to CVM estimates of nonuse value have he-en mentioned in the 
literature. One issue is the potential inability of respondents to provide meaningful 
responses when they are unfamiliar with the good{>) ofinleresl or lack prior decision
making experience. Another issue involves the potential biasing effect of symbolic 
responses and responses which reflect non-economic motivations, su.:h as a VtfP to do 
one's fair share to help fix an environmental problem that was caused by man. Should 
these issues arise in a CV study, survey responses would not reflect the economic value 
of the specific good(s) of interest, thus calling into quesllon the validity of that 
particular study, and of rc~ulting value estimates. For example, Schkade and Payne 
(1994) used a verbal-protocol approach in which respondents were asked to explain 
aloud their reasoning while liilswering survey questions. They concluded that 
respondents to their CVM study exhibited reasoning similar to that associated with 
donations to charities and gum! causes rather than decision-making that is consistent 
with economic reasoning, i.e., involving tradeoffs consistent with an underlying 
Hicksian framework. 

Finally, in cases where individuals respond to the controversial nature of the issue, or 
hold vague and exaggerate-d views of the issue, the validity of the study is called into 
question. For example, attempts to use CVM to assess damages resulting from oil 
spills may be severely compromised because the public: (I) views oil spills as highly 
controversial events, and (2) has exaggerated perceptions of the adverse impacts of 
spills (Grigalunas and Opaluch, 1993). 

Careful survey design, administration, and data analysis, following the NOAA Panel 
recommendations, may avoid some of the problems noted above. Also, further 
research will undoubtedly lead to additional improvements in CVM. However, until 
many of these issues are resolved and a consensus is reached, the use of CVM to 
estimate nonuse value remains controvexsial. 
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It should be noted that Contingent Activity (CA) responses umy also sutTer 
"hypothetical bias" effect~- For example, respondents to the Englin and Cameron 
(1993) study were found to overstate by 50% their increase in recreational fishing due 
to lower costs. Contingent Ranking (CR) can also be problematic, for example, if 
individuals have difficulty answering CRquestions when many alternatives or attributes 
must be oonsidered. As nuled, there have been far fewer applications of CA and CR 
than of CVM, and much additional research is called for to explore the strengths and 
weaknesses of these alternatives. 
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Appendix A 

Contingent Valuation 

Assume that the goal is to attempt to mcasun: an individual's (total) value of a well
defined envirorunental improvement from Q to Q' where Q is a vector of marine
related environmental and natural resources or activities, like recreational fishing; 
S\l,imming and diving; wildlife viewing opportunities, etc. The person has income Y. 

The elicitation methods described in the text can be summarized as follows: 

Open ended: What is the most you would be willing to pay for the improvement? 

U(Q',Y-WTP) = U(Q,Y) 

Closed ended: Would you pay $X for the improvement? 

If yes: 

If no: 

U(Q',Y-$X) > U(Q,Y) 

U(Q',Y-$X) < U(Q,Y) 

Bidding game: Would you pay $X for the improvement? 

If yes: 

If yes: 

Would you pay $X+ h.? 

Would you pay $X+ 2 h.? 
Repeat until answer is "no". 

If no: Would you pay $X- 8? 

If no: Would you pay $X- 2 8? 
Repeat until answer is "yes" 

Discrete and continuous: Would you be WTP $X? What is the most you would be 
WTP? 

Payment Card: What is the most you would be willing to pay for the improvement? 

Don't know 
$0_ $10 - $20 $30_ $40_ 
$1 $11 $21 $31 $41 
$5 $15 $25 $35 $45 
$7_ $17 $27 $37_ $47 -
$8_ $18 $28_ $38_ $48 



Contingent Choice: 

I. Contingent Ranking: 

Rank a group ofwell-detined alternatives environmental and natural resources: 
A,B,C ... where A, Band Care vectors of environmental and nahiDll resource 
attributes 

U(A) > U(B) > U(C) ... 

2. Paired Comparisons: 
Choose one of two options A or D 

U(A) > U(B) 

103 
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6. PRODUCTIVITY APPROACH 

6.1 INTRODUCTION 

Natural assets are valued by humans in part because they arc productive resources that 
provide a flow of services over time. In many cases consumers do not use a resource 
directly, but imtead the resource provides various services that contribute to other 
goods that are consumed and that provide benefits to society. 

The productivity approach to resource valuation is based on this notion, whereby a 
natural resource is viewed as an input into the production of final goods that are valued 
by society, and the productive capacity of the natural resource is valued in terms of its 
contribution to production of final goods.' For example, wetlands provide habitat and 
other ecological services that contribute to fish and wildlife pupulaliom, which arc in 
tum valued by society. Thus, this a.spect of wetlands can be valued by estimating a 
monetary value on this increment in fish and wildlife populations. 

The productivity approach first links tht: nulural resource to the final goods that are 
produced by the resource. Tiris is analogou5 to specifYing a production technology for 
the final good, where the natural resource plays the role of an input into production. 
The increment in value of the linal goods that are produced due to the presence of the 
natural resource then pruvides an estimate of the value of that aspect of the resource. 

The general steps involved with the 
productivity approach, applied in the 
cnntt:xt uf an environmental incident, 
such ru; an oil or hazarduus substance 
spill, are illustrated in Figure I. 
Ultimately, we want to link the incident 
to the consequences for people. To do 
this, it is ne<:essary to establish links 
between the incident, it~ury to natural 
resources, the resulting loss in services 
to people, and finally to damages to 
people measured in monetary terms. 
Note that we want to allow for 
behavioral response due to the effects 

Pollution Disclwrge 

' Exposur~ of Natural Resources 

" Injury to Exposed Resources 

" Change in services to Resource U 

" Changes in User Behavior (e.g. 

" Changes in Value of Serrlces to People 

Figure 1:Unkages Betweon Envir011111enlal 
Damagee and Losses to People 

In some cases the resomce may provide other values, in addition to oe:rvices to final 
goods. For example, a salt marsh may provide direct aesthetic values, a.nd conceivably 
even nonuse values, in addition to productive e<:ological services to commercial and 
recreational fisheries. In these cases, the productivity approach could be useful for 
valuing a component of salt marsh ''alues, but a full assessment would need to 
consider these additional values. 
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of an incident. For example, fishenncn might mov;: to substitute fishing grounds if 
an incident hanns the productivity of a section of coastal waters, or beach users may 
visit an alternative site if their first-choice site is polluted with oil or with other wastes. 

The productivity approach can be useful when the final product is relatively easy to 
value and adcqtmte infonnation io available to measure the services provided by the 
natural resource, but consumers are not fully aware of the services provided b)" the 
resource. In the wetlands example. it may be very difficult for people to value 
wetlands directly, through, say, contingent valuation, since they are not certain how 
much an acre of wetlands .:untributes to goods that they value, like fish populations. 
However, data may be available to estimate the contribution of wetlands to fish catch, 
and it is relatively easy to value changes in catch. 

"Ibis method ha~ bet:n applied to a wide variety of resources, including coastal 
wetlands (U.S. Dept ol"lnterior, 1985) and forests (Bowes and Kmtilla, 1989), as well 
as to negative impads of environmental degradation due to sedimentation impacts on 
coral (Hodgson and Dixon, 1992), herbicide impacts on estuarine systems (Kahn and 
Kemp, 19l!5), water pollution (Freeman, 1982), oil spills (Grigalunas, Opalueh, Reed 
and French, 1989), and air pollution (Adams Hamilton and McCarl, 19l!4). 

6.2 CONCEPTUAL BASIS 

The productivity approach views natural resources as an input into the production of 
goods that are utilized by society. lbis aspect of the resource is valued by ml.lasuring 
the increment in value of the final good that is produced by the resource. Thus, the 
first stage in the productivity approach is to identify the service flows from the 
resoun;e, theo to quantify the linkages between the natural resource and the production 
of frnal goods that are consumed by society. 

Consider the case of a coastal wetland that provides nursl.lfy habitat for marine fish, 
and suppose for simplicity that this is the only service provided by these wetlands. In 
this case wetland acreage enters into the productivity of the fishery, which can be 
expressed as: ~' 

(I) X= F(W,E) = X,+ {J,W + {32E + /33E' 

where X is the stock of fish in equilibrium, W is the total acreage of we~~~~~ 
available, E is the level of effort applied to fishing, and F(· ) is a production fuuetioii.""' 
that relates the equilibrium stock of fish to the level of wetlands available to enhance · 
the fish stock, and level of fishing effort. 
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Suppose for simplicity that the level of fishing effort is fixed, independent of catch 
rates2

• The value derived from an increment in wetlands through their function as a 
nursery for this commercial fishery can be calculated by taking the ditlerence between 
the value of catch with the base level of wetlands, W, and the value of catch with the 
augmented level of wetlands, W+AW. Suppose that caleb is determined by: 

II=qXE 

where H is harvest or catch, q is a catchability coefficient that relates catch rates to the 
size uf the fish ~tock for a given level of effort, X is the stock of fish and E is the 
level oftishing effort. The annual productive value of wetlands in equilibrium for this 
particular fishery in equilibrium is: 

PH'-PH~ 

where H' is equilibrium catch with the enhanced level of wetlands and If' is the level 
of catch with the initial or unenhanced level ofwetlands.1 Tills can be expressed as: 

P qX' E- P q:x?E =P q E(X1
- X"). 

Using Equation (1) 

PqE[F(E,WMW)- F(E,W)J = PqE[ Xo + /3 10NMW) + /3J<. -1- /3JE' 
- [X"o + /3 1W + /32E + /31E

2
]] = PqEtJ,AW. 

Thus, the contribution of wetlands to the value of catch is equal to the price of fish 
times the change in catch that results due to wetlands availability. By observing catch 
rates for different levels effort and wetlaruh; we can potentially estimate the 
contribution to the value of the fishery obtained from an increment in wetlands. Below 
we will present some case studies that demonstrate how this can be estimated 
empirically. 

6.3 CASE STUDIES 

This section describes four case studies which apply the productivity approach to 
valuing natural resources. Each case study uses different mt:ans to implement the 
productivity approach. The first case study applies statistical methods to relate acreage 

' 

' 

For example, the level of fishing effort in a lub~ter fishery might he ind"Jlendent of 
catch if there is a binding constraint on the allowable number of lobster traps. 

If the change in catch is large, the increase in wetlands could affect the fish prices. 
In this case the value of the change in catch rates is P1H1-P0H". The remainder of the 
analysis follow~. 



of coastal wetlands to catch of blue crab, using a method similar to that described 
ahovc. 1be second case study uses expert judgement regarding production relations 
and available valuation studies (benefit transfer) to estimate wetlands values. The third 
case study uses a simulation approach to estimate losses in natural resource productivity 
due to oil spills. Case study 4 uses a statistical analysis to estimate the impacts of 
sedimentation on coral reef fish diversity and abundance in the context of assessing 
conflicts among multiple resource uses of a coastal area. 

Case Study 1: Coastal Wetlands and the Production of Blue Crab 

fn the first case study, Lynne, Conroy and Prochaska (1981) use the productivity 
approach to value com;tal wetlands as un input to the production of blue crab in 
.Florida. Below we briefly sketch the approach employed by Lynne, et al. Readers 
interested in the details are n:ferred to the original paper. 

Blue crab in the Florida Gulf Coast move onshore and along the coa~t, and spawn near 
marsh and estuarine areas. Lynne, el a/. quantifY losses in sociaUy valued good by 
establishing a statistical relationship betv.'een acres of coaslal wetlands and catch of 
blue crab. They use a stock-adjustment model, where the stock of blue crab in some 
year depends upon the stock in the previous year, catch over the previmL~ year, and 
production of new crab since the previous year. Thus, catch in some particular year 
will depend upon catch in the previous year, the level of fishing effort in the current 
year, and marsh acreage, which is a detenninant of crab production. 

In order to estimate the model, Lynne, et al. collected data on blue crab catch and 
effort for the years 1952- 1974 and they collected data on marsh acreage from aerial 
photos. They employed regression analysis to estimate a model of the tbrm: 

C~ = {10 + /31ln (M"_ 1)~ + {J,)n(M11. 
I)E,2 + !SJC, (-[ + t., 

where c. represents catch at time t, {30 

through {3, are estimated parameters, M, 
,_, is the acreage of marsh in county i in 
the previous year, ~ is the level of 
fishing effort, measured in terms of the 
number of traps laid, and ~;, is an 
random error tenn, assumed to be 
distributed normally with mean zero. 

This regression resulted in parameter 
eslinm:s :hMn ii Tabk: I. Th: key pnmW:rs 
are significant at about the 90% level. 
Also, the equation shows reasonable 

Table I Regression Results from Lynne, et 
al (1981) 

Parameter 
Variahle Estimate t-Stat 

Intercept -6594. -1.43 
ln(M, ~,) E, 48.2 2.03 
ln(M,,_,) Et' -0.4R -1.69 

""' 
0.40 2.17 

R'9J.78 ow~ 2.05 

Sample Size ~ 22 



explanatory power, with an R' of .78. Using these estimated parameters, the estimated 
marginal value of an acre of marsh translates to a capitalized value ofahout $3 per acre 
in 1975 dollars (about $7.62 expressed in 1993 dollars). The low value estimate is 
attributed by Lynne, et al., in part, to low profits in the blue crab fishery due to the 
common property aspect of the resource. Annual profit to the blue crab fishery is 
estimated by Lynne, el at. to be on the order of S300 thousand. Al.~o, it must be kept 
in mind that this represents the "Value of only one service pro"Vided by wetlands, as a 
spaWI!ing habitat t"or blue crab. Inclusion of other services of course would increase 
the value per acre. 

Case Study 2: Value of Coastal Wetlands 

The second case study applies the productivity apProach to value coastal wetlands using 
expert judgement to provide a perspective on lht: value of services lost due to erosion 
of coastal wetlands from offuhore oil development throughout the United States. 
Benefit estimates from available studies are used to place a monetary value on lost 
services. This work was done as part of a large polic) analysis effort by the Mineral 
Management Service (MMS) of the US Department of the Interior (1987) 

Within the context of d1is study, it is not possible to identify specific wetlands areas 
that would be lost, given that this study is done on a broad national basis, using large 
planning areas, prior to development of specific oil and gas leasing plans. Thus, this 
study attempted to use available studies of wetlands values to place a general 
perspective on the order of magnitude of lost wetlands values, rather than calculate 
values of any particular set of wetlands. 

The wetland services that were valued include flood control, wildlife habitat. 
contributions to commercial and re<:reational fisheries, and open space. To assess the 
contribution of wetlands to commercial and recreational fisheries, they assume that 
coastal wetlands are critical habitat for all >pecies of marine fish, and that a 1% loss 
in wetlands would result in a 1% loss in both commercial and recreational catch. This 
is equivalent to assuming that the production relationship described above is of unitary 
elasticity. Using available estimates ot" current wetlands acreage and :MI'vfS estimates 
of potential wetlands losses due to offshore development, they calculate the percentage 
loss wetlands for each region of the country. 

Government estimates of commercial and recreational fishing are used to estimate lost 
catch. Losses in commercial catch arc valued using market prices, and an available 
study of the value of change in catch rates (Norton et al., 1983) is used to estimate the 
value of lost re<:reational catch. 

Next aesthetic and flood control benefits per acre of wetlands are estimated using an 
available study (Gupta and Foster, 1975). Gupta and Foster estimate per acre annual 
values of aesthetics and flood control to be an average of $270 and $80, respectively, 
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in 1972 dollars. The value of wetlands 
for wildlite habitat is estimated using 
the pncc for which lands were 
purchased by state wildlife agencies 
within the specific OCS region. These 
values range from $50 to $2,000 per 
acre. Mid-points of thi: range of 
expenditures are used for the estimated 
value wildlife value for each OCS 
regwn. The estimated values of 
wetlands for each OCS region are 
presented in Table 2. 

Case Study 3: Oil and Hazardous 
Substance Spill Damages 

The Natural Resource Damage 
Assessment Model (NRDAM) was 
developed for the US Department of 
Interior to measure liability for natural 
resource damages from spills of oil and 
hazardous substances under the 
Comprehensive Environmental 
Response, Compensation and Liability 
Act (CERCLA) (Grigalnnas, et a/., 
1988). An updated version of the 
model bas been proposed for measuring 
liability from oil spills 1mder the Oil 
Pollution Act of 1990 (OPA). Under 
CERCLA and OPA responsible parties 
arc liable for damages to natural 
re<;ources from spills of oil and 
hazardous substances. lt is recognized 
that in many cases the cost~ of a spill
specifk natural resource damage 

, 
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OCS Region Value per Acre 

North Atlantic $28,454 

Mid Atlantic $15,059 

South Atlantic $12,826 

Strait of Fla $12,468 

Fastem Cmlf r>f $12,110 
Mexico 

Central Gulf $13,847 

Western Gulf $14,270 

Southern $24,610 
California 

Central California $20,898 

Northern $58,280 
California 

Washington & $26,381 
Oregon 

Alaska* $11,610-$11,852 

Table 2: Estnnated 'lalue of Wetland for 
Each OCS Region 

Alaska WM separated into 10 
planning areas, with values within the 
indicated range. 

assessment could ea~ily exceed the damages that result from the spill. For example, 
the 1985 ARCO Anchorage oil spill was estimated to have caused $32 thousand in 
damages, hut the damage assessment effort cost over a quarter of a million dollars. 
Hence, there is a need to develop simplified methods lOr assessing damages from 
relatively small spills, in addition lo developing protocols for incident-specific methods 
for assessing damages from major incidents. 

"lhe NRDAM model measures loss in productivity due to oil spills by simulating the 
loss of <;ociallY valued n:smrrccs and their recovery over time. The model simulates 
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the spreading of a substance in the environment, hiota exposed to the substance, 
subsequent injury to natural resources, recovery of resources over lime, lost services 
to society (for example, lost fish catch or beach use) and translates these lost services 
into a dollar measure of damages. 

Th~ model is made up of three integrated components: the physical fates, biological 
effects and economic damages submodels (Figure 2t The u~er inputs into the model 
information describing the incident, such as the substance and am01mt spi11cd, the 
spill location, water depth, wind speed, the amount cleaned up, etc. Given this 
information, the physical fates submodel retrieves characteristics of the substance from 
the chemica! data base, such as the solubility, specific gravity, etc_ Using this 
i.nfonnatiun on the substance and on conditions of the environment where the spill 
occurred, the physical fates submodcl simulates the dispersion and decay of the 
substance through the environment over time. The output of the physical fates 
submodcl is a time series of cnncentrations of the substance in the sediments and in the 
water column, and the size of the surface slick, if appropriate. This information is then 
passed to the biological effects submodd. 

The biological efiects submodel contains a database on average concentrations of biota 
of various species groups like sea birds, anadromous fish, etc. in different seasons and 
environment types (e.g., a sandy bottomed estuary in the 
Northeastern United Slates). (iiven the output of the ~
physical fates submodel and the data on the presence of I 
biota, the biological effects model calculate~ the number . 
of biota of di!Ierent species groups that are exposed to 
the substance. Time of exposure is linked with the 
toxicity of the substance from the chemical data base, 
using standard dose-response relationships, to determine 
mortality due to the spill. The model also uses a simple 
model to determine losses in biota whkh occur through 
the food web. 

The output of the biological model is the redu~,iion in 
populations of various species due to the spill and their 
recovery over lime. "Ibis information is passed on to 
the economic damages submodcl. In addition, the user 
specifies the length and duration of public beach 
closure, if any. The economic damages submodd 
determines monetary losses due to reduced services in 
commercial and recreational fishing, bird watching and 
recreational beach use. Values from the literature 

~ml j 
• Note that Figure 2 is an application of the general framework set oUt in Figure 1, 

presented in the introduction to this chapter. 

"" 
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(benefit !nmsfer) are then used to place a value on these lost services. The output of 
the economic damages submodel is the actual damage claim that is presented to the 
rt:~;pomibh: party. 

Case Study 5: Sedimentation Damage In Coral Reeft and Fislwries 

Hodgson and Dixon (1992) evaluated alternative development plans for Bacuit Bay in 
the southwest Philippines where two industries, tourism and fisheries, arc in 
competition with a third, the timber ino.Juslry. Bacuil Bay is a relatively remote, very 
attractive area which supports artisanal and commercial fisheries as well as tourism 
operations focussing on scuba diving. The high quality of the water, extensive coral 
reef formations, and an abundance of reef fish make this a very attractive destination 
for scuba diving. 

Construction of roads and skid trails to support timber operatioru; along !he Bay'; 
drainage basin have created serious sedimentation problems and reduced coral cover 
and the diversity and abundance of reef fish species. Sedimentation from logging is 
exacerbated by the topogrAphy of the area which is characterized by steep slopes which 
pose an erosion hazard. Coral grows slowly, and loss of living coral cover would 
likely take many years to replace. Hence, logging could impose significant, long-term 
external costs on fishing and tourism. 

Regression analysis was used to estimate the dependency of fish abundance and 
diversity on living coral reef. Briefly stated., this analysis established: (I) that every 
additiona1400 tons/km2 of annual sediment deposition in the Bay decreased coral cover 
by 1 percent; (2) that one coral species was lost (extinct) in the Bay per 100 tonlkm2 

annual sediment deposition; and (3) that !Or each I percent annual decrease in coral 
cover, fish biomass decreased by 2.43 percent. 

The above estimated productivity relationships were used to examine two policy 
options: (I) continuation of logging versus (2) banning of logging. For each of these 
two options, total revenues for fishing, tourism and logging were estimated over a ten
year period, using a variety of assumptions concerning the growth in tourism and 
fishing and sediment loading from logging. Hodgson and Dixon foWJd that the present 
value of total revenues (using a 10 percent disc01mt rate) for the three activities was 
four times larger with the polky banning logging versus the policy of continuing 
logging ($25.5 v. $6.3 million in 1986 US dollars). 

6.4 SUMMARY 

The productivity approach estimates !he value ot" a natural resource by linking the 
re~ourcc to services provided by the re,>;ourc~. then placing a monetary value of the 
services. Thus, the approach proceeds as follows. First, service-S provided by the 
natural n:~ource an: ~numerated and quantified to the extent possible. Next each 
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service is valued, either by carrying out a valuation study or by using value estimates 
from available studies. In many cases it is difficult to quantify services precisely or 
to estimate the value ofthc services prec1sely. However, in numerous cases reasonable 
orders of magnitude can be specified, or a range of values can be indicated using 
reasonable upper and lower bOlmds. For many policy issues, these sorts of bounds can 
shed light on the desirability of actions, and are the best that can be achieved given 
limitations in our scientific understanding of service flows provided by resources, 
and/or in valuing those service flows. 

In many cases, the productivity approach may be useful for quantifying only a subset 
of the values provided by a resource. Resources may have other values, including 
nonuse values, that are not included in a particular analysis. In these cases, it is 
important to recognize that some values are excluded in the analysis, and those values 
need to be considered in other ways, including qualitatively. 
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7. OrnER APPROACHES 

7.1 lNTRODUCflON 

This Chapter briefly presents two alternative approaches for valuing coastal 
resources not traded on markets: averting behavior and benefit~ transfer. 

7.2 AVERTING BEHAVIOR MODELS 

This method estimates benefits u~ing information on behavior by imlivitiLmls 
undertnken to avert injury. The method assumes that individuals carry out 
avoidance behavior to escape the expected disutility of exposun: to pollution. For 
example, people may incur costs or take actions to avoid the disutility from illness 
due to drinking unclean water or breathing polluted air. Conceptually, the averting 
behavior model can be used to estimate a lower bound on benefits from 
environmental improvements, but proctical impedimenlli described below limit its 
application (Courant & Porter, 1981 and Bartik, 1988). 

Averting behavior takes many forms. Individuals may avoid ex-periencing disulility 
by avoiding contact with the polluted medium, through substitution, such as buying 
bottled water in the case of unsate drinking water. Or, people may relocate to 
avoid exposure to adverse local comlilioru;. The im!ivklual may also come in contact 
with the polluted medium and avert the disutility through remedial measures. This 
might involve taking medicine to relieve symptoms aggravated by pollution, or by 
increased cleaning or painting of property to decrea~c losses from air pollutants. 
The level of averting behavior is expeded to increase for higher levels of perceived 
risk. 

The averting behavior model can be used to estimate the value of an environmental 
amenity such as water quality improvements. "111is assumes that the willingness to 
pay (WTP) for the environmental amenity can be divided into an amenity 
component which reflects the in"n:used utility derived from the quality 
improvement itself; and a health-related component which reflects the reduction in 
disutility resulting from illness (Freeman, 1994). If the amenity component is 
relatively small, the WTP for improvements in amenity quality are the expenditures 
made to avert the illnt::;s that would occur in the absence of the environmental 
improvement. Under ideal modelling conditions, an individual's expenditures on 
symptom-specific medicine taken to relieve the pollution-caused symptom would 
indicate that person's minimum WTP to prevent the level of pollution that causes 
the illncs~. 

However, several litdors limit the usefulness of the averting-behavior model for 
resource valuation. Perhaps the most significant problem is the occurrence of joint 
produc!.s. In mder for averting expenditures to indicate a lower bound uf WTP for 
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an environmental improvement, the individual mu~t gain no other utility from the 
improvement. In the case of joint products, the individual gains utility from the 
reduction in illness and from an associated product of the averting expenditure. An 
often-used example is the case of the air conditioner. The individual reduces illness 
by filtering the air, but also enjoys the utility of a cool room on a hot day. In this 
case, the averting behavior model yields no infonnation on the relative size of the 
health and amenity components of utility (Freeman 1994). Although the amenity 
benefits may be assumed to be relatively small, this remains an empirical question. 

Another factor complicating the application of the averting behavior model involves 
the lack of variation in the costs of averting behavior. Ideally, the costs of averting 
behavior would vary with the reduction in injury or perceived risk of injury. This 
variation would allow the optimal levels of cost and amount of averting behavior to 
be tOund. However, in actual applications the costs of averting behavior may not 
vary much. Consider the extreme case of a polluted drinking water well. The only 
averting behavior available to the individual in this case is to build a new well. 
The cost of averting behavior in this case does not vary with the level of protection. 
There is no indication that the cost of the well, discounted as required, is indicative 
of the WTP for an improvement in water quality because it has not been established 
that the cost of the well is the minimum the individual would pay for the same 
improvement in water quality. The individual may have been satisfied with a level 
of water quality below that provided by the welL However, in this ca~c there exists 
no mechanism for the individual to obtain the preferred level of lower water quality 
at a lower cost. 

7.3 BENEFIT TRANSFER 

Benefit transfer occurs when resource values, snch as consumer surplus per trip or 
per day, from an existing study (the study site) are applied to another site (the 
policy sile) (Brookshire and Neill, 1992). Benefit transfer can be very useful when 
the benefits due to a policy affecting environmental amenities need to be estimated, 
but an original study of benefits is not feasible dne to limited budgets or time 
constraints. The benefit transfer process may inclnde information from one or 
numerous study sites to obtain an estimate of values at the policy site, as is 
explained below. 

As an example of a situation U1at requires benefit transfer, consider a mtmicipality 
that is deciding where to place a solid waste facility. One potential location offers 
positive attributes such as proximity to major roads and low cost of acquisition, but 
runoff and seepage is expected to affect commercial and recreational shellfishing 
and beach usc. There has never been an economic study of the valne of shellfishing 
or beach use in the area, and the municipal budget docs not allow for an original 
valuation study. In this case, benefit transfer may supply useful estimates of 
resource values for the policy site. This assumes the researcher can find appropriate 



studies of recreational shel!fishing and can identifY the site-specific attributes of 
both the study and policy sites that will affwt the reliability of transferred values. 

As indicated above, benefit transfer may be applied when an original benefit study 
of the policy site is not practical. However, benefit transfer is not applicable if the 
level of accuracy of the transfer is not appropriate to the circumstances. In large 
part, the level of accuracy required depends upon the costs of being wrong. 
Various policy settings require different levels of accuracy for resource valuation. 
The highest level of valuation accuracy is required for natural resource damage 
assessments perlOrmed under liability proceedings in which the responsible party 
must pay a spedfied level of damages. A lower levd of accuracy may well be 
acceptable in a preliminary policy analysis used to obtain a first-cut review of 
benefits ami o.;osts, where valuation information will he considered subjedively 
along with many other .Laclors, or where valuation information is used to rank 
projects. Benefit transfer may be very useful for small proposed projects, which 
would not justifY the costs of an original study. 

It is not uncommon to t1nd that different policy contexts require different levels of 
accuracy. For example, a hierar~hy of aco.;ur<l.(;y requirements is institutionali:>:ed in 
the United States where criminal proceedings require that findings satisfY the 
accuracy criteria of "beyuml a reasonable doubt". Civil proceedings require "a 
preponderance of evidence", or in tho case of rebuttable presumption as awarded 
trustees in natural resource datnagc assessments, "a preponderance of evidence to 
the contrary"; and government agency decisions which must meet the criteria of 
being neither "arbitrary or capricious" (Opaluch and 1\.fau.otla, 1992). Although 
applications of benefit transfer purposely sacrifice accuracy lOr expediency, there is 
a point at which it is better to admit that reliable values for the resources in 

·question do not exist rather than utilize study values that are incompatible with the 
policy site. 

Despite the potential for misuse and the occasional misguide<! notion that "som~ 
Value is better than none", benefit transfer is reb'lliarly used in policy analysis. "lhe 
actual transfer of benefits may take place by transferring point estimates, that is by 
simply setting the resource value at the policy site equal to the resource value 
estimated for a study site, or equal to an average of study site values. However, this 
practice is generally discouraged because it ignores known diiTerences between the 
study and policy sites that would affect value estimates (G:rigalunas, et al., 1993). 

Another approach to transferring benefits is to transfer the function that estimated 
values for the study site to the policy site and input as much policy site infonnation 
as available into the transferred function. Although transferring the whole function 
is general!) preferred to simply transferring a point estimate, there remains 
considerable potential for gross inaccuracy, not the least of which is the assumption 
that the study-site function holds for the policy site as well. 
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A third approach to benefit transfer is known as meta-analysis (Smith and Kaoru, 
1990; Walsh, eta!., 1992). This consists of incorporating infonnation from 
numerous previou~ studies to estimate a function that explains resource value 
estimates across studies as a function of the attributes of the rcsourcc(s) in those 
studie~. Given measures of the similar attributes of rhe policy site, it might be 
possible to use the meta analysis results to estimate a value for the policy site. 
Ideally, a researcher could take meta-analysis one step further by pooling the 
original data utilized in the original studies to generate a function that estimates 
policy site value~. Unfortlmately, there are many obstacles to this type of pooled 
data analysis. For example, the estimated functioru; and parameters of existing 
studies may be available, but often the underlying data are not available. 

Many benefit transfer models have been developed in the United States for the 
purpose of expediting the resource valuation process. These models are used in 
policy analysis lllld natural resource damage a~sessment. In nat11ral resource damage 
assessments, these models are used for estimating damages for relatively small cases 
when the cost of performing an original study cannot he justified. The natural 
resource damage assessment model, described in Chapter 6, is an example of how 
benefit-transfer has hccn used to estimate damages as a simplified approach for 
relatively minor pollution incidents. In policy analysis, benefit transfer models 
often are used to provide input into benefit-cost analysis. The low oost and speed 
of perfonning benefit transfer provide important advantages over performing an 
original study when the project in question and the resource impacts ru:e relatively 
small. 

Any benefit transfer study, regardless of its application, is subject to three loTiteria 
that directly impact the study's reliahility. The first criterion concerns the quality of 
the value estimates of the study site, that is, how well does the original study 
estimate the true value of the resource. The second criterion is the level of 
similarity or dissimilurity between the resources at the study and policy sites. In our 
shelllishing example, one can imagine that the abundance, quality, and size of the 
shellfish may differ between the study and policy sites. But, there may be other 
signilicant differences between the sites as well, such as congestion, access, scenic 
attributes, and availability of substitutes that affed the value of recreational 
shellfishing at the site. The third criteria concerns the differences between the 
preferences, behavior, and socioeconomic profile of those sampled at the study site 
and the population at the policy site. For example, if individuals at the study site 
had access to only one type of shellfish, but individuals at the policy site have 
acce.;s to a variety shellfish types, it may be that individuals at the policy site have 
a lower value for the common shellfish neur the proposed solid waste thcility due to 
the availability of substitutes. 

Failure to address adequately any of the these criteria can cause ~everc problems 
for the reliability of the benefit trans let study. If the underlying studies are of poor 



quality, then transferring those values to the policy site only compounds the errors 
of the original wnrk. It is also important to note that standards of quality for 
valuation studies change over time so that a state-of-the-art study done ten years 
ago may not meet acceptance standards today. Significant differences between sites, 
or between the resources being valued, reduces the reliability of the benefit transfer 
study. The larger the differences between resources or activities, the less reasonable 
it is to expect individuals to hold the same values for them. Similarly, the larger the 
difft:rences between the characteristics of the htlman populations in question, the 
less likely it is that they have the same tastes and preferences tbat yield similar 
resour~e values. 

The lhree reliability criteria categorize the effects of error factors that contribute to 
the reliability or unreliability of the benefit transfer. Some of the error factors can 
be identified, such as mea~urahl11 differences in resource quality, some can be 
identified and controlled for in the estimation process, such as differences in income 
or education, and some error factors will remain unknown. In cases where the 
benefit transfer consists of simply applying a point estimate from the study site to 
the policy site, no attempt is made at even identifying potential error fadors. By 
transferring the value function from the study site, the researcher attempts to control 
some of the errur factors by utilizing some policy site data with the study site 
function. However, in this case there is no systematic way to judge how well the 
parilllleler estimates of the study site function approximate relationships at the 
policy site. Meta-analysis and data pooling can further control for the impacts of 
some identifiable error factors, hut these approaches are often not feasible and do 
not systematically address unidentified error factors. Further research is needed in 
this area to identify error factors and explicitly model the way data is adjusted to 
control for their effects (Cameron, 1992). 

The application of benefit transfer offers the important advantages of low cost and 
limeliness, but many conditions re~trict its use. Fir~t and foremost is the frequent 
lack of appropriate studies to transfer benefits from. The transfer of point estimates 
is often not appropriate, hut reliahlc henefit transfer may require more information 
than is available in the published study. The missing information may include raw 
data, survey questions, Vlll"iahk definitions, etc. Recently, more attention has been 
given to designing benefit studies in to make information more available for benefit 
transfer. Another re~trietion on henefit transfer is the lack of biological or physkal 
science information needed to make the link hetwoon a policy action such as 
reducing effluent into a hody of water and the change in services provided hy the 
hody of water that affects resource values. For example, if recreational fishing 
valuation studies provide changes in benefits resulting from changes in catch rates. 
the link must be made between the proposed reduction in effluent, increased fish 
populatiorrs, and increa~ed catch rates. There is, overall, a lack of scientific 
baseline studies from which resource value changes can be determined. · 



A major concern for benefit transfer applkatiuru; in developing countries is that 
most resource valuation studies have taken place in the United States and Europe. 
Relatively few n:sulll"Ce valuation studies are available for devclnping cnuntries (see 
references at end of Chapters 3-6). There are many concerns about the application 
uf benefit transfer uJ n:source values estimal.ed in a developed country to a 
developing country. Apart from the reliability criteria applicable to any benefit 
lmnsfer, cultural iliiTerences may make cross-cultural benefit transfers untenable. 
Low income levels in some countries may make the concept of WTP an unreliable 
inilicator of benefits. Similarly, the transfer of elasticities li:om high income to low 
income countries may not be justified. 
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8. POLICY INSTRUMENTS 

8.1 INTRODUCTION 

Coastal area management problems reflect, among other things, pervasive market 
failure as externalities and public goods and a lack of secure properly rights. :For 
example, in our hypothetical case study sketched in Chapter I, agricultural 
runoff, sewerage from a growing population, and poor tbrestry practices threaten 
water quality_ A loss of habitat, nursery areas and storm protection for coastal 
structures may result from loss of mangroves or coastal wetlands. The visual 
appeal of some areas of the watershed is at risk due to unattmctive housing and 
commercial development and accumulation of debris along beaches and coastal 
areas. These external effects of coastal area development, singly and 
collectively, pose threats of losses to fishermen, to owners and operators of 
tourism-related businesses, and to coastal residents and visitors. 

Environmental Policy Instruments (Pis) are the mechanisms used to attempt to 
correct market failures, such as those mentioned above. Pis generally encompass 
Regulatory Instruments (Ris) or Economic Instruments (Eh ). Rls typically seck 
to achieve environmental objectives by imposing direct restrictions on activities. 
Examples include zoning land or nearshore waters for particular uses, limiting 
permissible waste discharges, or establishing acceptable practices for agriculture 
or forestry. Eis, on the other hand, arc incentive-based approaches that usc 
decentralized, market-type mechanisms to guide activity toward d~sirable ends. 
Examples of Els include user fees, taxes and subsidies, liability. and tradeable 
permits. 

ln practice, use of Rls and Els is not an either-or proposition and they often are 
used in combination. I'or example, Rls may prescribe ex-ante limits on the 
discharge of a substance from a business; but the operator may be assessed under 
Eis ex-post, for damages or compelled to pay a fme or penalty if the discharge 
limit is exceeded. Therefore, Rls and Els can be complementary (Kolstad, Ulen. 
and Johnson, 1990). Brown and Johnson (1984) identified th,:, advantages of a 
Rl/El-mixed schemes in a study of the Gcnnan system of water quality 
regulations. They cite the ability to adjust regulations over time and the potential 
for decentralized contrgl as advantages of a mixed system. 

Pls correct market distortions by internalizing the external costs of development 
activity so that individuals and businesses face the full costs of their operations, 
that is, the private costs of production plus environmental costs. As described in 
Chapter 2, if external costs are not considered, the price of goods is artificially 
low, too much of the good is produced, and those who hear the environmental 
costs in eiiecl subsidize those who use the products of enviroruncntally-damaging 
activities. 

120 



Important criteria for selection of Pis include economic efficiency and cost
effectiveness. Efficiency refers to the relationship between the benefits and costs 
of carrying out a PI. Cost-effectiveness takes benefits as a given and addresses 
whether a PI achieves an environmental objective at least cost, or obtains the 
highest level of an environmental good for a given cost. Efficiency and cost
effectiveness clearly arc important concerns when considering Pis for coa~tal area 
management. This is especially true for developing countries where 
environmental projects must compete with other beneficial public projects for 
severely limited resources. 

Other important factors in selecting Pis include transactions and infonnation costs 
and distributional effects. Transactions and information costs encompass all of 
the costs· necessary to design, carry out, monitor, and enforce Pis. These costs 
can be substantial. Distributional effects refer to how the gains and losses from 
adoption of Pis are divided between affected individuals and groups. Policies 
proposed for coastal areas, e.g., zoning and limits on waste discharges, can 
impose substantial costs on, and create large gains for, different parties. The 
resulting interplay among interest groups and government agencies over who gets 
the benefits and pays the costs often determines how - and even whether - a 
policy will be adopted and then implemented (OECD, 1994; Zeckhauser, 1985; 
Downing, 1981; Opaluch and Ka~hmanian, 1985; sec also, Olsen, 1989; Coello, 
Praofio-Leroux, and Robadue, no date). 

The transaction costs and distributional effects of Pis are of special concern in 
coastal area management since the market fuilure which drhes the demand for 
policy usually occurs within a multi-jurisdictional system of governments. 
Transaction costs olten are important, for example, when trying to develop policy 
approaches for controlling agricultural runoff, sewerage discharges, or pollution 
discharges from industrial sources. These releases into the environment typically 
originate in a multitude of upland watershed communities. Eventually they enter 
an estuary, and reduce the productivity of the esruary and by that the many 
services it provides to people in many other communities. Negotiating and 
implementing approaches for addressing such problems among many independent 
government units in the watershed can be costly, given the many intere-Sts 
involved. Further, the costs and benefits from incroduction of Pis olten will be 
distributed unequally, which raises important distributional issues. 

In sununary, many coastal areas face similar kinds of management issues; but 
each area will have a unique institutional setting, policy objectives, and financial, 
political and perhaps other constraints. Further, many Pis might, in principle, 
be applied, each in various ways; and each may have different consequences with 
respect to important criteria, including not only economic efficiency and cost
effectiveness but also transactions and information costs and distrihutiorial effects. 
lienee, in practice many tradeoffs must be made, and no simple checklist can be 
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used to choose the "best" PI without reference to the circumstances relevant to 
each issue and coastal area. 

8.2 PURPOSE, SCOPE, AND ORGANIZATION 

This Chapter reviews sume policy instruments potentially useful for coastal area 
management. We do not indica!~: which of the Pis reviewed might be "best" 
suited for particular coastal management issues. This is because, as noted, the 
choice of Pis will depend upon tht: circumstances of particular areas. Instead, we 
adopt a pragmatic approach in which we confine ourselves to reviewing the 
principal characteristics and the potential strengths and wealmesses of major Pis. 

We focus on Pis generally devised and carried out by governments and ignore 
voltmtary negotiations among affected parties. In individual cases negotiations 
may be possible when the number of parties is small so that the transaction costs 
of negotiating are low. However, most important coastal area management 
problems, for example, water quality issues, involve numerous sources and 
victims. 'Jbese problems do not lend themselves to negotiations as in Coase 
(1960). 

Our review draws upon the available literature, and we attempt to capture some 
the major issues identified in theory and in practice. Given the generic approach 
of this Document, the treatment is necessarily general. Renders interested in a 
more extensive treatment of particular topics can consnlt publications included 
in the list of references. 

Our aim is to explore the range of instruments and their application. First, we 
defme the rn-·o broad categories of policy instruments, Rfs and Eis, discuss the 
basic rationale behind their application, and comment upon the way they affect 
behavior. Then we provide an overview of major policy instruments, 
highlighting their strong and weak points. We also provide exrunplcs of their 
ru;e, after which we review some practical conditions that influence the 
effectiveness of Pis. The discussion concludes with some brief case studies 
illustrating how Pis have been used, or proposed fur usc, in practice. 

8.3 POLTCY INSTRUMENTS: INTRODUCTION 

Regulatory Instruments 

Rls are the most common Pis used in environJllental policy. As noted earlier, 
Rls are designed to affect directly the behavior of finns or households by 
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dictating what is allowable and what is not (OECD, 19R9). Rls designed to 
control pollution include discharge penni11., discharge level standards, and 
technology standards. Other types of Rls are designed to control the use of land, 
coastal waters and other resources and include zoning requirements, licensing, 
and protection of species and resources. 

The political appeal of Rls is, in part, due to tl1e dired nature of reguhrtory 
control that allows policy makers to be (or appear) decisive and effective. The 
political feasibility of Rls targeted at industry discharges may also he enhanced 
when filii implementation is delayed lowering the level of short-run costs to 
constituents (Zcckhauser, 1985). Another factor is that the distribution effects of 
Rls may often not be as easily discerned compared to the distribution effects of 
economic instruments, such as charges. Thus, Rls may meet less political 
resistance (Bohm and Russell, J 985). The environmental agency may also prefer 
Rls that give the agency flexibility in the timing of implemental.iun and direct 
control over specific characteristics of the regulation. 

The effectiveness ofRls in reducing discharges from pollution sources depends 
upon the influence the regulation has on the motivation of the owners and 
operators. Those owners and operators concerned only with maximizing their 
economic returns will balance the cost savings they can expect from· not 
complying with regulations against the costs they will face if their operations are 
monitored and found in violation (Hartford, 1978 and Russell, 1988). TI1erefore, 
pollution source owners or operators will consider the costs of complying, the 
probability of being monitored, the probability of being penalized, if found to be 
in violation, and the size of the penalty for failing to comply. 

Tn practice, monitoring often is limited and, often, self-monitoring is used, and 
the polluter is expected to report violations (Russell, 1990). There is also 
uncertainty in the size ofths penalty, which can be reduced or suspended once 
assessed (EPA, 1992). It follows that in considering the use of Rls, the 
en"ironmental objective may be difficnlt to achieve when there are high costs of 
compliance, imperfect monitoring, and when penalties for violations are low or 
uncertain. However, motivatioru; other than profit maximization, such as a sense 
of responsibility, also may be important {Wasserman, 1993). In the United 
States, for example, nearly one thousand companies have agreed voluntarily to 
reduce air pollution emissions of high priority toxins by 347 million pounds (US 
GAO, 1993). This suggests that there arc many potential motivations for 
compliance, in addition to economic incentives. For example, one analysis of 
voluntary programs in the US found that large firms with high pollution volwnc 
listed in widely available public information documents were more likely to 
engage in voltmtary reductions. The implication is that these fiiTUs are sensitive 
to their public image and consumer response to pollution information (Arora and 
Cason, 1994). 
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Regulations protecting species and other special resources are based on national 
laws and international treaties which, for example, prohibit the consumptive use 
of endangered species, the destruction of wetlands or coral formations, or the 
killing of migratory birds. For example, endangered species legislation in many 
countries prohibits the taking, trading, or even possession of members of 
endangered species. In No. America, the lVfigratory Bird Treaty Act pmtects 
marine hirds fTom h1mting or other causes of mortality, and many nations have 
laws and subscribe to conventions restricting or prohibiting the killing of marine 
rmunrnals. Many comtries also restrict the destruction of coral, wetlands, and 
other natural habitats. 

Economic lm;/ruments 

Els attempt to create market-type incentives for avoiding pollution incidents mtd 
discharges by using individual~' private interests to promote public purposes 
(SchulZe, 1975). However, a common objective ofEis also is to raise revenues 
for pull uti on prevention, for cleanup, for operation of public facilities, and for 
restoration (Anderson, eta/., 1971; Grigalunas andOpaluch, 1988;0ECD, 1989; 
and US GAO, 1993). Els designed to a1Iect prices directly are ellluent, product, 
and user charges or taxes, subsidies, and refund-deposit systems. Eis designed 
to crcalt: a markd that promotes pollution reduction at least cost are tradeable 
pennit systems. Eis, such as systems of transferable development rights, can 
promote habil.at preservation and desirable land use alternatives. I:' is that transfer 
society's risks to the polluter are liability rules and performance bonds. 

Growing interest in Els stems, in part, .from the concern that Rls impose 
wmecessarily high costs, which hinder efficiency and competitiveness. The appeal 
of Eis is their anticipated efficiency and cost effectiveness, the incenti-ve they 
provide for lechni.:al innovation, and their potential for revenue generation. 

The effectiveness of Els sh:ms fium the financial incentives they impart to the 
firm by forcing firms to internalize costs (the Pollllter Pays Principle). Lacking 
environmental regulations, prufit-maximi7ing firms will not consider the 
damages caused by its actions. Unregulated firms will produce goods, and 
pollution, uutil d1e revenl!e from the hml unit ofthc good produced is equivalent 
to the private costs of producing that unit. Under a reglllatory scheme that nscs 
Els, the costs that the firm considtln; include private costs plus the social costs 
of its pollution output. The perfectly operating El thus tnmsfers the costs of 
bearing the pollution injllly .from society to the firm that generates it. In this 
way, bls create an incentive lOr the firm either to reduce the level of pollution 
or its effects. Tn practice, the true social cosl> ofpollution may he hard to know, 
and the El may or may not fully transfer the social costs of pollution to the firm. 
Ho-wever, the general effects of the incentive mechanism remain the same· when 
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firms are assessed for their discharges, and the firm will want to reduce pollution
if the gains from reducing discharges exceed the cost of doing so. 

8.4 OVERVIEW OF MAJOR POLICY INSTRUMENTS 

Regulatory Instruments 

Examples of Rls available are given in Table 8.1. The characteristics, strengths 
and weaknesses of these and other Rl~ arc described in the sections which fnliow. 

• Discharge Standards 

Discharge Standards define the allowable discharge levels of a point source of air 
emissions or effluent. For example, the Uniled S!aies Environmental Protection 
Agency ("EPA") has identified 126 priority toxic chemicals and has set national 
effluent guidelines concerning water quality stamlards for categories of industries. 
The EPA also designs the 
numerical criteria for water 
quality standards expressed as 
chemic-al concentration levels 
that are administered at the 
state level (GAO, 1991)_ The 
strongest argument for using 
standards occurs when there is 
a threshold beyond which 
discharges are very harmful 
and the source of the discharge 
is readily identifiable, fur 
example, a point source such 
as industrial plant discharge 
p1pe. 

Generally, discharge standards 
are not a cost-effective way 

Table 8.1 Regulatory Instrument>: Examples 

Discharge Stondanls 
Numeric discharge limits 

Tecbnology Standanl!i 
Effioe:nt pre-treatmcot requirements 
Ileot available oontrol lttbuology 
requirements 

Zonin~ 
Land use restrictions 

Permits and LiC<RS\>S 
Set authorized roJcascs & activitie.• 

Criminal Sanclioll!l 
Jmprisoomcot 

of achieving society's environmental objective. For one thing, all firms must 
achieve the same discharge levds, though the marginal cost of abatement may 
differ substantially among finns. Therefore, potential gains from trade are not 
exploited. Further, the co;sl.s to the agency of defining, revising, and monitoring 
discharge standards decrease their effectiveness. Evidence of the difficulty of 
implementation is indicated by the fact that in 1991, only 24 out of 50 states in 
the US could set up fully the numeric criteria for discharges as outlined by the 
EPA. Lack of resources at !he state lnel was a significant r~son for the 
limited application (GAO, 1991). If this is true in wealthy countries, like the 
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U.S., the feasibilit) of effe<:tively implementing discharge standards b likely to 
be especially problematic in developing countries. 

•Technology Standards 

Te.::hnology standards dictate the type of abatement or production technology to 
he used by the finn or treatment facility. Regulations can require fillilS to use the 
best available technology (BAT), which might involve new, potentially high-cost 
approaches, or the somewhat relaxed requirement of the best practicable 
technology (BPT). Technology standards may also be indirectly applied as with 
Maximum Achievable Control Technology (MACT) standards, which are 
discharge standards based on the best demonstrated control technologies. It is also 
possible to design flexibility mto technology standards. For example, the US 
EPA's Coastal Nonpoint Pollution control Pwgram requires local authorities to 
choose among various technical solutions to nonpoinl source problems. As an 
illustration, the EPA recommends and gives guidance for the application of 
stonn water and effiuent runotf control teclmologies for five types of animal 
feedlot operations. Ihe methods of control include various technical specifications 
for diversions, settlement basins, retention ponds, and efl:luent disposal (EPA, 
1993). 

The possible udvantages of technology standards are low transi!L1:ion costs (for 
some costs) and certainty of the level of discharges. Low transaction costs stem 
from the avoided infonnation costs among firms, ira technological standard is 
set hy a govenuncnt agency. Further, monitoring costs may be lower if use of 
the approved technology i~ regarded as in compliance. However, the technology 
mandated by the agency likely will not be the efficient choice for all tirms 
(Bohm and Russell, 1985). Similarly, monitoring ousts may not be reduced and 
discharge levels may not be certain, if the abatement equipment is bypassed or 
not fully operable. In short, even the presence of the appropriate technology 
does not ensure that firms will reduce discharges or that the outcome will be 
efficient or oost-cffcctive. 

•zoning 

Zoning attempts to protect specified areas from a variety of human activities and 
is used often in coastal area management. Commonly used zoning practices 
include a prohibition on locating heavy industry, minimum lot size for residential 
development, or outright prohibition of development, e.g., on unstable harriet 
beaches or in designated preservation areas. Other examples include 
~s!ahlishment of special management areas and sanctuaries to protect unique 
shoreline or marine areas; or in a related vein, state or nalinnal parks may be set 
aside and reserved for limited public uses. lbruugh the outright restriction of the 
categories or scale of activities, government may reduce the threat of externalities 
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due to unattractive development, habitat destruction, or other adverse ecosystem 
effects caused by harmful discharges or activities, for example. 

Z<lning can be effective in protecting coastal area rcsour~;es, by that maintaining 
the environmental benefits that these resources provide to people. However, 
zoning also can have substantial costs. Perhaps d1e largest of these is the 
opportunity cost or foregone benefits when land development is precluded 
(Parsons, 1991). Other costs arise if the diversion of dcvduprnent activity from 
coastal areas to other, substitute locations causes adverse environmental effects 
at the substitute locations. 

The efficiency of zoning regulations depends upon the benefit from limiting 
development as compared to the costs associated with these actions. These 
benefits depend upon the attributes of the area or the productivity of th"' natural 
environment. For example, some of the benefits of increasing minimum 
allowable lot sizes show up in higher property values, 'Yhich can be capturt!d by 
hedonic analyses, as described in Chapter 4. The costs of zoning, as noted, are 
comprised of opportunity costs and possible environmental externalities at silt:s 
to which precluded coastal area development is diverted. 

Another application of zoning for environmental goals is to group polluting firms 
together in a specified area so that wastes can be treated b} a common treatment 
facility. Grouping firms in an industrialized zone may reduce the waste treatment 
costs to the individual fmn, if scale economies exist for waste treatment For 
example, Opaluch and Kashmanian (1985) found that the Rhode Island jewelry 
industry, located along Narragansett Bay, could reali7.e considerable cost savings 
through centralized waste treatment, even when the costs of hauling wastes from 
the plants to the ccntrali.ted facility were included. 

Permits and licenses arc a standard component of regulatory control and are 
often mcd with other forms of regulatory and economic instruments. Permits and 
licenses arc administrative mechanisms that authorize discharges, land use, 
resource use, etc. which allow government to monitor and to some extent 
control, activity. 1bcy arc generally granted for a limited period, and must be 
renewed. Permits and licenses can be withdrawn for noncompliance and can be 
an effective part of enforcement. Permit and license fees are also sources of 
revenue. 

For example, the US EPA's title V penni! program is a major element of the 
agency's recent efforts to control air pollution from stationary sources. Each 
source must obtain an operating permit that will list all the air quality 
requirements for that source. The availability and certainty of this infonnation 
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should simplify and speed up enforcement (US GAO, 1994). 

Permits and licenses also are used to allocate scarce wildlife experiences. For 
example, a permit may be required for hunting or fishing, which might limit tlie 
number of fish or game birds that can be harvested. Or, permits or licenses 
might limit the number of individuals who can camp or usc natural enviromnents 
at a given time. 

•Criminal Sanctions 

Criminal sanctions pose the threat of imprisonment, oomrmmity service, financial 
penalties, or other restrictions on individuals found guilty of breaking 
environmental laws. Criminal sanctions influence the individual's behavior, even 
when the individual is acting in the corporation's behalf. The effectiveness of 
criminal sanctions is largely dependent on the level of enforcement. In the United 
States, criminal enforcement is the fastest growing component of the EPA's 
enforcement effort (EPA, 1993) 

Criminal sanctions may be expensive to carry out and the outcome is \Ulcertain. 
Their political appeal stems from the classification of infractions of some 
environmental laws as criminal behavior, giving the appearance of high 
governmental priority for environmental objective~. However, knowledge about 
the relative effectiveness of this set of instruments is limited (see, however, 
Segerson and Tictcnberg, 1992; and Cohen, 1993). 

Economic Instruments 

Many Els are available and may be meful for addressing particular coastal area 
problems (Table 8.3). Below we describe important features of these Els, 
including strent,>ths and weaknesses. 

•Disdmrgt: Fees or Charges 

Dischargo: fo:o:s ur charges are costs imposed on the firm for the discharge of 
pollutants. To the extent these charges approximate marginal damages attributable 
to d1e relem;t:, they inlt:malizo: the externality and force the discharger to account 
for the costs of using scarce environmental resources. However, in practice 
d1cse chargo:s may nul bt: bll,';ed un actual emissions, which can be costly to 
monitor. Instead, they may be based on some proxy measurement such as hours 
of operation, energy cunsumpliilll, ur may even be imposed as a flat f~e that does 
not reflect the actual level of discharges at all (OECD, 1989) 



Discharge fees and charges are the most widely used Els in both the number of 
countries that use them and the range of applications. They have most often been 
set at a rate too low to induce a financial incentive fur pollution redul:tion. 
ln!rtead, fees and charges raise revenue for the subsidization of abatement costs 
or fi.mding of common treatment facilities. However, lh~y also redu~e pollution 
through the fmancial incentive provided when the charges are set high enough, 
such as in the Netherlands system of effluent ~barges (Hahn, 1989). Potential 
difficulties with discharge 
fees and charges have hccn 
noted by Brovm and 
Johnson (1984), particularly 
the strong political 
opposition to effluent feCI\ 
when they were initiated in 
Germany. Another potential 
problem is that they may 
cause the finn to shift 
pollution output from one 
environmental medium w 
another (US G.-\0,1993). 

Product charges or taxes ar~ 
levied on the marketable 
product of the prodm:tiun 
process or on inputs. 
Product charges ~ ofien 
used when the product itself 
is the source of pollution 
and there is no common 
discharge point, or when 
pollution is due to a specific 

Table 8.2 Economic Instrument.'!l: Examples 

Di~charge Fees or Charges 
F «' per unit of discharge 

Product Charges 
Fee on undesirable material 

User Fees 
Volume charges on water use 
Access fees 

Subsidies 
Grants & tai allowance:s 

Tr:u.deable Permits 
Point source I point source 
Point source f non-point source 

Transferable Develop't Righb 
Llllld trusts 

Deposit & U...fund Systems 
Beverage & pesticide containers 

Performance Bonds 
Prepay't of laudscapc rehabilitation 

Fines & Peualties 
Remediation & restoration costs 

Liability 
Damages & restoration 

input of the production pr(}l;ess. The product charge is generally a surtax at the 
consumer level since the harm to the environment is caused by the consumption 
or perhap.~ the disposal ufthe product. Common examples of product charges are 
fees on pesticides, lertilizers, and non-rechargeable batteries (OECD, 1989) 

The financial incentive created by a product charge is based on the relative prices 
of substitute goods. If the product charge sufficiently raises its relative price, 
consumption of the undesirable product should decrease. Of course, with 
inelastic demand for a product, a product charge would be unlikely to be 
effective in reducing consumption or use. 
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Similar to the application of discharge fees and charges, pmduct charges are 
generally used to raise revenues and are not set high enough lo influence behavior 
(OJ-<:CD, 1989). A notable exception occurred in Austria. A small tax on 
pesticides and fertili7.crs had the unintentional result of decreasing their use by 
30 percent uver a two-year period (US GAO, 1993). !\ major concern in the 
application of product charges is that producers might shift to more economical 
but equally hazardous substitute inputs or use unregulated inputs or processes 
(Macauley, Bowes, and Palmer, 1992). 

User charges can take the foiTil of entry fees, waste-w[J_ter fees, development fees, 
or fees for hunting and fishing. Entry fees are a practical way to fund operation 
and maintenance of recreational sites. If set high enough, entry fees also reduce 
the quantity demanded and may help avoid congestion at hea"Vily used sites. On 
the other hand, residents IllilY view mer fees as nnfuir, unless residents are 
assessed lower tees than visitors. Waste-water charges primarily are used to pay 
for the costs of sewerage !realment facilities. However, these charges may 
discourage some water use, if the cost is tied to the volume of water tL~ed. 

Other variations of user tees include development fees. For example, 
commnnities may levy a ftl~ on developers to help defray the costs of 
administering permits and perhaps mitigating some undesirable consequences of 
development. Licenses and their as~odated fees for hunting and fishing provide 
funding for government agency activity for these resources and restrict catch or 
usc. 

•Subsidies 

The use of subsidies as an ET for environmental protection is common practice 
although the funding sources are varied. In France, sub~idies generally transter 
the revenues raised by discharge fees or product charges to support a desirable 
activity, such as pollution abatement or waste treatment. In ether countries, such 
as the United States, Germany, and Swed~n, subsidies for construction of new 
waste treatment facilities or abatement research have come from general revenues 
and are not tied to charges (Opschoor and Vos in OF.CD, 1989). In the United 
States, the cleanup of hazardous wastes is partiaUy subsidized and partially 
funded through revenues from taxes on pelrukum, chemical feedstocks, and a 
corporate environmental tax (Probst and Portney, 1992). 

Subsidies can also take the form of tariti redactions. For example, in the 
Philippines half of the tariff on pollution control equipment is waived. In the 
former Yugoslavia, pollution control eqnipment was exempt from custom duties 
(Bernstein, 1993). 



IIowever, in some situations, subsidies unrelated to pollution control may have 
adverse environmental consequences. Mahar (1989) cites subsidized farm credits 
and investment tax credits as significant causes of the deforestation of Brazil's 
Amazon Region. It is not uncommon for price distortions resulting from input 
subsidies to hinder achievement of environmental objectives. For example, 
subsidies for fertilizer use in Korea, on pesticide use in Indonesia, and on enerb'Y 
consumption in Taiwan encourage their use (Demstein, 1993). Similarly, 
subsidies for sewerage treatment facilities encourage large, capital-intensive 
systems, while reducing incentives for water conservation. 

Subsidies also may involve using differentials in property taxes to encourage 
socially desiraWe land uses. For example, some countries assess lower taxes on 
land used for agricultural purposes rather than tax the land valued for its most 
profitable use, which might be as commercial or residential property. Use of a 
tax differential encourages the preservation of open space and a rural way of life. 
However, it likely is oflimited effectiveness where pressures for development are 
substantial due to the high opportunity cost of agricultural land preservation. 

On the other hand, the removal of environmentally detrimental subsidies can have 
beneficial effects on the environment. For example, Kramer and Shabman (1993) 
found that policy reforms, which denied program benefits to fanners growing 

. crops on lands drained after a certain date, and phased out government-supplied 
technical assistance for draining wetlands, helped to slow the environmentally 
detrlmental conversion of bottomland hardwood wetlands to agricultural uses in 
the Mississippi Delta (USA) region. 

•Tradeable Permits 

Tradeable permits are a relatively new type of EI and have not yet been v.idcly 
used, with most examples occurring in the United States (Opschoor and Vos in 
OECD, 1989). Under a tradeable permit system, the agency decides the to1al 
discharge level for a particular pollutant in a certain geographic area. Individual 
discharge permits ure distributed to the pollution sources in the urea. The sum of 
dischnrges allowed by these permits is set to the agency's environmental 
objective. The initial distribution of permits is an important issue. Permits may 
be distributed free to polluters, based on hi>torical discharge levels, or auctioned, 
by that transferring potential gains to the government. Once distributed, permits 
can be bought and sold, which tends to equalize the marginal cost of pollution 
abatement across all participants. 

A well-functioning tradeable-permits system promotes cost effectiveness in that 
the en,~momcntal objective, i.e., the aggregate level of discharges set by the 
agency - is achieved at the lowest cost. lbis result occurs because finns with 
high abatement costs will want lo have higher discharge levels and will purchase 
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discharge permits from firms with lower abatement costs_ The aggregate costs of 
achieving the environmental obje~,iive are minimized when all firms face the 
same marginal cost of abatement, and are free to choose the type of abatement 
equipment and their discharge leveL The level of discharges across finns will 
vary according to the trading of pennits in the market. 

Trading can also take place within a single firm. Netting occurs when a new 
poUution source at an existing facility uses discharge permits saved by reducing 
emissions at another source within the same facility. Offsets occur when a new 
pollution source at a new facility produces less pollution than allowed by the 
discharge permits saved by retiring an existing source. Offsets allow for new 
sources outside existing facilities to replace existing sources, provided there is a 
net loss in discharges. Offiets may also involve trading among different fmns. 
Bubbles allow the firm to aggregate the discharge permits of all the existing 
sources at a single facility and diiD-ihute discharges among those sources as it 
wants, provided the total allowable discharge level tbr the facility is not 
exceeded. Banking allows firms to save emission reductions be)ond current 
discharge levels for future use. 

In practice tradeable permit systems have led to substantial cost savings, but have 
not achieved maximum potential savings. Most of the trading has been internal, 
so the full cost savings resulting from industry-wide minimum abatement costs 
have not hcen realized. External trading has been hampered hy regulatory 
instruments that coexist with the tradeable permit system (Hahn, 1989). On the 
other hand, the administering agencies have incurred the costs of providing the 
institutional setting that promotes active trading (Opschoor and Vos in OF.CD, 
1989). These costs derive from efforts to approve and monitor trades and to 
entbrce the changing allocation ofpennits so that each finn's level of discharges 
malcho;~ its permit allocation. Another concern for a tradeable pennit system is 
political opposition arising ti·om groups opposed to selling or giving firms the 
"right to pollute"; amll'rum tht: .:omtilut:nls of "hot spot~" where the local level 
of pollution has risen dl!e to the re-allocation of permits. 

• Transterable Development Rights 

A system oftranstbrable development rights (TDRs) pruvides incentives for land 
pr(:Servation by allowing the transfer of foregone l!tlvelopment capacity to a 
more-developed target area. In a TOR system, owners or real estate in the 
preservation area sell the right to develop d1eir properly to others who .:an apply 
those rights towards development in the target area. The preservation area 
~;ontairu. desirablo; attributes or provides amenities, such as spe~;io;,o; habitat, natural 
resources, or recreational and agricultural nses, which would be lost under 
commercial or residential land use development. 'l11c target area is generally an 
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area where development has already occurred and where a market for increased 
development exists. 

Transfers of development rights are driven by the desire of developers to increase 
developmt:nl in the target area beyond normal zoning limitations. Increased 
development in the target area occurs tiu:ough use of the transferred development 
rights as "bonus" zoning allowances for the target area. Compensation is provided 
to the preservation area land owner tiu:ough the sale of TDRs to a devdoper. 
The market ddennines the price ofTDRs. In part, the price is detennined by the 
expected increase in the developer's profits due to increased density (Small and 
Derr 1980). 

The govt:Tillnent plays a significant role in the design, implementation, and 
monitoring of a "IDR system In designing a TOR system, the government must 
define both the preservation and target areas, and the transfer ratio - how many 
units of preservation area development rights are required to allow for one unit 
of density increase in the target area - the initial distribution of TORs. 
Additionally, the government must decide whether the system will be voluntary 
or mandatory. Dcfming a coastal zone as a preservation area can be problematic 
as there may be greater pressure to develop the coastal zone than an inland 
transfer zone, by that diminishing the incentive to purchase TDRs (McGilvray, 
et al., 1985). The initial distribution of TDRs can be based on either the size of 
the parcels, i.e., per unit of area, or on the estimated development value of the 
land. Distribution of TDRs according to estimated development value would 
acknowledge the heterogeneity of parcels within the preservation area. Based on 
the idea of just compensation, a voluntary TOR system may he more feasible 
1han a mandatory system. In the U.S., mandatory systems have been challenged 
for providing unjust compensation due to the uncertainty of TOR price and 
demand (McGilvray, et al., 1985). 

The compensa1ion provided land O'-'"Oers in the preservation area has also been 
subject to criticisms based on fairness and uncertainty. The compensation to land 
owners is determined in an unstable markc1 that is sensitive to the design 
decisions of the government (Barrows and Prenguher 1975). Questions also arise 
whether land owners in the preservation area should receive compensation, which 
is an unearned increment in value, due to public action such a~ the creation of 
TDRs (Field and Conrad 1975, Barrows and Prcnguber 1975). Another major 
criticism of TOR programs is that the costs of preservation borne by purchasers 
of TORs are not related to the benefits of preservation, such as recreational use 
and nonuse values. The resulting preserved acreage may. not approximate the 
optimal level (Small and Derr, 1980). 

A variation of a TDR system in common practice in the U.S. is 1he "land trust" 
system. Under a "land trust" system either 1he government or a non·governmental 
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organization purchases the development rights of land in the preservation area 
and retires them. The land trust may also promote preservation through ownership 
of land or through easement acquisition. Public and private land trusts have been 
active in the U.S. presening farmland, habitat, and natural resources. In 1990, 
there were over eight hundred active land trusts in the U.S. protecting over two 
million acres (US Department of Agriculture, 1994). 

• Deposit and Refund Systems 

Deposit and refunds are used most often as a financial incentive for the proper 
disposal of a consumer product. At the time of purchase the buyer pays a deposit 
refunded when the product or its residual is disposed of in the pre-specified 
manner. For example, the disposal of beverage containers has been successfillly 
controlled by deposit and refund systems in the United States, Canada, Gennany, 
france, and Switzerland. The disposal of car hulks has also been successfully 
controlled by deposit and refund systems in Norway and Sweden (Opschoor and 
Vos in OECD, 1989). Deposit and refund systems have been used to control the 
disposal of potentially hazardous wastes such as car batteries and pesticide 
containers (Bernstein, 1993). These systems havo also been recommended for 
toxic substances such as chlorinated solvents and brominated flame retardants 
(Macauley, Bowes, and Palmer, 1992). Potential problems in the application of 
deposit and refund systems to hazardous wastes arc that hazardous wastes are 
often not precisely defined or measured. Also, refunds may also not he large 
enough to discourage illegal disposal (Hahn, 1988). 

• Pertbnnance Bonds 

Performance honds are similar to deposit-refund systems in that payment is made 
prior to any actual environmental damage to ensure that pulenlial damage is 
avoided_ Performance bond payments arc intended to cover the full cost of any 
potential damages or restoration and arc refunded when predetermined conditions 
are met. For example, performance bonds are used in regulating the Australian 
mining industry as an incentive to rehabilitate fully former mining sites 
(Opschoor and Vos in OECD, 1989). In the United States, performance bonds are 
recommended by the EPA as an innovative approach to encourage !he use of 
coastal nonpoint pollution control (EPA, 1993). 

The advantage of performance bonds is that they fully protect society from the 
risk that the polluting finn may become bankrupt before fulfilling its resloraliun 
commitments. Performance bonds also relieve !he potential risks associated \Vith 
innovative nev• processes. 

... 
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•Fines am! Penalties 

Fines and pt:naHies are ofien levied on finns for violations of environmental 
regulations. However, they are not always set high enough to act as incentives for 
compliam;e with envirunrnental n:gulations (Bernstein, 1993). Arbitrarily set or 
flat rate ilnes and penalties likely will produce little incentive for compliance 
ami will havtl no relationship to damages. Fines and penalties that are larger than 
the profits gained from non-compliance are compatible with the Polluter Pays 
Principle and have been successful in OECD countries (Oj'Jschoor and Vos in 
OI::CD, 1989). Under US EPA guidelines (EPA, 1984) assessed penalties should 
include the defendants' economic gains from noncompliance ami a subsWnlial 
monetary component that reflects the gravity of the violation. 

Beyond fines and penalties, Supplemental Enforcement Projects (SEPs) are being 
used in the United States. SEPs provide additional envirornmm!al bendils beyond 
traditional penalties and relief through the courts. Under the 19\ll Policy On the 
Use of Supplemental Environmental Projects in EPA SettlCments (EPA, 1991) 
the defendant may undertake projects or programs other than those required to 
correct the violation in exchange for a reduction in the assessed civil penalty. Tiw 
EPA requires that SEPs maintain an appropriate relationship to the original 
violation and that SEPs in no way reward firms by subsidizing legally required 
compliance. SEl's can promote pollution prevention, pollution abatement, 
environrm:utal restoraliou, and environmental auditing. The total estimated value 
of SEPs in the United States increased fium S48 million in t1scal year 1992 to 
over $73 million in lis~:al year 1993 (EPA, 1994). 

•Liability 

Liability serves the twin purposes of providing an incentive for due care to avoid 
environmental harm and compensating those who suffer losses. Liability for 
environmen!al damages generally requires the party responsible for the 
environmental injury to pay damages. These damages are for the lost services 
caused by the injury to the natural resource and for the costs of restoring the 
resource. To learn the value of a claim, a damage assessment must be done. The 
damage a;;sessmo;nt establishes the linkages between the injury to the environment 
and the lost services to people provided by the resource. The assessment also 
determim:s the value of the lost services, and the costs of restoration. Recent 
policy developments and technical advrn1ces enhance the potential applicability 
of liability as a useful policy instrument in certain situations (Grigalunas and 
Op:lluch, 1988; Kopp and Smith, 1993). 

Theoretically, liability is akin to a tax on potenti:ll environmental losses. The 
threat of liability providt:s an incenti,;·e for potential polluters to exercise care, 
since it must bear the costs of any damages. The potential polluter will use the 
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levd uf expeded damages as a gauge to decide the appropriate level of 
precaution (Grigalunas and Opaluch, 1988; Tietenberg, 1989). 

Use of liability as an El requires that cause-and-eftf.lct linkages be established 
between an incident and a money measure of damages. These linkages extend 
from a spill (or other environmental disturbance), to a deterioration in ambient 
o.;onditiuns in the aiTected environment (e.g., concentration of a pollutant in the 
water), to injury to particular natural resources (e.g., loss offish or birds), to a 
loss in services to J!leople (e.g., lost catch of fish), which ultimately results in 
damages to people measured in monetary tenns. 

In practice, however, a system based on liability for environmental damages fuces 
severe problems. This is because of difficulties in quantifying damages in dollar 
terms and the high cost oflegal proceedings (Cootner, 1991). However, use of 
liability as an EI is much more practical often due to recent developments, which 
provide a legal and administrative framevmrk for this approach. For example, 
in the US simplified approaches have been developed to estimate damages from 
relatively minor oil and hazardous substance spi11s in coastal and marine 
environments. Two types of simplified approaches are available. One relies on 
use of an integrated, interdisciplinary computer model that simulates spills and 
their consequences, given information about the spill and the affected coastal 
environment (Grigalun.as and Opaluch, 1988). The second simplified approach 
employs "look-up tables" or a simple formula lo arrive at an estimate of a claim 
against a polluter. For example, several states employ a formula, based on expert 
judgment and qualitative considerations, which specifies the claim as: 

where 

Dollar Claim= ($/volume) x T x P xES x (Volume spilled} 

$/volume is a basic dollar charge per unit spil1ed 
T = an index of the toxicity for the substance spilled 
P = an index of persistence for the substance spilled 
ES = an index reflecting the environmental sensitivity of the affected area 
Volume= amount spilled 

Other factors might be added to reflect the amount cleaned up, the season of the 
spill, or other considerations. Ideally, the fonnnla would approximate the "true" 
damage function'. Of course, learning the base monetary damage per unit spilled 

'The TJ.S Department of Commerce, National Oceanographic and Alm">"Phcric 
Administration (1993) has recently proposed regulations which use simple formula for 
assessing d=ages from oil spills up to 50,000 gallons. Separate formula are given for 
diflCrcnt oil types, spill sizes, envinmm~nt types arul >easons. Rr:pcated applicatiollS of 
an interdisciplinary computer model were used to generate the formula 
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is problematic and remains a critical issue with use of a simplified formula such 
as that indicated above. 

8.5 POLICY INSTRUMENT EFFECTIVENESS 

Introduction 

The preceding section describing the various policy instruments suggests that 
certain instruments are better suited to some applications than others. This section 
explores some practical conditions that influence the effectiveness of Pis. These 
conditioru; can often be manipulated to increase the effectiveness of Pis either 
through mixed use ofRls and Els or through other policy reforms. Achievement 
of environmental objectives requires that environmental Pis (1) arc compatible 
with other policy objedives; (2) have broad-based support; and (3) provide the 
appropriate incentives to firms and individuals. Specific conditions that 
influence the effectiveness of Pis include: 

• compatibility with the environmental objective 
• compatibility with existing government policies 
• administrative teasihility 
• political fcasibilitv 
• compatibility with other government objectives 
• cost eiTectivcncss 
• gains from technological change 
• per unit discharge costs 

Each of these is briefly reviewed. 

Factors Influencing Effectiveness of Pis 

Compatibility with the Environmental Objective 

A policy instrument may be incompatible with some filcets of the environmental 
policy objective. For example, a system of tnu.leabh: permits dmt allov.·s the 
creation of "hot spots", i.e., sources that have increased discharge levels through 
purchasing permits, may be incompatible with local <ill quality objectives. In 
some instances, it may be possible that the local firm can legally discharge more 
under a system of tradeable permits than under a currrrmmd and corrtrol regime, 
even though aggregate levels of pollution in the region is lower. 

The tradeable permit system designed to enhance air quality in the Los Angeles 
Basin addressed this incompatibility. i.e., the presence of "hot spots", in two 
ways. First, the tradeable permit system co-existed with a command and control 
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regime that limited discharges at each source according to technology-based 
standards. Second, trading reforms were initiated dmt only allowed sales to 
downwind trading partners (Foster and IIahn, 1993 ). 

Compatibility with Existing Government Policies 

The effectiveness of a PI may be restricted due to other existing regulations or 
institutional practices. For example, coll.'lervation-oriented, land-use rt:Strictions 
under the administration of the federal Institute of Forestry Development 
prohibited landowners from clearing more than one-half of their land holdings in 
the Amazonia region of Brazil. Simultaneously, the National Institute for 
Colonization and Agrarian Reform maintained a policy by which deforestation 
wa~ considered a suitable land improvement qualifYing a homesteader lOr rights 
of possession (Mahar, 1989). 

The practices of a country's legal institutions may also inhibit the effectiveness 
uf some policy instruments. If property rights are not flnnly established, or are 
unenforced, policy instruments that depend on property rights such as zoning, 
lkensing, and liability will be unsuccessfuL Similarly, if the local conrts do not 
enfOrce civil penalties or collect taxes, a policy that relies on these courts to 
~nlUrce environmental regulation.s and collections will meet with limited success. 

Th~ Amazonia region of Brazil can again be an example. The rural land tax was 
created in part to encourage productive land use and to reinforce the 50 percent 
cons~rvation rule hy not taxing that portion of the holding. Howev~r, collection 
of this tax relied on self reporting of land usc and production. Similarly. capital 
gains un the sale of land were also based on self-reported sales prices. Thi<; 
absence of tax enforcement subsidized land speculation that significantly 
contributed to th~ deforestation of the region (Mahar, 1989). 

Administrative Feasibility 

The mlministrativc feasibility of H policy instrument depends on the costs of 
administering the PI. These costs include the research and testing required to 
design standards, monitoring costs, and enforcement costs, including legal 
expenses. These costs can have a significant impact on the administrative 
feasibility and, therefore, the e!fectiveness of Pis. For example, in the United 
States the 1987 Water Quality Act amendments to the Clean Water Act required 
the stale~ lu adopt numeric guidelines provided by the EPA for water quality 
standards and list all waters that did not meet established water quality standards 
for toxic pollutants. The F.PA was required to begin almost inunediatcly 
publishing a biennial schedule for the periodic review and revision of existing 
effluent guidelines. 
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A review of the progress of these initiatives three years later found that few states 
had adopted the numeric guidelines. This was in part because the guidelines were 
not methodologically oound, were outdated, and their usc would incur large legal 
expenses by the stales. Most states after three years had monitored less than half 
of their surface waters. And only 29 percent of the nation's river miles had been 
monitored fur luxk pollutants at that time. Also, the EPA was rumble to maintain 
the mandated guideline revision schedule. It was found that 19 of the 35 major 
guidelines had nul been revised in over five years and 9 of those had not been 
revised since the 1970s. The administrative infeasibility of this purely RI 
approach to water quality caused the report to conclude by recommending 
effluent fees for raising revenues and providing incentives for emission reductions 
(US Ci-AO, 1991). 

Political feasibility 

The anlidpated distribution of the costs and benefits resulting from the 
implementation of the policy instrument will directly effect the political approval 
of the policy instrument and its effectiveness (Zcckhanser, 1985). However, the 
benefits from a policy instrument may not be easily identified. For example, 
small businesses in the Los Angeles I3asin were initially concerned about 
switching from a command and control regime to a system of tradeable permit.~. 
They thought that they would be at an unfair disadvantage compared with larger 
firms. An empirical study of the furniture manufacturing industry in the region 
which is cumposed of small businesses showed the industry's fears to be 
unfounded in that there would be a net annual gain to the industry of $31 million 
dollars by ~witching to a tradeable permit system (OECD, 1994). 

The same stl!dy by the OECD (1994) reviews the findings of the few empirical 
analyses on the distributional impacts of Els. Pollution control costs were 
regressive, bul pollution control bcnefirn were pro-poor. The report also finds 
that both emission taxes and trading programs can cause large transfers of wealth, 
but the distribution varies widely according to the specifics of each program. 
Generally, the report warns against making mistaken distributional a~sessment.s 
that are nul based on empirical analysis. 

Compatibility with Other Government Objectives 

Governments ~ommonly subsidize firms to promote policy objectives in areas of 
trade, employment, and development. However, subsidies may also conflict with 
and, therefore, reduce tl1e effectiveness of economic instruments for 
environmental protection. An economic instrument designed to provido: a financial 
incentive to ro:U.uce an environmentally undesirable practice is undermined by a 
subsidy scheme that promotes greater output. In We~t Java, for example, soil 
conservation policies discouraging monoeropping of ca~sava are ineffective due 



to the Government of Indonesia's export and pricing policies (Barbier, 1990). 

Consider an agricultural example in which the <:nvironmental objective is the 
maintt:mmce of water quality in a particular watershed. The em·ironmcntal policy 
instrument is a product charge levied on fertili~er. It is designed to reduce 
fertili~er use, by that reducing fertilizer runoff into the watershed. The 
government also has the objective of increasing employment in the region. The 
employmt:nt policy instrument reduces the price of" land through subsidized 
!casing. Fann employment increases as more furmland is brought into production. 
Hence, a conflict between the two policies arises. "Ibis conflict may be serious 
where, for example, marginal lands that require proportionately more fertilizer 
and are more prone tu erosion are bruught into pmduction by the lease subsidies. 
Using these lands for farming increases fertilizer runoff into the watershed. 
Although the usage of fertili7er on any individual fann is reduced due to the 
product charge, the adverse environmental effects of the employment policy 
hinder achievement of the envimnmental objective. 

Achievement of the environmental policy objective generally is more difficult and 
more costly when the timmcial incentive of economic instruments competes with 
market distorting subsidies. Removal of these subsidies is a significant point of 
the OECD's Recommendation of the Council on the Use of Economic 
Instruments in Environmental Policy (OECD, 1993). 

Cost EOh;livencss 

Environmental protection imposes costs on 1inns, even when the net benefits to 
society are positive. Pollution abatement equipment, alterations of the production 
process or use of input~, and restrictions on potential plant locations arc all 
costly. lhe ilrm will be subject to some or all these costs in its cumpliancc with 
the government's environmental policy. The cost of envirunmental protection is 
nut insigniiicant and reduces the funds available tOr other productive uses. 
Conflicts between applying scarce resources for environmental protection and 
other productive uses intensify when countries are poor. 

A cost-ctfective policy instrument allows the firm to realize a least-cost strategy 
and reduces inc~ntives for non-compliance. A commonly cited advantage of a 
tradeable pennit system is that the environmental objective can he achieved with 
large cost savings over other Pis (Tietcnberg, 1980; O'Neil, eta!., 1983; Opaluch 
and Kashmanian, 1985; and Hahn, 1989), Perhaps the must successful program 
in this respect has been the lead credit trading program carried out in the United 
States to reduce the lead content in gasoline. 1 he estimated cost savings to the 
industry from this program \\'ere O\'er $228 million. The success of this program 
has been largely attributed to the case in which lead content could be monitored 
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through the existing regulatory system and to the widespread support for the 
environmental objective (Hahn, 1989). 

Gains From Technological Chans;e 

Policy instruments vary in the levd of incentive lo promote technological change 
that they provide. Milliman and Prince (1989) learned that Pis as direct wntrols, 
such a~ discharge level standards, discouraged innovative behavior. Innovation is 
disc{)uraged because gains to the firm are restricted to only the reduction in the 
direct costs of producing the allowable level of discharges. TI1ey also foWid that 
emission taxes and auctioned marketable permits provided greater incentives than 
emission subsidies and free marketable pennits. This finding is based on tl1e 
potential for significant gains for the finn once lhe innovation has been employed 
under these Pis. The rationale is lhal the existence of these potential gains will 
cause the firm to explore innovative technologies. The regulating agency can also 
positively effect innovation by making its response to innovation known with 
certainty 0-:filliman and Prince, 1989). 

Per Unit Costs of Pollution 

Policy instruments that impose costs (penalties) fur discharges greater than the 
allowable limit withoul imposing costs (fees or taxes) for discharges below that 
limit provide no incentive for discharge reductions below the allowable level. The 
finn get_~ no financial btmdit from reducing discharges below the standard 
because there are no costs associated with discharges below the standard and 
therefore, no cost savings. Instead the incentive is to produce the allowable 
discharge limit at the least cost 

On the other hand, an emissions charge applied as a fmancial incentive would 
attach a fee to each unit of discharge. The per-unit emissions charge provides an 
incentive for the firm to reduce continuously discharge levels. Empirical analysis 
and surveys of polluters and agency officials supports this fmding (Hahn, 1989). 
Ilahn (1989) refers to the results of a 1986 study by Brown and Brcssers that 
analyzes the effiuent ~:hargc system in the Netherlands. 'Ibis system of charges 
has been in place since 1969. The results oJ this empirical analysis are that 
pol1ution measurell in population equivalents has decreased by 90 percent 
between 1969 and 1985. Of course, rellucing discharges below the allowable 
limit presumably are justified only if there is a sound rea~on, based on benefit 
cost analysis of another reasoned criteria, for doing so. 
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8.6 CASE STUDIES 

Introduction 

This section describes case studies of actual uses of economic instruments. These 
studies were chosen for their relevance to coastal area management issues and 
because they represent actual applications of economic instnunents as opposed 
to simulations. 'lbc frrst case study concerns the w;e of liability for damages to 
natural resources in the United States. The next case study is a review of a 
combination of studies portraying the use of point source/nun-point source trading 
to control water quality. The third case study discusses the eflects of agricultural 
policies on water quality based on examples from Java and the United States. 
The fourth case study discusses the use of supplemental environmental projects 
(SEPs) as policy instruments used in the United Stales. The potential for use of 
economic instruments in environmental policy has been well documented. 
However, few studies exist of the frequency and effectiveness of economic 
instruments used for coastal zone management. These studies are presented to 
offer some insight into the application of policy instruments whose use is more 
complex than the familiar emissions and product charges. 

Case I: Liability 

In the United States, liability for damages, restoration, and remediation of injuries 
to natural resources is a significant and at times controversial environmental 
policy instrument_ The significance stems from the potentially huge dollar values 
of damages, rcstoratioiL, and remediation costs. TI1e controversy sll-'IIJS from the 
means of assessment of dollar values for natural resource damages and the use 
of retroactive, strict, joint and several liability rules used in the determination or 
responsible parties_ Liability l'or damages in case oi injuries to public natural 
resources caused by hazardous substances is prOvided by the Comprehemive 
Environmental Response, Compensation, and Liability Act of 1980 (CERCLA). 
The Outer Continental Lands Act of 1978 (OCSLA) and the Oil Pollution Act 
of 1990 (OPA) addresses liability and related issues upon injuries to natural 
resources occurring from oil spills. Although CERCLA, OCSLA, and OPA are 
the laws governing liability issues, the application of these laws occurs through 
regulations promulgated by designated federal government agencies. 

The strict, joint and several liability provisions of CERCLA give strong 
economic incentives for cleaning up active hazardous waste d1sposal sites and for 
preventing hannful situations in the future. The retroactive liability provisions of 
CERCLA place the costs of rectifYing abandoned and inactive ha7.ardous waste 
disposal sites with those that benefited from past harmful activities. Under 
r~troactive, strict, joint and several liability any finn that disposed of hwardous 
wastes at a fucility in the past, despite the level of care taken then and despite the 
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volume of waste deposited, is liable for all remediation and restoration costs at 
that site. If a causal link is established the finn may also be responsible for aU 
natural resource damages (Anderson 1993; Kenison, 1993). The effect of these 
liability provisions is that the government. acting as trustee of public natural 
resources, pursues large firms able to pay substantial sums toward site 
remediation. In many cases disposal sites were used by a single firm, but in many 
other cases there were multiple contributors ofbazardotm wa~tc at a site. Pursuing 
only the largest finn(s) under the joint and several provisions of CERCLA in 
instances of multiple contributors deviates from the polluter pays pririciple. 
Smaller waste contributors that are unable to pay substantial portions of 
remediation costs arc not sharing in the burden of remediation and transaction 
costs (Probst and Portney 1992). 

Many criticisms have been made of the effectiveness ofCERCLA, in encouraging 
cleanup of hazardous waste sites and affecting future \\·aste management 
practices. In 1991 the Us EPA estimated that it would take an average of eleven 
vears between the time a site was placed on the National Priorities Listing to fhc 
time that remediation wa~ completed. However, the pace of site identification 
and clean up through 1991 indicates that it may take as long as 18 years between 
identification and full remediation (Probst and Portney, 1992). Delays in the 
perfonnance of cleanups arc due to many factors_ The most prevalent are 
disputes over the level of clean up required, the level of scientitic study required 
to learn the appropriate clean up process, and the agency's policy choice to 
pursue litigation before cleaning selected sites. 

/.nother severe criticism of current practices under CERCLA and OPA is the 
high level of transaction costs associated with the pursuit of liability claims. 
Under CERCLA there are numerous avenues of litigation that are taken. These 
include litigation by the government against the potentially respon~ihle party, 
litigation between potentially responsible parties, litigation between potentially 
responsible parties and their insurers, litigation between insurers, and ~ettlement 
negotiations between the govermnent meet and the potentially responsible parties 
(Probst and Portney 1 992). Transaction costs increa~e further when each party lo 
the litigation hires its own teclmical experts to provide analyses on their behalt: 
One survey of transaction costs estimated that in 1989, transaction costs were 41 
percent ofCERCLA outlays tOr litigation concerning multi-party sites. The same 
survey found that insurers spent 90 percent of their CERCLA-relatcd outlays un 
adive claims on transaction costs such as legal fees and technical support (Probst 
and Portney 1992). Under OPA and CERCLA, natural. resource tlamage 
assessments also significantly add to the level of transaction costs. 

The high cost of doing natural resource damage assessments has led to attempts 
to streamline anti systematize assessment efforts. Examples of this approach are 
the Type A models for the est1.1arinc and murine and· Great Lakes environments 
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in th~ U.S. These computer models use biologic, oceanographic, and economic 
information to assess damages to natural resources based on historical e.-;!imates 
of significant parameters. This approach is used for relatively small spills or 
where damages are too small to warrant a site-specific study. 

The effectiveness of liability rules in inducing firms to take the appropriate level 
of care is difficult to determine. One study of the incentives provided by liability 
rules by Opalucl! and Grigalunas, 1984 shows that offShore oil producers in the 
United St.att:s reduced bids tbr offshore leases because of perceived liabilitv 
exposure in case of spill or other incident. Bids for leases in areas that were more 
vulnerabl~ lo injury due to a spill were lower than bids for areas of less 
vulnerability, other things being equal. The implication is that firms are 
intcmaliz.ing the potential environmental costs of pollution hy offering a lower 
lease price where potential damages are higher. 

Overall, it appears that liability rules under CERCLA and OPA provides some 
incentive for increased levels of care in the disposal and transpon of hazardous 
materials. However, the level of incentive is unclear due to the uncertain nature 
of litigation outcomes. The effectiveness of liability rules under CERCLA and 
OPA may also be limited by the high transaction costs and by the abilities of 
scientists tu assess accurately environmental injury and economic damages. 

Case 2 - Point suurce/Nonpoint source Trading 

TI1is case study reviews the application of point sourec/nonpoint source trading 
schemes in various locations in the United States. Simulation models find that 
trading between puinl soun:es lowers the cost of reducing effluent discharges 
(Hanley 1993; Opaluch and Kashmanian, 1985). These results are supported by 
studies of point source trading to achieve air quality goals (Foster and Hahn, 
1993). However, controlling nonpoint source discharges through trading with 
point sources has bt:en applied only infrequently. A major impediment to the 
application of point source\nonpoint source trading schemes has been the 
stochastic nature of, and difficulty in measuring, nonpoint loading (Malik et a!. 
1993). Other impediments are the level of information and modeling required and 
the institutional requin:men!.s lo ease trading_ 

Nonpoint sources of water pollution are a significant cause of water quality 
degradation. Estimates are that full compliance with all technology based 
discharge requirements by point suurc~ dischargers would still leave 18,000 
bod1es of water in the U.S. below designated water quality standards due to the 
effects of nonpoint source pollution (Apogee 1992). The US EPA has identified 
five major categories of non-point pollution sources that pose a significant threat 
to coastal waters: (I) agricultural runoff; including pesticides, herbicides, and soil 
erosion; (2) urban runoff including erosion, on-site disposal systems, roadway 
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runoff, and construction runoff; (3) forestry runo!Iincludingpesticides, fertilizer, 
and erosion; (4) marina~ and recreational boating including marina runoff, waste 
disposa~ fuelling and maintenance practices; and (5) channeli7.ation and charmcl 
modification, dams, and shorelim: erosion (EPA, 1993). 

Trading disehar.ges between point sources and nonpoint sources allow for overall 
water quality improvements, reduces nonpoint source discharges, and provides a 
mechanism fur firms or waste treatment plant operators to choose lower cost 
pollution abatement solutions. The motivation for establishing a trading scheme 
may he the improvt:IIlenl of overall water quality in a body of water when point 
source discharges are already achieving discharge standards. Alternatively, a 
point source may want to increase discharges while under a requirement to 
maintain the current level or overall water quality. Point sourcefnonpoint source 
trading may also ~ase the introduction of new point sonrces of pollution without 
degrading overall water quality, if adequate nonpoint reductions can be made. 

Under a point sourcelnonpoint source trading scheme, the point source would 
reduce nonpoint loailing to avoid having to increase its own abatement activity. 
Actions to reduce nonpoint loading may be taken directly by the flffil. For 
example, the finn might build anti-erosion structures, or the firm may make 
payments into a fund that supports nonpuint pollution reduction efforts. A point 
source/nonpoint sourU! trading scheme is not viable under many restrictive 
conditions. The body of water in question must have a measurable input of 
nonpoint soun;~ pollution loading, and the effects of reducing that loading on 
overall water quality must be known with some certainty. If reducing the volume 
of non point loading will have the desired effect on overall water quality, there 
must be a sufficient difference in the marginal cost of abatement between the 
point source and the nonpoint source to induce trading. The cost to the finn of 
a unit rcductiun in point source discharges must be greater than the cost of a unit 
reduction in nonpoint sour~.e reduction including the trading rate multiple. The 
trading rate multiple retlects the stochastic nature of nonpoint loadings due to 
external fadurs such as rainfall, time of year, etc. In a point sourcclnunpuini 
source trading scheme, the trading rate multiple (also known as the trading ratio) 
specifics the number of nonpoint loading units that are the trading equivalent of 
a single point source loading unit. The trading rate multiple may be greater than 
one to account for anticipated development of new nonpoint sources. A 
significant requirement for a point!nonpoint trading scheme is an institutional 
structure that provid~s enforcement, monitoring, and a mechanism for currying 
out nonpoint source loading reduction activities. 

A few water quality point sourcefnonpoint source trading schemes are in effect 
in the Cnited Stales. A point source/nonpoint source trading program is being 
introduced to achieve water quality improvements in the Albemarle-Pamlico 
Estuary in North Carolina. 1l1is estuary system is one of the largest in the 
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country with a surrounding watershed of over 5,400 square miles. The 
environmental objective is a 200,000 kgi)T reduction of nutnent loading in the 
estuary to be achieved according to a de-clining schedule of load allowances. 
Estimates arc that almost 80 percent of nutrient loading was attributable to 
nonpoint sources, milking achievement of the environmental objective extremely 
costly for point source contributors_ The estimated capital cost o~compliance by 
point source contributors exceeded $50 million (Apogee, 1992). The trading 
program alternative allows point source contributors to achieve nutrient reduction 
goals by funding relatively low cost agricultural best management practices that 
reduce nonpoint loading. 

Point source contributors formed an Association that includes twelve publicly
owned waste-water treatment facilities grouped together for loading allocation 
purposes. The trading rate multiple is 3: I for cwpland best-management practices 
and 2:1 !Or animal best-management practices. Point source reduction credits 
eamed by funding nonpoint reductions are valid for ten years. Funds targeted for 
nonpoint source loading reductions go to a state agency_ responsible for 
overseeing agricultural best management practices (AJXlgec 1992). 

Trading is allowed only after Association members optimize existing facilities. 
To date, no trades have taken place. This is because loading reduction targets 
have been metlhruugh efficiencies realized at existing facilities. However, the 
Association has spent over $1 million developing agricultural best management 
practice demonstration pwjects to ensure that nonpoint redU(..1:ions can be 
achieved when trading commences. 

At Chatfield Basin in Colorado, a pwgrnm in the plauning and modeling stages 
will facilitate puinl source/nonpoint source trading of phosphorus effluent to 
maintain water quality in the Chatfield Reservoir. The models being developed 
will predict monthly and annual phosphorus loads ftom point and nonpoint 
sources. Other models will figure out the economically optimal phosphorus 
discharge allocations among sources under the constraint of limited total 
phosphorus loading in the reservoir. Point ~ourcclnonpoint source trading will 
be available to achieve water quality goals at least cost; however, this program 
is not yet in etlect (Apogee 1992). 

At the Cherry Creek Reservoir, also in Colorado, a point source/nonpoint source 
trading pwgram has been developed and is in effect although trading has not 
occurred yet. At the aforementioned reservoir, nonpoint sources of phosphorus 
loading were the largest contributor of phosphorus into the reservoir_ To maintain 
water quality during anticipated population growth in the watershed, u trading 
program was developed. The program would allow point sources to earn loading 
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allocation credits by setting up nonpoint source phosphorus loading controls. 
Trading has not yet occurred, mainly because actual population growth has been 
less than anticipated (Apogee 1992). A third reservoir in Colorado, !ht: Dillon 
Reservoir, set up the first point source/nonpoint source trading program in the 
United States. However, point sourceinonpoint ~oun;t: trading has not occurred 
due to increased operating efficiency of the point source technology allowing for 
low cost reductions in point source loailing (Apogee 1992). 

Point sonrce/nonpnint source tnuling programs show much promise as a cost
effective means of achieving water quality objectives. Trading programs may be 
particularly applicable to areas where increasing development is expected to 
overload existing >vaste-water treatment facilities and nonpoint sources are 
signiftcant contributors to pollution loading. However, the institutional, 
informational, and modeling requirements for a successful point source/nonpoint 
source trading program may ofl.en be difficult to fulfill. 

Case 3 - Agricultural Policies 

Agricultmal policies can have intended and unintended effects on water quality. 
Agricultural policies can e!Tect levels of fertilizer and pesticide use, crop choice, 
and the amount of acreage under cultivation. Each of these items can affect water 
quality through resulting levels of runoiT and erosion. Subsidies are often tJSed 
as agriculmral policy instruments yielding water quality effects. Beneficial water 
quality effects of agricultural subsidies may oecur when highly erodible cropland 
is removed from cultivation as a part of a soil conservation program. Agricultural 
subsidies may also have degrading effects on water quality if subsidies encourage 
excessive fertilizer and pesticide use or when price supports keep highly erodible 
land under cultivation. Pesticide subsidies of various types have been pre..,.-alent 
in developing countries encouraging excessive use and resulting in many costly 
externalities including water quality degradation (Farah 1994). 

The three cases reviewed here examine the water quality related effects of soil 
conservation dforL~ and agricultural policies in Java, soil conservation polices in 
the U.S., and policies aliecting wetland conversion to cropland also in the U.S .. 
In a study of soil conservation practices on the Indonesian island of Java, Barbier 
(1990) discusses several economic influences on the land management behavior 
of subsistence-level, upland farmers. This study does not address the potential 
water quality implications of soil conservation, but the incentives influencing soH 
management hehavior here parallel a soil consenation program aimed at water 
quality improvements. A notable conclusion of this study is that farmers may not 
adopt soil conservation practices, though there may be substantial long term 
benefits, if short-term economic incentives are not in place. 

Disincentives to adoption of soil conservation practices may result from physical 
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attributes of the farm and from government policies concerning crop price 
supports and fertilizer subsidies. The physical disincentives cited by Barbier 
include the depth of topsoil and the amount of labor required to build bench 
terraces. On many of the farms in question in Java, the depth of the volcanic 
topsoil is so great that despite the high volume of erosion that occurs, the 
farmer's harvest is not affeded and there is nu immediate economic incentive to 
conserve soil. The preferred soil conservation practice in the upland area is bench 
terracing wbidJ. is very labor intensive to constru.;t. The average farmer working 
throughout the dry season would only be able to terrace a small fraction of the 
farm in a single season. Another impediment to terrm;e building is that most 
fanners do not have the cash or available credit to hire labor. Subsistence farmers 
choosing the most productive use of their time face high opportunity costs with 
bench terracing. These opportunity costs are due to lost income fi:om either off
fann employment or reduced crop production (Barbier, 1990). 

The disincentives to adoption of soil conservation measures r~sulting from 
government policies are based on the effects of those policies on the fanner's 
profits. For example, bench terracing increases the moistur<: cont~ni of the soil 
allowing tanners to switch to traditionally higher valued crops. However, the 
presence of government price supports for lower valued crops Sll(;h as cassava 
provid[) incentive for fanners to forego terradng and monocrop cassava, which 
causes high levels of erosion. Government subsidies for fertilizer use in Indone:;ia 
have encouraged reliance on increased fertilizer input to maintain crop yields 
rather than on more expcosivc soil conservation practices. Barbier alsu cites the 
lack of secure land tenure as a disincentive to investment in soil conservation 
practices. For exmuplc, in Srigonco, East Java, poor land management practices 
were mnst prevalent on leased tlums were tenure was unstable (Barbier, 1990). 

Ribaudo (Ribaudo, 1989) examines the economic efficiency of water quality 
improvements from the Conservation Reserve Program in the United States. This 
program allows funners to take highly erodible farmland out of production tOr 
soil conservation. The government pays the farmer 50 percent of the cost uf 
establishing permanent ground cover and rental payments for the duration of the 
contract period. Although many benefits ksides water quality improvements arise 
from this program, there has been encouragement to use this program for 
enhancing water quality nutionwide. Under this program objective, the 
spcci.fio.:alion of water quality targets influences the distribution of eurollment in 
the program and the economic value of water quality benefits achieved 
(Ribaudo, 1989). 

Tluet: different ~pecifications of water quality goals were compared tOr eiie~.-is 

on the overall economic value of water quality improvements and on enrollment 
puUt:ms. Under the three scenarios, water quality goals are specified accOrding 
to {I) the physical characteristics of the water including o.;oncentration levels of 
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phosphorus, suspended sediments, and nitrogen; (2) the economic damages per 
ton of erosion (a proxy for economic benefits); (3) and economic damages per 
acre of cropland enrolled (a proxy for economic benefits). The two damages 
scenarios used available estimates of offSite erosion damages for each region of 
the country. The damages per ton scenario, however, include the implicit and 
false assumption that removing an acre of cropland will result in the same level 
of erosion reduction whatever the region. Defming water quality goals according 
to damages per acre of cropland avoids this problem by allowing differences in 
topography, climate, and soil type to effect the level of economic damages. Under 
the damages-per acre scenario, regions with similar levels of damages per ton can 
have significantly different levels of damages per acre depending on regional 
differences in per acre erosion levels. 

Ribaudo's conclusions emphasize the importance of incorporating economic 
benefits into the goals of a soil conservation program aimed at improving water 

. quality. The estimated benefits of the damages-per ton and damages-per acre 
scenarios were both approximately 34 percent higher than the level of economic 
benefits resulting from a program aimed at improvements in physical 
characteristics. Enrollment patterns 

also varied widely across scenarios reflecting different water uses and benefil 
levels in different regions. 

A third case concerns the effects of agricultural policy on economic incentives 
for environmental management. The role of taxes and price policies on wetlan.d 
conversion to cropland on the Mississippi Delta region of the United States is 
examined. In the two hundred years before 1980, the continental U. S. is 
estimated to have lost 53 percent of its original freshwater and estuarine 
wetlands. Since 1937, the Mississippi Delta region lo~t KO percent of il.s 
bottomland hardwood forests to cropland conversion (Kramer and Shabman, 
1993). Historically, tax: and price policies and government supported 
channelization and drainage projects encouraged the conversion of wetlands into 
cropland for soybeans, cotton, rice, and wheat. Kramer and Shabman, 1993 
analyze the effects of policy reforms on the land owner's incentive to convert 
bottomland hardwood forests into cropland. 

Bottomland hardwood fores1s can produce marketable timbllf, leaving the 
ecological functions of the wetland area relatively intact. The landov.ner must 
decide the most profitable usc of the land. This involves comparing the potential 
discounted future income of the cropland in question to lhe costs of converting 
the land, and the discounted foregone timhcr income. Government policies and 
programs have affected this land-use decision by stabilizing farm income, and 
subsidizing wetland conversion. Before the 19KOs the United Stat~ Department 
of Agriculture's Soil Conservation Service supported wetland conversion by 
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providing teclmical a~sistance to farmers installing wetland drainage systems. The 
risk of future fimn income was reduced by U.S. Dept. of Agriculture programs 
that sd minimum prices on crops and supported income levels of farmers who 
kept acreage out of production. The govermncnt also subsidized crop insurance 
agairu;t yield losses due to natural causes. Recent polices have reversed some of 
these incentives by removing technical support for new drainage and removing 
price and in~ume support~ for crops grown on recently converted wetlands 
(Kramer and Shabman, 1993). 

Federal income tax law also provided economic incentives for wetland conversion 
until the mid-1980s. Previously, farmers could reduce net farm income by the 
amount spent on land clearing and drainage installation up to a percentage limit 
of gross farm in~ume. Positive tax incentives also existed for timber harvesting 
and managoment as well, however, tax favored management practices did not 
apply to bottomland hanlwoud forestry. Prefereutial tax treatment of wetland 
conversion was removed by the Tax Refonn Act of 1986. Kramer and Shabman 
did a simulation analysis on the net present value of the conversion investment 
to decide whether current policies will continue to provide a disincentive for 
wetland conversion. Their results suggest that the new policies provide 
disincentives to wetland conversion. However, they also acknowledge other 
factors, such as environmental policies aimed specifically at wetland conservation 
and that converting remaining wetlands may require more extensive engineering 
than previously converted wetlands (Kramer and Shabman, 1993). 

Case 4 - Supplemental Environmental Projects: 

In recent years, the United States has greatly increased the me of civil tines and 
criminal penalties as economic incentives for compliance with environmental 
regulations. In fiscal year 1993, $115.1 million in civil penalties and $29.7 
million in criminal fines were assessed (EPA, 1994). One firm paid over $5 
million in fines and penalties for unauthorized discharges of pollutants into a hay; 
improper storage and handling of hazardous materials; and inadequate record 
keeping and training of personneL Criminal sanctions have also increa.~ed yielding 
135 convicted defendants in fiscal year 1993, 57 of whom were imprisoned 
(EPA, 1994). The environmental benefits that result from monetary fines and 
criminal sanctions are revealed by the increased level of care taken by firms and 
individuals in response to the enforcement initiative. These b~nefits increase when 
the assessed fines and penalties are used in environmentally benelicial programs. 

Supplemental Environmental Projects provide enviromncntal benefits beyond the 
restoration and compliance measures normally required of enviromnenlal 
regulation offenders. All SEPs must be approved by the Assistant Administrator 
for Enforcement (EPA) and the Assistant Attorney General for the Environment 
and Natural Resources Division (Dcparbnent of Justlce). Although not economic 
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incentives in themselves, sin~:e the penalty may be reduced by the value of the 
SEP, these projects allow fOr direct cnvirolll)1cntal benefits to accrue from 
noncompliance of environmental regulations. This brief review highlights the 
innovation and potential fOr generating environmental benefits that occur in this 
program.· 

·me EPA requires that SEP "furthers the Agency's statutory mandates to clean 
up the environment and deter violations of the law". More specifically, "All 
supplemental projects must improve the injured enviromnent or reduce the total 
risk burden posed to the public health or the environment by the identified 
violations" (EPA, 1991). Tills language indicates and the agency contends that 
there must be a connection between the original violation and the SEP. A vertical 
link hctween the SEP and the violation occurs when the SEP reduces pollution 
loadings to ollSet the excess loadings of the same pollutant into the same medium 
discharged during the violation. A horizontal nexus exists when the SEP provides 
relief for a different medium at the same polluting facility or provides relief for 
the same medium at a different facility. In this instance, it is important to the 
agency that the SEP either reduce the risk to public health or the environment or 
reduce the likelihood of a similar violation occurring at a different facility or in 
a different medium. However, a SEP may not be used to resolve violations at 
facilities other than the facility at which the original violation occurred since this 
would remove the deterrence incentive (EPA, 1991}. 

The EPA uses SEPs as opportunities to promote pollution prevention, reduce 
waste generation, and generate environmental benefits (EPA, 1994). There are 
five categories of allowable SEPs: pollution prevention, pollution reduction, 
environmental restoration, environmental auditing, and enforcement related public 
awareness. l'ollution prevention project~ attempt to reduce pollution through new 
technologies, input substitution, or adjusted operating procedures. Pollution 
reduction projects reduce the discharge of pollutants through in~.--reased abatement 
efforts. Environmental restoration projects go beyond restoration of the area 
injured by the violation and enhance the area. Environmental auditing projects are 
allowable when the project goes beyond general good business practices or 
focuses un the correction of potential violations. Public awareness projects 
promme industry wide compliance or provide public services such as distribution 
of innovative pollution reducing technologies. Public awareness projects are not 
held to the "~:unncction" requirement. 

The following examples of actual SEPs illustrate the variety of applications and 
costs associated with SEPs. These examples are drawn from the Fiscal Year 
1993 Enforcement Accomplishments Report (EPA, 1994). In one case a company 
that owned most railroad yards signed a consent decree fur alleged violations of 
the Clean Water Act (CWA). 1be company agreed to pay $3 mll1ion in civil 
penalties and do four SEPs at a cost of $4 million. The SEPs require a National 
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Pollution Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) permit-audit at 21 active yards 
owned by the finn; a risk-assessment audit at 61 inactive yards; an environmental 
awareness program for company managers; and the development of a best 
management practices manual and a seminar on storm water runofi In another 
case, a tile making fiiTil also signed a consent decree for alleged violations of the 
CWA. The decree required the finn to pay $493,000 in civil penalties and to 
conslruct a new storm water drainage system to remove the violation. The 
consent decree also includes two SEPs. One is a pollution prevention project that 
identifies a plan to reduce the zinc oxide levels used in tile glazes. The other SEP 
will construct a zem discharge stormwater management system on company 
owned property that is not subject to NPDES permit requirements. The combined 
cost of these SEPs is S333,930. 

The following two cases concern violations by public entities. In one case the 
Port Allthority of aU. S. west coast city posed a hazard to hllman health and the 
marine environment by unpermitted toxic discharges. The consent decree requires 
a civil penalty of $92,000 and two SEPs valued at $58,000. The SEPs include an 
analysis and removal of contaminated sediments near stonnwater drains. Another 
western U. S. city was found violating its NPDES permit by not properly 
carrying out and enforcing fcdeml pretreatment regulations. The city had to 
correct the dtlficiencies and pay a civil penalty of $45,000. The city was also 
required to do three SEPs that will develop a household hazardous waste 
program, an un-sile assistance program for small communitie-S, and a workshop 
on pollution prevention assessment and waste minimization for treatment plant 
operators. 
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9. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

9.1 INTRODUCTION 

Coastal areas arc under severe pressures due to rapid population gro;vth, development, and 
the generally high degree of biological pmductivity and the fragile nature of the natural 
environments of these areas. In the international arena, the United Nations Environm~nl~l 
Program and others have emphasized the importance of environmental concerns in general 
and coastal and marine issues in particular, and have encouraged the u»e of valuation 
methods and market-based policy instrumcnls to help address environmental issues. 

This DoCument attempts to contribute to the emerging literature on integrated coastal area 
management (ICAM) by examining non-market valuation methods and policy instruments, 
empha•izing applications. We view market failure in the form of externalities, public 
goods, and insecure property rights as major contributors to coastal area management 
problems. In fact, the existence of widespread externalities is perhaps a central argument 
for integraled coasl.al area mmmgemenl as compared with single-sector managemcnt 

We recognize that coastal area management problems occur within a complex political 
process and necessarily involve issues which cut across many disciplines. We also arc 
mindful that solutions to coastal management problems will not be based solely on 
technical economic analyses - nor for that matter, will they be based only on analyses 
from any single field. "Fundamentally, we take the position that public preferences matter 
and that non-market valuation techniques can improve our rmderstanding of the public's 
preferences for the resources of coastal areas and, by that, help select among policy 
inst111ments to he used fin TCAM. 

In this Document the concepts rmderlying non-market techniques were reviewed, the 
methodology and data requirements were outlined, and many marine-related examples 
were given. Also, many of the issues and challenges to be faced when attempting to apply 
each approach were noted. We also reviewed many regulatory and economic policy 
instruments and gave example' of their U.'le. A hypothetical case study, "Challenge Bay", 
was used as a device to mako the discussion of valuation methods and policy instruments 
concrete. Below we return to the issues facing Challenge Bay and indicate briefly how the 
mln-market valuation methods and policy instruments reviewed in Chapters J through 8 
might be used to address some of the issues faced in thi<; cosstal area. 

9.2 CHALLENGE BAY REVISITED 

Our hypothetical coastal area faces many problems. Non-point source runoff from 
agriculture and urbanized areas threaten to degrade coastal \Vaters. A proposed dum would 
divert water to agriculture and decrease oxygen levels and increase salinity levels in 
sections of the Bay. Household wastes arc entering the Bay and uffecting sections of 
coastal waters, threatening fishing, mariculture, tourism, and public h~allh. 

In addition to the above, unattractive development is degrading the scenic amenities of the 
area. A new highway has been propostld, which endangers the C<.XJsystem and 



a!tractivcnc~s of some parts of the area. A new tourism hotel and resort complex would 
lead to loss of much of a marine shoreline park, a popular destination for many visitors. 
Some public recreation areas are suffering from congestion, and debris has begun to mar 
some beaches. Proposed logging would result in sedimentation in the Bay, rmlucing coral 
cover, and by that reducing the appeal of diving, a popular to wist attraction. Figure 9. l, 
which is a reproduction of Figure 1.1, illustrates some of the many linkages among 
development activities, environmental impacts, and impacts on people. These and other 
problems described in Chapter 1, (Section 1.3) confront Challenge Bay- and many Dther 
coastal areas. 

Next, we suggest ways in which valuation methods and policy instmmcnts might be used 
to assist in the ICAM of the Challenge Bay watershed. These ideas are intended to be 
suggestive of the rich variety of valuation methods and policy instruments which might be 
employed; it is not intended t<l he a carerully conceived research strategy. Clearly, in a 
particular case, it would be necessary to consider carefully the cost of the studies 
concerned and how the added infDI11lation would improve decision making. The benefits, 
costs, and feasibility of the policy instrumerrts also would be important concerns. 

To address conflicts between agriculture and environmental quality, attention might be 
drawn to the subsidy provided for water use and to the external effects of agricultural 
activity. If agricultural operators are to face the full costs of their activities, the use of a 
~uhsidy to promote water u_o;;e must be called into question. To help control runoff, 
approaches such as teclmical assistance and subsidies might be used to encourage best 
management practices. These could include, for example, use of an undeveloped buffer 
zone along waterways, improved tillage practices, and restrictions on cultivating certain 
areas. Further, assistance to help farmers adopt least-cost approaches for controlling 
runoff of animal wastes may well be in order. 

The problem of insecure property righw might hinder adoption of conservation measures. 
Although these are fundamental and difficult is;ues that extend beyond coa<;tal area 
management, suggestions to develop clearer titles to ownership and to improve leasing 
arrangement5 might be worth pursuing as a broad policy. The literature also points out 
that the lack of long-term capital to finance conservation measures might be as important a 
problem as insecure property rights in hindering the adoption of soil cowcrvation methods 
(Lutz., ~I a!., 1994). Again, as a broad policy concern, it may be worthwhile to examine 
ways to provide long-term financing for conservation measures for coastal and other areas, 
for example, through governme{\t programs. 

Tourism and recreation issues are of great importance. To begin to address the issues of 
serious congestion and degraded facilities at public beaches, parks, and diving site-s, 
introducliun of" u>er f~e might be considered. A liSCr fcc would hav~ !he goal of 
improving maintenance operations and, as a side effect, reducing overcrowding and 
overuse of the site, perhaps shifting demand to less heavily used, substitute sites in the 
watershco.l. An exampl~ of how a user fee was introduced for these purposes is the case of 
Bonaire Marine Park in the Caribbean (Dixon, eta/_, 1993). Debris problems might be 
reduced hy encouraging the use of deposit and recycling schemes together with a broadly 
publici:a::d and enforced penally for littering. 
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To contribute to the debate concerning the proposed hotel rewrt complex which would be 
located on a popular public shoreline park, a travel cost framework might be used to gain 
some insight into the economic ~alue of the site to recreationists. This information would 
allow public officials to appreciate use of the site and the value that recreational 
participants place on the site. Beyond this, to appreciate fully what would be lost if the 
site wns developed, the travel cost study results might be used to estimate the asset value 
of the site by calculating the present value of the benefits to recreationists, if the site was 
maintained in its current use. This estimate would represent an opportunity cost of 
developing the site, which should be taken into acc<.JI.lllt if private market decisions are to 
reflect all of their cost~- An example of this type of analysis is given in LeeworthY 
(1990). He used tbe results of travel cost, contingent valuation, and market value studies 
(Chapters 2, 3 and 5) for marine activities in Florida (US) to calculate the a~~et value of 
enviromncntal and natural resource activities. Applying techniques like those given in 
LeewDrthy for usc in Challenge Bay might lead to the conclusion that the asset value of 
the site as a public park is quite large. This information, in turn, might provide valuable 
input to decision making concerning the benefits of preservation of 1he site as a park 
versus development. Or, this information might suggest way,;_ to accommodate 
development by altering the location or scale of the proposed hold and resort complex. 

Another important set of issues related to 1he proposed hotel and resort complex concerns 
the accuracy of statements made by the developer about the benefit;; (economic impacts) 
from the proposed d~velopment. The developer's use of gross expenditures and crude 
"multiplier effects" as a measure of the project benefits exaggerates the true economic 
benefits due to the project. As explained in Chapter 2, the developer's argument ignores 
the alternative uses the resources dedicated to the project (land, labor, and other reoources), 
the costs (e.g., public services) the development might impose, and any undesirable 
environmental consequences that might result from the development. Given lh~ 
importance of this Jev~lopmerrt-no development decision, a careful, objective analysis of 
the net benefits of the development is in order. 

For recreational activities rn:curring at multiple sites, such as beach use, diving, or 
recreational fishing, a more sophisticated approach might be used. This could involve 
studies to establish how the attributes of different sites (for example beaches, diving areas, 
wildlife viewing sites) aiTtJCl re~reationists' participation at these sites_ This type of an 
approach would yield information about the factors affecting use of the sites and the 
market and non-market benefits of usc. This type of analysis also could be used tu 
examine how changes in the quality of the activity at the ~ites might affect participation, 
choice of sites, and benefits. To the extent officials can improve the quality attributes at 
different sites though poliL")' actiorn (e.g., better access; improved facilities), it would be 
possible to use the re:;ults of non-market valuation studies to compare the benefits and 
costs of undertaking the improvements. A study by Carson, eta/., (1987), mentioned at 
the outset of Chapter 3, provides a detailed example of how this,approach was used to 
:rtudy marine recreational fishing at multiple sites in south central Alaska. 

As an alternative, contingent behavior approaches might be used. For example, 
recreationists may be asked how their use uf a site for diving or for wildlife viewing 
v,ould be affected, if spcdfic quality attributes of the site and/or the co;is of using the site 
were changed in specified ways. This approach would be particularly useful for studying 
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new facilities or activities, or for dramatic changes in existing activities. Example> hy 
McConell, and Maharaj, described in Chapter 5, illustrate how this approach might be 

"""'· 
Hedonic analysis appears to be of limited use in this case. However, as noted in the case 
study description, pollution problems have begun to affect some areas where a seasonal 
residential community has grown. If infonnation on purchase prices or rentals is available 
for a sufficiently large number of homes, it may be possible to use the hedonic framework, 
described in Chapter 4, to estimate the implicit vulue attached to water quality. 

The infiltr.:ltion of household wastes to groundwater reservoirs and the Bay poses major 
potential problems, particularly in view of the anticipated rapid growth in the population. 
It may be possible to estimate the benefit;; of reducing household wast" releases, in which 
case benefit-cost analysis might be w;ed to "''aluate the feasibility of investments or to 
help prioritize these investments. Alternatively, if benefits cannot be credibly estimated, 
technical assistance and perhaps subsidies, might be provided to identify cost-effective 
waste treatment facilities appropriate to the area (General Accounting Office (GAO), 
1994). 

The productivity approach might be used for several issues. For example, to attempt to 
address the effect of changes in salinity on oyster catch, a framework similar to that of 
Kahn and Kemp, des~riblld in Chapter 6, might be used. Or an approach like thet US<ld by 
Hodgson and Dixon might be employed to project the effects of sedimentation on coral 
cover and the diversity nnd abundance of reef fish. 

It might also be possible to do a benefit-cost analysis of proposed seagrass or other 
restoration, using the productivity approach. The cost of restoration efforts Qabor, 
supplies, plantings, etc.) is relatively easy to establish, but the benefits of this investment 
are difficult to estimate. It may be possible to use the productivity approach to help with 
this issue. For exwnple, it might be feasible to use cross section data to examine the 
relation between seagrass and fishery population levels, similar to the approach described 
in Hodgson and Dixon or in Kahn and Kemp (see Chapter 6). With this information it 
would be possible to estimate the change in the asset value of seagrass due to restoration, 
infonnation which couhl be compared with the costs. Of course, many other factors may 
affect fishery populations, and it may be very difficult to remove their inflllffice. 
Obviously, well-focused, multidisciplinary research which could shed light on links 
between environm=tal change and changes in abundance in the cases described would be 
very useful for informing coastal area decisions. 

i As an alternative, a simulation approach might be used. for example, the integrated 
. I interdisciplinary model described in Chapter 6 simulated food web effects and the 

associated productivity of various coastal environment types. It may be possible, for 
example, to compare the indirect use value of sea grass bed (the "with" alternative) with 
the alternative state of the environment (the "without" alternative) using a simulation 
approach. Of course, an elaborate simulation is costly and may not be feasible; but 

perhaps a less sophisticated and less costly adaptation of this approach could provide 
adequate information for a cost-benefit analysis. 
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Location of the proposed highway to connect the Challenge Bay watershed to the 
population center in the capital city of "Oceanus" poses very difficult problems. The 
highway could h11.ve serious amenity effects, and could have ecological consequences as 
well due to the elimination of large sections of wetlands and alteration of water flows. 
One alternative to aid decision making is lo use a paired-comparison approach, described 
in Chapter 5. Individuals could be asked to indicate which of two routes they prefer, 
where each route differs with respect to its resource and other effects (e.g. effect of open 
space, water resources, forests, proximity to housing). Use of this approach forces 
individuah to make tradeoffs among resource impacts rather than being asked directly to 
come up with a monetary estimate of the value of a resource change, something they may 
have trouble doing. Hence, use of paired comparisons rather th!lll contingent valuation 
(CV) may make it possible to include public preferences in an important decision, while 
avoiding many of the potential problems with CV described at the end of Chapter 5. 
However, very difficult issues nre posed by the archeological, cultural, and religious 
concerns with the upland highway location. How does one take into acconnt the ~trong 
cultural and religious concerns? 

Finally, the use of tradeabli:: perrnits also could be explored. As noted there are several 
firrns are discharging similar industrial wastes into the Bay. To the extent these finns 
have different marginal costs of abatement, there is an incentive to explore trading. 
Similarly, it may be useful to explore how trading ofpe1mits mlght be d{)Jle among some 
farms and the proposed sewerage treatment plant to achieve nutrient discharge goals for 
the Bay at least cost. However, tradeable pennits may not be practical if prevailing laws 
and administrative practices impose high transadions costs on potential participants. 

In surniimry, \CAM raises many difficult challenges. Particularly serious challenges arise 
due to widespread market failure in coastal areas, the fact that many coaslal environmental 
goo<ls and services are not traded in organized markets, and the absence of policy 
instruments that create buiJt.in incentives to avoid environmental harm. As described in 
this Document, and in the case study of Challenge Bay, economic methods can conlribute 
to public policy for coastal area management by providing information on the public's 
preferences for market and non-market coastal area resources and by helping to select 
between policy iru;trumcnts for coastal management. 
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